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Thin Film  Electrolum inescent Displays produced using Sol-Gel 

M ethods.

Abstract

An inverted double insulating thin film electroluminescent (TFEL) display has been 
fabricated using all sol-gel methods. This involved the production of three film types, 
an insulating material, a conducting film and a luminescent film. The layers have been 
evaluated individually and the combination effects are also looked at. The optimised 
film choice for the display is then given.

This investigation focused on manganese doped zinc sulphide (ZnS:Mn), which has a 
strong orange emission due to the Mn2+ 4 T i(4G) -» 6A i(6S) transitions. It is 
produced from sol-gel deposited zinc oxide films. The oxide films are converted to 
zinc sulphide by annealing in a hydrogen sulphide-containing atmosphere. The 
conversion process was investigated and it was found that it takes place in a two-step 
process that is controlled by diffusion. The parameters of the conversion were 
optimised to produce the doped zinc sulphide having the changes in structure and 
composition as a function of sulphidation temperature and annealing time. It has been 
found that, after an initial “dead time”, conversion takes place in a two-step manner 
where, for an initial period of approximately 60 mins. little diffusion takes place 
followed by faster diffusion with a diffusion coefficient of 7.8xl0~18 m V 1, which is 
independent of sulphur concentration. It is also found that the sulphide forms the 
hexagonal, wurtzite phase with a strong (002) orientation.

The emission due to the Mn2+ 4Ti(4G) 6A i(6S) transitions has been investigated
using photoluminescence (PL), cathodoluminescence (CL), and electroluminescence 
(EL) and the correlation between the luminescence produced by the various methods 
has been studied. A comparison of the spectra using PL, CL and EL has shown how 
these excitation methods can be used to quantify the electroluminescence produced by 
the zinc sulphide. The luminescent properties of ZnS:Mn films have been 
investigated for their application as an emission layer in the thin film 
electroluminescent display. The luminescence of the device depends on the structure 
of the device and various structures were fabricated and the luminous output 
investigated. It was found in this case that the optimum structure is a five layer 
inverted structure. The luminescent properties also depend on the insulating films 
used in the device and their properties. In this case two insulating materials were 
investigated.

The insulating films used in the device were both tantalum pentoxide (Ta20s) and 
silicon dioxide (SiC>2). Devices using both materials have been produced. The 
properties and the interaction between the emission layer and the insulating layer were 
investigated. The effect of the crystal structure of the Ta20s on the luminescent 
properties of the device was also investigated. The luminescent characteristics of the 
fabricated devices have been measured and a comparison is made with the 
characteristics of sol-gel TFEL devices using SiC>2 insulators. The TFEL devices with 
the Ta2 0 5  insulators have shown higher stability and more reliability in their
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operation Therefore Ta2Os is the preferred choice as an insulating material The 
conducting material chosen for this device is aluminium doped zinc oxide (ZnO Al) 
as it is a transparent conductor that is compatible with the insulating materials and 
enhances the performance of the device
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Chapter 1

I n t r o d u c t i o n

The displays industry today is a multi-billion euro industry that is constantly looking 

for new opportunities and new display types as the markets expand From mobile 

phones to projection systems, many different display types are required for the 

different market areas The vision that “videophones will also serve as video 

intercoms and TVs will serve as portals to the ever expanding internet” coupled with 

“every elevator will have a captive audience and every room will enable a “yahoo” 

search”1, explains how this market is expected to grow over the next decade The EU 

currently has a budget of 75 million euro to fund research in the area of display 

technologies These new application areas require a variety of flexible display types 

to meet the market demands since no single display type has been found to satisfy all 

application areas

While the CRT is still the favourite for the family home the plasma screens and home 

projection systems are now challenging it It is expected that the flat panel display 

market valued at 34 billion euro will over take the CRT market in value this year and 

have an overall 65% market share by 20051 The pnme flat panel display 

technologies are plasma, electroluminescent and liquid crystal These three 

technologies each have a variety of sub-categones and these will be treated 

separately There are many important features required for a flat panel display but 

only some of them are quantifiable These are power consumption, resolution, 

lifetime, size, viewing angle and cost

In this chapter the details of other possible display types, their applications, 

limitations and the area of the market targeted by this technology is discussed

1 .11  Cathode Ray Tube

The CRT or cathode ray tube is the main display type used today It is bulky and has 

limitations in both resolution and size When comparing the CRT to thin film EL

1.1 Introduction
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displays there are fundamental differences in the excitation energy required to 

produce the light output In the CRT the luminescent centres of the phosphor are 

excited by the impact of high-energy electrons, produced by thermionic emission, 

accelerated in a vacuum The electrons are focussed on the phosphor screen using 

electrodes held at varying potentials A gnd is also used to help focus the electrons 

The complete assembly is called the electron gun The electron beam scans across 

the viewing area in a raster Displays in Europe have 625 lines (PAL) and in America 

the displays have 525 lines (NTSC) The screen is scanned at a rate greater than 45Hz 

to avoid flicker The luminescence itself is produced by cathodoluminescence of the 

luminescent centres in the phosphor This requires both high voltages (20keV) and an 

accelerating distance Colour displays are produced using the “shadowmask” 

principle Here there are three electron guns that are inclined slightly to each other 

and their beams coincide in the plane of the shodowmask This shadowmask is a 

metal screen with holes in it that is placed in front of the phosphor The beams then 

diverge again and hit the phosphor faceplate of the CRT at three distinct positions 

The phosphor itself consists of groups of three primary colours that are located in the 

correct positions for the guns This leads to a reduced resolution compared to the 

monochrome devices due to the “dot” size being the area of the three dots3

1.1.2 Electroluminescent displays

In contrast to the CRT devices, the electrons m the phosphor that are accelerated by 

the applied electric field excite luminescent centres in the thin film electroluminescent 

display Since the process is confined within the phosphor material itself, this allows 

these devices to achieve equal resolution in a more compact device than the CRTs 

This display type is the focus of this thesis and there are two basic types, AC thin film 

and DC thick film displays and these can be either organic or inorganic The organic 

electroluminescent devices are similar to the inorganic devices studied here but 

different mechanisms are responsible for the luminescence This section concentrates 

on the AC driven devices

Light emitting diodes (LED) have been used in some display areas where resolution is 

not the limiting factor LEDs are based on a low field EL They require fields in the 

region of 106V/m The light emission is produced from the potential energy provided 

during recombination of electron-hole pairs in a p-n junction The main drawback of
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this technology is that for the minority earners to achieve sufficient diffusion lengths 

and radiative recombination single crystal matenals are required Thin film EL is a 

high field process requmng fields in the order of 108Vm 1 achieved with 

polycrystalline matenals and this is a considerable advantage for this technology 

An organic EL device is a multilayer diode structure in which the recombination of 

injected electrons and holes leads to light emission It incorporates an organic 

matenal such as Alq (aluminium tns 8-hydroxyquinoline) or polymer matenal as the 

luminescent matenal They are also thin and light-weight having self luminescent 

features that provide a very high picture quality Another drawback of organic 

technology is stability The individual pixel aging leads to latent images and the 

constant current dnvers required currently limit the size achievable by this 

technology These devices are also vulnerable to water and oxygen vapour 

contamination4 and need appropnate bamer layers

These organic EL displays are also referred to as organic LEDs (OLED) The 

polymer section of this technology incorporates ink-jet technology as the deposition 

method The core matenal is a conjugated polymer chain referred to as a dendnmer 

Dendnmers are branched snow-flake like molecules that compnse of a light emitting 

core with branched dendrons that separate luminescent centres and limit quenching 

This technology combines the bnght pure colours of small-molecule organic LEDs 

and the solubility for deposition on a flat surface of light emitting polymer matenals 

Efficiency and low voltage operation of these devices is being investigated5 New 

production technology using lithography is also helping to overcome the resolution 

limitations First generation colour OLEDs are being produced as camera viewfinders 

by Kodak6

Inorganic EL displays have a capacitive structure that requires high fields and low 

currents limited by the insulators used In the high fields the electrons are accelerated 

and impact excite the luminescent centres The application of ZnS Mn devices based 

on filtenng of the broadband output have been fabncated7

A companson of the special features of first generation organic EL and inorganic EL
n

is shown in Table 1 1
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Properties Alq based organic devices Inorganic high field 

devices

Fabrication Vacuum deposition at low 

temp.

Vacuum deposition at high 

temp. / sol-gel

Electrodes Low work-function 

materials

Al, Mo. ITO, ZnO:Al

Efficiency High Medium

Luminance High Medium

Contrast Low High

Colour Purity Poor (filter or colour 

media required)

“Colour by White” (filter 

required

Voltage Low (dc) High (ac)

Current High Low

Stability Poor Very good

Display area with passive 

driving

Small Large

Table 1.1 Comparison of organic molecular EL and inorganic EL devices.

1.1.3 Plasma displays

In the large display market, at the 40 inch plus screen size, plasma displays and rear 

projection TVs are the only current contenders. EL displays have reached a 17 inch 

prototype level with plans for a mid 30 inch model soon9. LCD displays are available 

in sizes up to a 40 inch prototype. Therefore plasma displays have, at the moment a 

niche market area in the large area flat panel display market.

The principle of the plasma display is electric discharge in certain inert gas based 

mixes. An array of cells arranged in a matrix receives a flow of low pressure xenon
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gas that is activated by the electrodes in the cells. Thus the cell structure determines 

and limits the resolution of the device. The light output is proportional to the 

discharge current but is a non-linear function of the applied voltage. Also the 

luminescence efficiency is not as high as that attained in EL devices but this is being 

addressed and the power consumption is being lowered. The plasma display area can 

be divided into two categories, ac and dc. AC devices are either memory or refreshed 

devices and the dc devices are refreshed devices only. The original device is an ac 

memory device. In the ac devices the electrodes are external to the to the gas cavity 

while in the dc operated devices the electrodes must be inside the gas cavity. An 

initial firing voltage in the region of 150V is required but the plasma can be then 

sustained with a reduced voltage of about 90V.

1.1.4 Liquid Crystal Displays

While electroluminescent devices are emissive devices, the liquid crystal (LCD)

devices modulate light from outside to display images. Even though liquid crystals

have been around for over 100 years10,11 it was not until the discovery of the twisted 
12nematic effect that they found commercial applications. It is the anisotropic 

physical properties of the liquid crystals that is utilised in the displays. Since the first 

application of liquid crystals to displays nearly 30 years ago they have achieved major 

success13. There are seven distinct liquid crystal display technologies. These are 

twisted nematic (TN), super twist (STN), double supertwist, ferroelectric (FLC), thin 

film transistor (TFT-TN), diode active matrix, and back light structures. All involve 

the use of liquid crystal material to modulate light and they can be grouped depending 

on whether they are transmissive or reflective. Transmissive LCD’s modulate the 

light from the back-light at the rear of the liquid crystal panel. This means that the 

back-light must always be on and therefore the power consumption can be high. The 

reflective type devices reflect and modulate ambient light such as illumination light or 

even sunlight when used in mobile phones. There are two types of reflective devices 

that are classified depending on the auxiliary light source used as reflective and 

transreflective. The transreflective device used a back-light while the reflective type 

uses a front-light as the auxiliary light sourcc14, LCDs can be defined according to 

the pixel drive method employed and this determines the resolution of the devices. 

There are two types of pixel drivers, the passive matrix type and the active matrix
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type. The active matrix devices are divided into the metal-insulator-metal (MIM) 

devices and the thin film transistor (TFT) devices. These devices have high contrast, 

fast response and a large gamut of available colours but this leads to an increase in the 

power consumption. The passive devices have low cost and power consumption but 

they lack the contrast and the response speed of the active devices. These response 

times are still limited by the liquid crystal fluid switching time, which is around 

15ms15. Since the response speed of the EL device is dependent on the transitions in 

the luminescent material it is in the microsecond range and is therefore superior to the 

LCD devices. Another limitation of the LCD device is its limited viewing angle. 

Although this is improving it is costly16 and is not a problem with EL devices.

For the flat panel display market the LCD is used extensively in mobile computers, 

PCs and TVs. Its picture quality, viewing cone and response times have improved 

over the last few years allowing it to be successful in these markets.

Liquid Crystal on Silicon (LCoS) devices have been developed to incorporate CMOS 

and liquid crystal. The use of very large scale integration (VLSI) technology to 

address the device allows higher electron mobility17. The active matrix back plane is 

either a DRAM or SDRAM with one or more memory cells per pixel. The pixel size 

is less than ten microns and this gives an apparently unpixelated image with a rapid 

response time. This is hoped will allow the production of large, inexpensive, high 

quality, high resolution displays18. These devices have found uses in the head-up- 

display area19 and are also being developed for microdisplay applications20.

1.1.5 Cathodoluminescence Displays

When a beam of energetic electrons strikes a solid the majority of the electrons lose 

their energy to the atoms in the solid and cause some bound electrons to be ejected 

from the atom. These secondary electrons will generate further secondary electrons if 

they have sufficient energy. This can cause cathodoluminescence if bound electron- 

hole pairs or excitons transfer their recombination energy to activator ions. These 

displays use ZnS as the material on the anode.

Vacuum fluorescent displays are based on low voltage cathodoluminescence. They 

generally consist of a filament that produces electrons by thermionic emission that
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then strike a phosphor coated anode The material used here is doped ZnO giving a 

green colour Other colours are obtained by using different phosphors 

The response time of the devices is m the region of 1ms, which makes them suitable 

for all applications but the resolution of these devices is dependent on the size of the 

tubes and hence is limited

1.1.6 Field Emission Displays

Field Emission Displays (FED) operate in a similar way to CRTs in that phosphors 

are excited by electrons travelling in a vacuum Instead of one gun providing 

electrons, FED use many microscopically small electron emitting cathodes which are 

matnx-addressed to direct electrons at each pixel It is this method of electron 

emission that makes this display type different and allows it to operate at much lower 

powers than the CRT making it an attractive alternative The design of the electron 

emitting cathodes has evolved from microtips that are hard to manufacture because of 

their small size (1-2 ¡im) to lOjim diameter carbon nanotubes (CNT) and picture
i

element tubes using carbon-film cathodes

1.1.7 Electrochromic Displays

Electrochromism is the ability of a material to change colour upon oxidation or 

reduction The material undergoes a visible and reversible change in the 

transmittance or reflectance due to the oxidation or reduction reaction This change is 

normally between a bleached or clear state and a coloured state This optical change 

occurs due to the application of a small electric current at low dc potentials 

This display technology has been attracting attention for the last 40 years and lost out 

to LCD technology m the 1970s22 The mam application of electrochromic devices 

today is rear view mirrors in cars There are four different device types23 and are 

classified according to the materials used m the devices and the type of electrodes 

used As a display technology this method is limited by the lifetime and degradation 

problems24
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This is a relatively new concept in the display industry and was only presented in 

2001 . This display is produced using the electrophoresis of black or white charged 

particles. It is flexible enough to permit bending and has lower power consumption 

than a reflection LCD. This is an area where electrochromic devices may find an 

application area. These “electric-paint” displays consisting of coloured electrodes and

the electrochromic molecules are electrically addressed from the back contact on
26conductive glass . It has the potential to achieve high contrast and may prove to be a 

viable display type but it is still in the development stages.

1.2 Perform ance

Looking at the different types of display technologies discussed it is possible to 

compare their performance and see where each technology is applied. This discussion 

is limited to the technologies that are already in production and looks at the use and 

prospects of each one in terms of the market expectations.

1.2.1 Lifetime

A major factor in the usability of a display is its lifetime. There are two aspects to 

discuss when looking at the lifetime of a display, differential aging and useful life. 

Different aging occurs when different pixels emit differing amounts of light over a 

time period. The eye is very sensitive to this type of aging and will notice variations
272-3% . Useful life is determined by the degradation of the overall luminance over 

time. Generally the lifetime is defined as the time the display taken for the luminance 

to fall to 50% of its initial value. Looking at the product market there are generally 

three areas. Small screen applications such as mobile phones require lifetimes in the 

order of 10 OOOhrs. Bigger screens such as PC’s require 30 OOOhrs. For the home TV 

displays, CRTs have so far led the way in this area and have generally lifetimes in 

excess of 50 OOOhrs. OLEDs have been manufactured with lifetimes in excess of 

7000hrs28. Inorganic EL also has the potential of long lifetimes, showing lifetimes of 

over 10 OOOhrs continuous operation2**, and is therefore a viable technology for most 

display applications. LCD displays are now reaching lifetimes of 20 OOOhrs.

1.1.8 Electronic paper.
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ACTFEL displays have shown to lead the way in this area as displays have been 

produced with lifetimes m excess of 50 OOOhrs30

1.2.2 Power, Luminous efficiency

Power is a deciding factor in the application of a particular display type Certain 

markets, especially the mobile industry (both phones and laptops etc ) require displays 

that require minimal power This rules out the CRT for these applications In this 

area emissive displays have an advantage over non-emissive technologies Emissive 

displays only require power when a pixel is activated while non-emissive devices 

require a backlight that is always active Therefore the emissive displays are more 

power efficient in this area For emissive displays such as electroluminescent devices 

there is a power requirement to generate the light and this requires voltage levels of 

80V31 OLEDs require voltage levels similar to logic circuits

It is important that the display technology chosen is capable of producing a full colour 

display Some technologies such as reflective LCD on silicon and some transmissive 

LCD displays are intrinsically monochrome of field sequential colour In colour 

sequential systems the refresh rate has to be high to prevent flicker and therefore these 

displays require three times the bandwidth of conventional three colour systems This 

again adds to the power requirements of these devices The conventional CRT has a 

three colour system and EL and OLED can also be manufactured with the full colour 

gamut Luminous efficiency compares the technologies based on a power in versus 

light out basis OLED’s have an operating luminous efficiency of 1 6 lm/W32 while 

EL devices have efficiencies of 3 lm/W33

1.2 3 Response time, Viewing angle, Thickness, Gamut

These are some of the additional cntena that are important to consider when looking 

at the application areas of the displays In terms of response time or switching speed, 

the CRT, OLEDS and EL all have microsecond responses based on the lifetimes of 

the colour responsible material transitions LCD devices have response times that are 

dependent on two factors, the LCD cell and the drive circuitry This leaves its 

response in the millisecond range and this is not fast enough for full motion videos 

that need switching times less than 10ms
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Since the CRT, OLED, and EL devices are emissive devices they again have the 

advantage of having a quasi-Jambertian light emission profile resulting in a high 

viewing angle Plasma displays also have a large viewing angle and are a truly “flat “ 

screen application LCDs are limited in their viewing angle due to the optical 

properties of the liquid crystals although this is being improved by using smaller 

electronics and improved liquid crystal material

Coupled with the viewing angle is the actual thickness of the display itself LCDs and 

plasma displays are thin display types when compared to the CRTs and even the 

microdisplays ACTFEL displays however, allows for possible display thicknesses 

of 30mm making them the best available

The colour gamut offered by the emissive technologies is constantly being improved 

as the materials used in the devices are improved and new phosphor materials are 

developed The range of colours that a display can generate is generally given by the 

CIE (Commission Internationale de l ’Eclairage) coordinates34 for the individual 

phosphors used

In the LCD devices better colour filters coupled with tailored outputs of tnphosphor 

backlight cold cathode fluorescent lamps (CCFL) have extended the colour gamut so 

that it rivals that of cheap CRT’s at the high end of the market but the moderately 

priced LCDs do not match these specifications

The significant advantages of ACTFEL over other flat panel display technologies 

include its wide viewing angle, its solid state construction, making it more shock and 

vibration resistant, and its long lifetime Therefore, since a colour ACTFEL device 

prepared using sol-gel technologies is possible, it could impact the displays industry 

in the different market areas especially the larger screen area
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Chapter 2 

Thin Film Formation Techniques.

For the production of a thin film electroluminescent display it is important to look at 

the types of films needed and how they are produced. In this case insulating, 

conducting and luminescent thin films are required to complete the display stack. 

These films are currently produced by a variety of techniques. The thin film 

deposition techniques can be classified as either purely physical, such as evaporation 

or purely chemical such as gas and liquid phase chemical processes or a combination 

of both such as glow discharge and reactive sputtering. Under each of these headings 

there are many sub-sections. Five general classifications can be used to cover the 

common deposition methods and these are

1) Evaporative methods

2) Glow Discharge processes

3) Gas phase chemical processes

4) Thermal Oxidation

5) Liquid phase chemical techniques

Since the deposition method determines many of the film properties it is important to 

differentiate between the different production methods and see which techniques are 

suitable for mass production. This chapter gives a brief overview of the various thin 

film deposition techniques as classified comparing them to the sol gel process, which 

is a liquid phase chemical technique and will be discussed separately in detail.

2. 2 Evaporative M ethods

As one of the oldest techniques available, thermal or vacuum evaporation is widely 

used in the production of metal and metal alloy films35. In evaporation a three-step 

process takes place as follows:

1. the vapour is generated by boiling or subliming a source metal or alloy

2. the vapour is then transported to the substrate and

3. then condensed on to the surface of the substrate where the film if formed. 

Since the evaporants can vary dramatically there is a large range of source 

components and element available. In order to satisfy step two in the process and to

2 .1  Introduction
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ensure film uniformity and consistency the process is earned out under high vacuum 

conditions Vanous methods are used to produce the vapour and most of the systems 

get their name from this

The most commonly used methods of evaporation are resistive evaporation, electron 

beam evaporation and molecular beam epitaxy

In resistive evaporation, placing the metal on a heating element produces the vapour 

The element is heated by passing a high cunent through it Elements are usually 

made from refractory metals such as tungsten or tantalum They are found as coils, 

boats, or other special designs This type of evaporation is used to produce the semi

transparent aluminium electrodes for the EL devices produced This is a simple 

technology that is limited in the vanety of matenals that can be deposited 

In electron beam evaporation the heating energy is supplied to the top of the 

evaporant by the kinetic current of a high-energy electron beam The evaporant is 

contained in a water cooled hearth or cell ZnS Mn has been deposited using this 

technology36 Again the range of matenals that can be deposited and the requirement 

of a vacuum system limit this technology

Molecular Beam Epitaxy (MBE)37 38 39 is a finely controlled method for growing 

single crystal epitaxial films in a high vacuum It involves using several evaporation 

sources, or source cells containing the individual elemental or molecular constituents 

The constituents are evaporated slowly on to the substrate, which is maintained at the 

appropnate temperature for the film formation process The individual constituents 

are directed at the heated substrate and the amount of each constituent used is 

determined by controlling shutters To facilitate epitaxial growth single crystal 

substrates are used Doped ZnS films have been produced using this technology but 

due to the complex operation and expensive equipment the scope of this deposition 

technology for production applications is limited

2. 3 Glow Discharge Technologies

This area of film deposition methods includes two broad areas, sputtenng and plasma 

processes The range of applications and methods in the area is large with most of the 

processes being developed with specific applications in mind
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Since it was introduced 130 years ago40, this is one of the most basic deposition 

processes As well as being a deposition technique, sputtering can also be used as an 

etching process since surface atoms are ejected from an electrode by momentum 

transfer from bombarding ions These surface atoms then form a beam and can be 

deposited on a substrate In order for the sputtering to be efficient the incident 

particle has to be of atomic dimensions Thus, as electrons do not carry the required 

momentum and a large particle could be too big to interact with the surface atoms, 

gases are a convenient source of atomic sized particles or bullets An inert gas such 

as Argon is generally used to ensure that there are no unwanted chemical interactions 

Since the gas needs to have sufficient momentum to interact with the target, Argon 

ions are used Sputter deposition has become a blanket name for a variety of 

processes that include D C , magnetron, rf bias and ion beam sputtering 

D C sputtering uses a plate as the cathode electrode or target in a glow discharge and 

the substrate as the anode in an Argon environment41 The electric field causes 

electrons to be accelerated and collide with neutral atoms to produce the ions that 

bombard the target and cause sputtering if the energy of the bombarding ions is 

sufficient If the substrate is placed facing the target the film will be deposited The 

position and orientation of the anode determined the uniformity of the film produced 

A variation of D C sputtering is reactive sputtering where the earner gas is not inert 

but will chemically interact with the sputtered beam and a compound is deposited 

This requires stnct control on the interaction environment as it is preferred if the 

chemical reaction in the compound takes place close to the substrate to ensure a high 

quality film

Another vanety of dc sputtenng is bias sputtenng This vanation involves putting a 

bias voltage on the anode or substrate This controls the amount of ion bombardment 

and therefore the properties of the deposited films This bias can also be changed 

dunng the process to allow different structures to be grown42 

Magnetron sputtenng uses a magnetic field The magnetic field, B, is transverse to 

the electnc field, E, at the sputtenng target surfaces so that the ExB dnft path of the 

electrons forms a closed path over the target surface The magnetic field is used to 

trap electrons close to the sputtenng target both to prevent them from escaping and 

interacting with the walls thus losing energy and also to cause them to create ions

2 3 1  S p u t te r in g
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close to the sputtering target and increase the ionisation efficiency. This also allows 

the operation of the system at lower pressures and lower target voltages than the rf 

sputtering.

Radio Frequency (RF) bias sputtering is a widely used plasma-based method of film 

deposition. The insulating target electrode has a alternating potential applied with a 

frequency in the Megahertz region to sustain a glow discharge plasma in the process 

gas. The substrates are placed on the anode, which may be biased negatively with 

respect to the plasma. The potential difference between the plasma and the substrate 

accelerates the ions providing ion bombardment of the film during film deposition. 

The ion energy and ion flux depend on the geometry of the deposition system, the gas 

pressure and the target material.

Ion beam sputtering uses an ion beam gun or ion beam source to produce ions. These 

ions then hit the target and produce the sputtering beam. An ion gun produces the 

ions from collisions between atoms and electrons. This then allows a plasma to be 

produced in the vacuum chamber so that the ions are produced close to the target.

Due to the nature of the process it is carried out under a high vacuum rather than the 

previous systems that are high-pressure systems.

Sputtering has been used to produce both the insulating films SiC>2 and Ta2Os, and the 

luminescent film ZnS:Mn43. Here the problems of a high vacuum requirement and 

problems with the film thickness uniformity make this an expensive option for the 

deposition of these films. Also in the case of ZnS:Mn thin films, high quality films 

are hard to produce because the sputtering environment during the deposition 

influences the film quality.

While sputtering is a useful technique it has its limitations. Sputtering is always 

trying to overcome thickness variations that can form on substrates with complex 

topographies. Sol gel techniques do not have this problem and do not require the 

vacuum systems.

2.3.2 Plasma Processes.

A plasma consists of a gas containing large and generally equal numbers of electrons 

and positive ions. The primary role of the plasma here is to produce chemically active 

species that will react with the substrate and form a film. Thus electron kinetic energy 

rather than thermal energy is used thereby limiting excessive heating of the substrate.
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It offers the capability of ion bombardment during film growth The energy from an 

electnc field is coupled into a gas via a few free electrons These electrons acquire 

energy rapidly and lose it slowly via elastic collisions The electrons ionise the gas 

producing secondary electrons by electron impact reactions The process avalanches 

and the discharge starts In a stable plasma process the number of electrons generated 

and lost should be about the same The stability of the system is a function of the 

plasma pressure, which determines the electron mean free path Examples of plasma 

methods of film production are plasma anodization and ion cluster beam deposition 

Plasma anodization is used to produce thin oxide films on metals44 A dc discharge is 

set up in an oxygen atmosphere and the substrates are positively biased with respect to 

the anode This extracts negative oxygen ions from the discharge to the surface and 

produces dense, defect free amorphous oxide films

For the plasma deposition of an inorganic film, generally an RF generated glow 

discharge is set-up and a volatile reactant is introduced to produce the required 

inorganic film This process is also used to produce organic polymers by plasma 

polymerisation of organic reactants45 Plasma deposition is a combination of glow 

discharge and low-pressure chemical vapour deposition

The method called ion cluster beam deposition or ICBD, combines a high rate of 

evaporation with the benefits of ion bombardment Atomic clusters or 

macroaggregates having 500-1000 atoms loosely bound together are formed by 

adiabatic expansion of evaporant material through a nozzle into a high vacuum 

region These clusters are then partially ionised by electron bombardment The 

positively charged clusters are accelerated towards the substrate by the applied 

potential and the energy gamed by the atoms is assumed to be shared equally between 

the atoms making up the cluster

2. 4 Gas Phase Chem ical Processes

This area involves the formation of the thin film by purely chemical processes in the 

gas or vapour phases It includes the areas of chemical vapour deposition (CVD) and 

thermal oxidation.

The chemical reaction types covered in CVD include thermal decomposition, 

oxidation, reduction, hydrolysis, nitride and carbide formation, synthesis reactions,
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disproportionation, and chemical transport46. In producing a given film a sequence of 

several reaction types may be involved. The overall reaction can be represented by 

the following simplified equation:

AX(gas) +BY(gas) — > AB(solid) + XY(gas)

The deposition rate of the film is determined by the deposition variables that include 

temperature, pressure, gas flow rates, input concentrations and the reactor geometry. 

Most CVD reactions are designed to take place at the substrate surface rather than in 

the gas phase as homogeneous reactions in the gas phase nucleate particles to form 

powdery deposits and contaminate the film.

CVD is a very popular method for the preparation of thin films because a large range 

of elements and compounds including organic, metalorganic inorganic reactants can 

be used to prepare a large variety of films including the luminescent film ZnS:Mn. 

Gases are preferred as they can be readily metered and distributed in the reactor. 

Therefore the solid and liquid reactants must be vaporized without decomposition and 

with a suitable carrier gas to the reaction chamber.

In the reactor, decomposition of the gaseous chemicals can be achieved by a variety 

of methods including, heat, plasma, ultraviolet and other energy sources. This leads to 

a range of different systems. The following is a brief summary of those systems. 

Thermal activation is the conventional CVD activation process. The CVD process is 

initiated by thermal energy such as resistance heating, RF heating or infrared 

radiation. The reactive gases are passed over the heated surface. Generally, high 

temperatures are required for the process and this can cause uniformity and purity 

problems in processing some compound semiconductors.

CVD Atomic Layer Epitaxy involves the addition and arrangement of individual 

atoms on the surface of a single crystal using CVD processes. Uniformity of the 

epitaxial layer refers to both thickness uniformity and a uniform resistivity. The 

thickness is controlled by the mass transport and the surface reaction rates. In some 

cases the resistivity is controlled by the dopant incorporation, which is controlled by 

the local concentration of dopant and the local temperature. These factors are 

controlled by the reactor design. It is used to deposit elemental semiconductors such 

as silicon, oxides, nitrides and sulphides.
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The basic parameters that require control in the CVD process are

1) the rate of transfer of reactant gases from the ambient gas stream to the 

substrate surface or mass transfer rate F, and

2) the rate of reaction of these gases at the substrate surface, R.

Thus the observed deposition rate, G is

where A is a constant.

For Atmospheric Pressure CVD (APCVD) these rates are approximately equal. Both 

F and R are dependent on maintaining a uniform reactant gas concentration over the 

surface of the substrate and this is accomplished in APCVD through reactor design 

and appropriate flow velocity. The reactor is designed so that the main gas stream 

flows over the surface of the substrate. This leads to poor thickness uniformity and 

low throughput.

Low Pressure CVD (LPCVD) involves the transition from a diffusion controlled 

process to a surface reaction controlled. By operating at low pressures it is possible to 

eliminate the diffusion process as a controlling step. This allows the surface reactions 

to control the process. For each film the surface reactions must be analysed and the 

reactor designed to suit the process involved.

Plasma Enhanced CVD (PECVD) has been developed to overcome some of the 

problems associated with thermally activated CVD. PECVD relies on an RF source 

such as microwaves to ionise the reactive gases. Since the reactants are highly 

energised their collisions with the surface can transfer enough energy to damage the 

film or contaminants can be introduced due to collisions with the reactor wall.

Photo-enhanced CVD is a low temperature process that does not damage the surface. 

Photons from optical sources such as lasers, lamps and plasmas are used to dissociate 

chemical species. These particles remain electrically neutral, or free radicals. The 

choice of photons determines the specific chemical bonds that are broken, as a given 

molecule will only absorb light of a specific energy, Mercury vapour is usually added 

to the reactant gas mix as a photosensitiser that can be activated with the radiation 

from a high intensity quartz mercury resonance lamp.
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The laser induced CVD (LCVD) process uses a laser beam for highly localized 

heating of the substrate surface. This induces film deposition by CVD surface 

reactions. The laser can also be used as photo source to give specific gas phase 

reactants that lead to very pure films.

Metal-organic CVD (MOCVD) involves growing thin layers of compound 

semiconducting materials by the co-pyrolysis of organometallic compounds and 

hydrides. A wide variety of materials can be grown using this technique that are 

difficult to grow by other epitaxial methods. This makes MOCVD one of the most 

important fabrication methods in the opto-electronics area. The organometallic 

compounds used in MOCVD are generally liquids or solids at room temperature.

They are transported as vapour phase species to the reaction chamber by bubbling a 

suitable carrier gas through the material as it is held in a container at room 

temperature. The reactants then begin to thermally decompose in the reaction 

chamber as they encounter the hot susceptor. The thermal decomposition depends on 

the flow rate and the reactor geometry.

While CVD and its variants are versatile as deposition techniques, there are some 

disadvantages. Due to the nature of the materials involved in the CVD process it can 

be hazardous as toxic, flammable, corrosive and even explosive materials may be 

required. If multicomponent films are deposited the stoichiometry of the material is 

difficult to control.

2. 5 Therm al O xidation

In this case the substrate itself provides the source for the metal or semiconductor 

constituent of the oxide film. Oxygen is passed over the substrate to cause the 

oxidation. Although this is a limited technique, it is very important in silicon device 

development where high quality oxide films with a high quality interface are required. 

In this case high temperatures are necessary to oxidize a surface. This technique is 

routinely used to produce silicon dioxide by heating silicon to 1200°C in an oxygen 

atmosphere. For the devices produced here sol-gel techniques were used to produce 

the S1O2 films. Sincc low temperatures are used, the technique has advantages over 

thermal oxidation.
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2.6 A tom ic layer epitaxy (ALE)

Atomic layer epitaxy is a surface deposition process that involves the controlled 

growth of epitaxial layers These layers can be used to fabricate molecular structures 

on the surface of substrates that can be designed to specific standards One of the 

most important properties of atomic layer epitaxy is the ability to grow monatomic 

layers These can be deposited in a given order or sequence to produce 

multicomponent materials Since the film is deposited in this way the thickness of the 

film is easy to control to sub-nanometre values, since the number of reaction 

sequences can be counted Since ALE has no gas phase reactions, a wider choice of 

reactants is available enabling a wide variety of films to be fabricated such as 

semiconductors, oxides, nitrates and metallic films47 ALE has good conformal 

coverage and provides good uniformity on complex substrate shapes Because of its 

sequencing complex layer structures can be fabricated and the crystalhnity of the 

materials tailored using this technique Originally developed for the fabncation of 

amorphous and polycrystalhne zinc sulphide and oxide thin films for thin film 

electroluminescent displays48, today the range of materials deposited has expanded 

ALE has also been used to control growth and deposit 3-20nm thick layers of 

alternating dielectric materials to reduce leakage current

2.7 Liquid Phase Chem ical techm ques

The liquid phase coating methods include all methods where thin films are obtained 

from chemical reactions earned out m the liquid phase This covers a large range of 

coating methods that include anodization, electroplating and mechanical methods

2 7.1 A nodization
In this type of coating method the substrate is immersed in a chemical bath The 

anode (substrate) reacts with the electrolyte and an oxide is formed its surface
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In this case the substrate is the cathode in the chemical bath The electrolyte contains 

metal ions that are attracted to the cathode when a bias is applied Thus the metal 

coating is applied to the substrate

2 7.3 M echanical M ethods.

This area includes all type of coating where the liquid media is removed from the 

substrate by mechanical means These mechanical means include spraying, spinning, 

dipping, draining, flow coating and roller coating The liquid residue then forms the 

thin film This is the basis of the sol-gel coating method

2.8 Selection o f a coating method

In choosing a deposition method for a specific thin film there are a variety of 

considerations The nature of the deposited film can vary extensively depending on 

the deposition method chosen The purity of the film and the thickness will initially 

limit the choice of deposition methods When considering the manufacturability of a 

given film the yield is an important concern as well as the size of the substrate When 

a vacuum system is needed, as in Sputtering and CVD methods, this adds to the cost 

of the product Also understanding the dynamics of the system is fundamental to 

achieving a product with the correct constituents and uniformity The dynamics in 

many of the processes described above are still not fully understood Large-scale 

production of displays requires a technology that is capable of producing quality 

devices at low cost and in large sizes Having an in-line process that can facilitate 

large substrates and has a high yield at a low cost that allows the same technology to 

be used to produce all the layers is the goal It is for these reasons that the sol-gel 

process was chosen as the deposition method for this application

2 .7 .2  E le c t r o p la t in g
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C h a p t e r  3

S o l - G e l  F i l m  F o r m a t i o n

3.1 Introduction

Sol-gel technology enables the production of glasses, ceramics and thin films through 

chemical reactions at near ambient temperatures It allows a variety of matenals to be 

prepared in a variety of forms such as bulk powder, wire, thin film and aerogel with a 

wide variety of optical, structural, electroceramic, and biological applications 

In this chapter the history and the underlying physics and chemistry associated with 

the sol gel process itself and thin film formation is discussed in detail Also the 

precautions and special conditions are considered

3.2 H istory o f the sol-gel process

The sol-gel process was first observed and used in 1846 to form silicate glass by the 

hydrolysis and polycondensation of silicic acid49 Further development of S1O2 layers 

took place in 193950 when it was shown that alkoxides could be used in the 

preparation of oxide films Several other products consisting of S1O2 and T1O2 layers 

were also developed at this time51 This led to the development of rear view mirrors 

for cars going into production in 1953 Uses of the sol-gel process expanded to 

include anti-reflection (AR) coatings in 196452 and solar reflective coatings from 

196953

A development of the chemical principles involved in the years 1969-1971 showed 

the importance of the reactions of several alkoxides in solution and the formation of 

metal-oxygen bonds54 55 This led to the production of multicomponent glasses and 

glass ceramics Ceramic fibres produced from metalorganic precursors were also
r /  cn co

developed during this period Mineralogists also investigated the use of sols

and gels to prepare homogenous powders59 The nuclear industry developed the area 

of sol-gel by using it to prepare small spheres of radioactive oxides for fuel rods6061 

The production of monoliths by special drying processes sparked a new interest m the 

sol-gel process in the late 1970’s62 63 64 As a knowledge of the process and the
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importance of the chemistry involved developed the areas of application 

expanded65 66 67

Sol-gel processing is widely used as a technology for preparing thin films, fibers, 

glasses, monoliths, ceramics, micro spheres and fine powders68

3.3 Basic Principles

The objective of this process is to be able to manipulate molecular scale reactions to 

produce precursors with the desired structure and to maintain this structure through all 

stages of material formation and device fabncation A summary of the material 

changes encountered is shown m Figure 2 l 69 There are many parameters that can be 

varied resulting in materials with significantly different properties

3.3.1 Introduction

The sol-gel process involves many stages to completion Initially a precursor solution 

is formed from all the components required for the film in the form of soluble 

precursor compounds Mixing can be considered to be at the molecular level at this 

stage This precursor then undergoes hydrolysis, condensation and gelation between 

the homogenous or molecular phase and the heterogeneous or polymeric phase 

Between these two, a transition state exists which can be described as a colloidal state 

The molecular and colloidal states are defined as the ‘sol’ state The polymerized 

multiphasic state is defined as the ‘gel’ state The transition from sol to gel can be
70achieved in three different ways

(i) Growth of polymeric molecules which crosslink randomly to form a three

dimensional network 

(n) Growth of individual particles, which grow together as they become larger

(ill) The stabilization of colloids by surface charges by a change of the zeta

potential followed by an interparticular condensation, which leads to 

gelation

Due to the large number of parameters numerous reaction paths exist The main 

influencing parameters are

(l) Precursor choice

(u) Reaction conditions= which include pH solvents catalysts and temperature

considerations, and 

(in) Mechanical parameters
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This section will look at how each of these influences each stage of growth and 

the final product

Figure 3 1 Various steps in the sol-gel process 

3.3.2 Precursor Choice

There are a number of different precursors materials used depending on the type of 

film required All should be soluble in organic solvents and easily converted to the 

relevant oxide Any solution of a suitable compound that can be hydrolysed can, in 

theory, be used In practice, the reaction rate for the hydrolysis and condensation for 

the gel formation should be higher than the crystallization rate from the solution in 

order to obtain uniform coatings71 For this reason alkoxides are preferred Ethanol is 

the preferred solvent because of its wettability of the substrate72 Depending on the
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nature of the starting materials several preparative methods are available and the two 

common methods are described below 

3 3.2 1 All Alkoxide Method

Metal alkoxides are probably the best starting materials for sol-gel preparations All 

metal alkoxides have the following general form

M(OR)x

where M=metal,

R=proton or alkyl group CzH2z and 

x is the valance state of the metal

All, but two, alkoxides are readily hydrolysed to the corresponding hydroxide or 

oxide The method of hydrolysis can be vaned depending on the final product 

required The overall reaction can be represented as follows

M (OR)x + xH20  M (OH )x + xROH

2M (OH I  -> M 2Ox + xH20

The by-product ROH is an aliphatic alcohol and is easily removed by volatilisation 

The two exceptions to the above are silicon and phosphorus An acid or base is 

required to catalyse hydrolysis in silicon alkoxides, and even with this the reaction 

rate is slow Vanations in the reaction rate can give nse to mhomogeneities in the 

final product This can be avoided by carrying out the hydrolysis slowly73 The 

simplest preparation method for a multicomponemt system is the mixing of all the 

components as alkoxide precursors in a suitable organic solvent and the reacting of 

the resultant solution with water to form the oxide mix The reaction for a three- 

component system can be represented as follows74

M  l ( O R  ) a +  M  " ( O R  ) b + M  “ (iO R  ) c +  x H  2 0  M  l O a / 2  +  M  n O b/ 2  + M  lllO c l 2  + y R O H

3 3.2 2 Alkoxide Salt Method

When low solubility or unavailability of alkoxides of a metal is a problem alternative 

starting materials can include metal salts provided they can be readily converted to the 

oxide by thermal or oxidative methods Salts of organic acids such as acetates are 

potential candidates
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The preparation method is similar to the all alkoxide method All alkoxide 

components are mixed together The salts are added as solutions in alcohol or in the 

water that is to be used for further hydrolysis Since all components are then 

uniformly dispersed the gelation should freeze all elements in a gel network This 

preparation method has been used successfully for sol-gel preparation although 

hydrolysis with only alkoxides is more readily achieved than the thermal or oxidative 

degradation required here

Once the precursor has been successfully mixed and hydrolysis has taken place, then 

condensation takes place The actual reaction involved is more than the simple 

hydrolysis shown above Firstly, the hydrolysis of metal alkoxide groups is followed 

by the condensation of these groups with each other to form products containing M- 

O-M linkages76 The more alkoxides present in the onginal mixing, the more 

complex the polymerization can become Ultimately the polymeric products become 

insoluble due to crosslinking and gelation or precipitation occurs

3.3.3 Condensation

Polymerization can occur by either an alcohol producing or water producing reaction 

For example in silicates a typical sequence of condensation is monomer, dimer, linear 

tnmer, cyclic tnmer and higher order rings These then form the framework for the 

generation of discrete colloidal particles77 The identity of the precursor, pH, type of 

catalyst and solvent, water/alkoxide ratio, addition sequence, atmosphere above the 

reaction chamber, time of mixing, addition of drying control additives or tempiating 

agents control the final microstructure of the gel The hydrolysis rate increases with

(I ) Increasing the polanty of the M-X bond

(I I ) Decreasing the concentration of catalysts (acids or bases)

(I I I ) Temperature

Also varying the pH or the molar ratio of H20  M can vary the structure of the 

inorganic polymer considerably

A lower pH slows the condensation rate and the consequences of that is that,
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(i) Highly concentrated solutions can be prepared which are stable with

respect to gelation and therefore can be used to produce thin films

(I I ) Linear polymers will tend to align due to the shear stress imposed during 

dipping or spinning which may result in anisotropic optical properties

(I I I ) Evaporation of the solvent combined with shear allows the polymers to 

become highly compacted and aligned without initially causing gelation 

Conversely, if the pH is increased, the consequences of increased 

condensation rates are,,

(I ) Dilute solutions are required to avoid premature gelation, thus film 

thickness from a single application is limited

(I I ) Growth in dilute solutions may occur by a process analogous to random 

particle aggregation78

(I I I ) Dunng film deposition gelation occurs at an early stage of evaporation and 

subsequently dunng continued solvent removal, the modulus of the gelled 

film increases rapidly Thus porosity is created at an early stage of the 

deposition process and the resulting pore volume is large giving a low 

refractive index

As the pH is increased further, the pore volume is also increasing By varying the 

pH of the solution in the case of S1O2 a vanety of refractive indices may be 

achieved in the range 1 25-2 3079 Work on silicates has shown the condensation 

results in a spectrum of structures varying from weakly branched polymers to 

highly condensed uniform particles

The use of a catalyst influences the pH of the precursor and hence changes the 

hydrolysis and condensation rates, and the structure of the condensed product 

The catalyst used can be an acid or a base If an acid is used it will enhance the 

reaction kinetics Since acid catalysed condensation is directed towards the ends 

rather than the center of the ligand chains, this results in more extended less 

highly branched polymers Acid catalysts combined with a low water to alkoxide
OA OI

ratio can result in monolithic gels Base catalysed condensation and 

hydrolysis is directed towards the middle rather than the ends of the chains 

leading to a more compact highly branched species
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3.3.4 Gelation

Gelation occurs when the clusters grown by condensation of the polymers or 

aggregation of the particles collide and form links to produce a single cluster The gel 

point occurs when the last link is formed between two large clusters to create a 

spanning cluster At this point the viscosity will rise and the elastic response to stress 

appears The sudden change in rheological behavior can be used to roughly 

determine the gel point The gel network still contains a continuous liquid phase, 

which allows relatively fast transport, and the reactions continue as the properties 

continue to evolve During the aging process the gel continues to stiffen, coarsen and 

shrink

3.3.5 Aging of gels

As the aging process progresses the properties and structure of the gel changes The 

changes during aging after gelation are categorized as polymerization, coarsening and 

phase transformation

During polymerization the connectivity of the network is increased by further 

condensation reactions These reactions promote more hydrolysis and 

reestenfication Another consequence of condensation is synteresis, which is the 

contraction of the gel network resulting m the expulsion of liquid from the pores 

These structural and phase transformations which take place during the aging process 

effect the drying process The stiffer and stronger the gel the better it can withstand 

the capillary pressure and therefore it will be less susceptible to cracking 

Coarsening or ripening is a process of dissolution and reprecipitation, which causes 

growth of necks between particles increasing the strength and stiffness of the gel as 

shown in Figure 3 2 The rate of the coarsening is determined by the precursor 

conditions
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Figure 3.2 Coarsening o f  a gel showing the am algam ation o f  individual particles.

3.3.6 Drying of gels

There are several stages involved in the drying process. In the first stage called the 

constant rate period, the rate of evaporation per unit area of the drying surface is 

independent of time. Adsorption and capillary forces oppose exposure of a solid 

phase at the surface at this time so the liquid flows from the interior of the film to 

replace lost evaporated liquid. As the drying proceeds the network becomes 

increasingly stiff as the porosity decreases and the tension in the liquid rises 

correspondingly. Once the tension in the liquid cannot overcome further stiffening of 

the network the second stage begins as the critical point is reached.

Shrinkage stops at the critical point. Drying continues after the critical point and the 

gel expands slightly because the compressive forces exerted on the network are 

released as the liquid evaporates. Now the pressure in the liquid left is not uniform. 

Tension is greater in the liquid near the drying surface, which produces a differential 

strain and leads to cracking.

The next drying stages are referred to as the first and second falling rate periods. In 

the first falling rate period the evaporation drives the meniscus into the body of the 

film. Evaporation continues by fluid flow and via diffusion towards the exterior in 

the vapor phase. As drainage continues some pockets of small, still saturated pores 

become surrounded by regions of drained larger pores. These larger regions can 

scatter light and hence appear opaque during drying83. Drying under high vacuum can 

sometimes alleviate this. Once evaporation occurs by diffusion only the drying enters 

the second falling rate period. The drying rate slows down considerably and this in 

turn can lead to opacity84. The film expands slightly as the saturated region recedes
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into the body and the stress on the network is relieved Still strain between the 

receding saturated region and the dned area will cause cracking Thus the thicker the 

film the more prone to cracking it is Hence numerous dips rather than a single run 

achieve thin films
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Sol-Gel Thin Film Deposition Techniques & Systems

C h a p t e r  4

4.1 Introduction

Various methods are used to apply a thin film to a substrate using sol-gel methods 

This chapter will look at the physics of the film formation in relation to the deposition 

parameters and how the apparatus is designed to optimise the film Although sol-gel is 

a relatively simple, low temperature method of film formation, many parameters can 

be varied to produce materials with differing properties 

In thin film formation the advantages of the sol-gel process outweigh the 

disadvantages, which can be minimized

4.2 Advantages of Sol-gel

The emergence and development of sol-gel processing has progressed to the point that 

the major chemistry in glass preparation is easily earned out at a low temperature in 

the laboratory85 Since the initial mixing is on a molecular level, a distinct advantage

of the sol-gel process over conventional processes such as CVD and sputtenng is the
86ability to tailor the pore volume, pore size and the surface area of the deposited film 

Other advantages include the improved homogeneity, lower impunty levels and the 

lower temperatures of formation The ability to synthesise a large range of 

compositions and to mix biological and chemical matenals is also an area where sol- 

gel excels87

4.3 Film  Production M ethods 

4 3.1 Dip Coating

The most prominent and widely used method of film deposition for sol-gel coatings is 

Dip coating With this method a high degree of uniformity and thickness control is 

achievable Small thickness changes are easily detectable as the thickness range is
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comparable to the wavelength of visible light An additional advantage is the ability 

to produce multi-layer coatings permitting its use in this application 

The Dip coating process itself involves several stages Firstly the substrate is 

immersed m the coating solution The substrate is then withdrawn from the solution 

at a constant speed The critical line is a region where vapour, liquid and solid co

exist as the flow advances As the liquid film runs off the substrate it adheres to the 

surface and solidifies rapidly via evaporation Evaporation of the alcohol continues 

as the sol gels to form the film during the drainage penod At this stage the chemical 

formation of the coating starts Because of the evaporation and the draining taking 

place the fluid film terminates at a well defined drying line When the receding 

drying line velocity equals the withdrawal velocity the process is in a steady state with

respect to the liquid bath surface A non-constant evaporation rate in the vicinity of
88the drying line results in a parabolic thickness profile

The thickness of the final film produced is governed by as many as six forces in the 

deposition region The deposited film thickness is that which balances drag and 

gravity force when the liquid viscosity T] and the substrate speed U are high enough to 

lower the curvature of the meniscus
89If drag D=r|U/t and the gravity force is pgh

Then

t=Ci
r n 1/2
r rjUN 

Pg
(4 1)

,90where c is a constant and c=0 8 for Newtonian fluids 

Often in sol-gel deposition the substrate speed and viscosity are low and in this case 

the balance is modulated by the ratio of the viscous drag to the liquid-vapour surface 

tension yLV according to the following relationship91

_094( r jU T l  (42)

This equation summarises the dependence of the thickness on the viscosity surface 

tension speed of withdrawal from the solution and concentration of the solution A 

further factor, that influences the thickness, is the angle of withdrawal, which is 

normally 90° For all other angles the thickness will differ on either side of the
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substrate As the temperature of the solution and the substrate determines the process, 

the vapour pressure, temperature and relative humidity above the coating bath can 

have an effect on the film produced Finally air velocity around the system needs to 

be controlled Thickness variations depend on the gas flow through the solvent and 

are driven by changes in the location of the drying line The mechanical compliance 

of the liquid surface is expected to be less for steady gas flow92 This has been found 

to change the speed of the process and hence the thickness

4 3.2 Drain coating

This method of applying a coating is a variation of the dip coating method In this 

case the level of the bath solution can be lowered and the substrate to be coated 

remains stationary in the bath The speed at which the liquid drains determined the 

thickness of the film The atmosphere in the solution bath is variable The method by 

which the vapour exits the container is very important This can produce thickness 

variations in the film itself The flow mechanism therefore is not the factor 

controlling the thickness of the films produced and therefore the quality of the films 

produced is not as predictable as the Dip method

4 3.3 Spin Coating

This process can be divided into four stages93 The first stage is the deposition stage 

An excess of liquid is dispensed on to the centre of a substrate The second stage is 

the spin-up where the substrate is rotated at speed Driven by centrifugal forces, the 

liquid flows radially outwards As this continues the liquid flows to the perimeter and 

then droplets develop at the edge of the substrate This is the spin-off stage As time 

progresses the rate of removal of the liquid slows down as the film thins The 

resistance to flow increases because of the increased viscosity due to the higher 

concentration of non-volatile components In the final stage evaporation controls the 

thinning process

Due to a balance between the centnfugal and viscous forces the liquid forms a 

uniform layer during spin-off If the viscosity is not shear dependent, and does not 

vary over the surface the film remains uniform94 If the liquid is shear thinning the 

lower shear rate near the centre causes the viscosity to be higher there and the film to 

be thicker there A dispensing system, which meters out the liquid from a radially
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moving arm can be used to overcome this problem. A spun film arrives at its final 

thickness by evaporation after the film becomes so thin and viscous that its flow 

stops.

Thus the thickness of an initially uniform film during spin-off is described as

(t)= /  . 2  ̂11 4pcox0 1
(4.3)

3/7

which depends on the initial thickness xQ, time t, angular velocity co, viscosity 77 and 

the density of the liquid p  . It can be seen that by increasing the speed the thickness 

is decreased and the refractive index may be affected95.

4.3.4 Spray Pyrolysis

This method of applying sol-gel coatings is limited as thickness uniformity of the 

layers is difficult to achieve. Here the sol is sprayed on to the substrate96.

4.4 Film  Deposition systems

When designing the system used for the film deposition there were several stages of 

development. When problems were encountered these were overcome in the next 

deposition system. This area shows how the system developed and the changes made 

to ensure repeatable film quality.

4.4.1 Drain Coating

The initial system used for the deposition of the films was a Drain system as shown in 

Fig.4.1. The liquid is placed in a dropper unit. The substrate is lowered into the unit 

and the liquid is allowed to drain off. The film produced on the substrate is 

continuous over the area. There are various problems associated with this procedure.

1. Since the substrate is enclosed in a vapour environment the vapour itself 

has an effect on the film uniformity. The solution vapour atmosphere 

affected the vaporization rate of the ethanol from the substrate. The flow
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mechanism is therefore not the factor controlling the thickness of the film 

It controls the rate at which the solution vapour recedes down the cavity 

and affects the thickness

2 The range of flow rates is limited by the size of the opening in the 

container so that in turn limits the upper film thickness producible

3 There is no direct correlation between flow rate and thickness other than a

manual one, as the control on the unit cannot be mechanically controlled 

This leads to inconsistencies in the reproducibility of the thickness of the 

film in this case

4 The size of the container opening also limited the size of the substrate 

usable

Working within such a physically constrained environment means that the quality 

of the films is highly variable In order to eliminate these problems a new system 

was designed This system is based on the Dip coating method

substrate
support

Figure 4 ] Drain coating system
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By withdrawing the substrate from the solution cavity, the vapour pressure in the 

confined area is no longer a control factor Having a system activated by a variable 

d c motor accurate correlations between thickness and flow rate can be made This 

activation method also extends the thickness range possible since it is limited only by 

the motor capabilities It also opens up the possibility of automation accessible since 

the system may be computer driven Once the correlation between thickness and 

voltage for a given viscosity is established, a desired thickness may be requested 

The dipping apparatus is shown in Fig 4 2

4  4  2  D ip  C o a t in g  M e t h o d

Stabilising 
bar

Threaded 
bar

Substrate holder

Stabilising bar 

Substrate

Coating sol 

Movable Platform

Figure 4 2 Dip coating system
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It consists of a large frame on which the substrate is held on a movable platform 

connected to a d c motor via a threaded bar The motor controls the threaded bar As 

the bar turns the platform moves and hence the withdrawal speed can be controlled It 

also lowers the substrate into the solution, which is placed on the platform The 

substrate can be removed from the solution at a constant rate depositing a film having 

a thickness proportional to the withdrawal speed The size of the solution container 

can be varied without affecting the process itself This allows a variety of substrates 

to be used The precision of the threaded bar and the d c motor controls the stability 

of the substrate and hence the quality of the films producible Any variation in the 

stability of the substrate will produce variations in the thickness of the film 

Therefore the threaded bar has a high specification and a good quality motor is used 

to ensure smooth movement Stabilising bars are used to ensure smooth movement of 

the platform The apparatus is placed m a convection free chamber closed to the 

environment The chamber’s function is to avoid any draughts, which would result in 

areas of uneven thickness in the film Also the humidity in the chamber can be 

controlled so that the drying and thickness of the films can be consistent from film to 

film This also limits the chances of the film not adhenng to the substrate as it dries 

The humidity also affects the transparency of the films in some cases and increased 

humidity results in cloudy films As seen in Eq 4 3 the thickness of the film will vary 

if the viscosity of the liquid changes during the dipping process

This system was chosen rather than a system where the liquid moves because the 

torque on the stand is minimized with this design The upward dnve motion of the 

system is smoother than the downward motion hence withdrawing the substrate from 

the solution rather then the solution being moved is the more stable option 

The thickness of the film is determined by the withdrawal speed The thickness of the 

film produced is dependent on the applied motor voltage The voltage placed across it 

controls the motor speed The faster the withdrawal the thicker the film produced

4,5 Annealing system s

Aftei the dipping pioceduie is complete the films are then annealed in a furnace For 

the oxide films this involves placing the films m a temperature-controlled furnace for 

the desired time In order to produce the zinc sulphide films the zinc oxide must be
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converted to zinc sulphide This is achieved by annealing the zinc sulphide films in 

an atmosphere containing hydrogen sulphide and a hydrogen/mtrogen mix The 

process itself is discussed in detail in the phosphor chapter For the conversion of the 

oxide films to sulphide films, a special annealing system has been designed to control 

all the parameters and to contain the hydrogen sulphide

4.5.1 Sulphidation System Design

This system shown in Fig 4 3 consists of a heating tube contained in a specially 

designed vacuum system, which allows the hydrogen sulphide gas to be evacuated 

and the system to be placed under vacuum using an Edwards 2 Stage Rotary pump

Quartz tube

To temperature 
controller

Figure 4 3 Annealing System design
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4.5 .1 .1  H e a tin g  System  D esign

The method of heating the substrate required three design iterations before film 

quality was assured. Initially a heating system based on Tungsten wire encapsulated 

in a graphite environment with a high current to produce a hot plate effect was used. 

This resistive method is shown in Fig. 4.4. The tungsten wire was placed in ceramic 

tubing, which was then placed in a graphite bed, which is then covered by a graphite 

plate. An Electrotherm that controls the temperature using a thermocouple placed in 

the graphite core controls heating o f the graphite sandwich. The wire looping needed 

to be carefully checked so that the stress build up was limited. This system had to be 

placed in a vacuum, as the tungsten cannot be heated in an oxygen atmosphere. The 

graphite bed was insulated from the stainless steel base by ceramic spacers.

Figure 4.4 Tungsten wire wound through a Graphite base

By passing a current through the tungsten, it is heated, by resistive heating to the 

required temperature. The temperature was measured with a thermocouple attached 

to the silicon substrate placed on the heater itself. The main problem with this heating
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system was the lifetime of the tungsten wire and the high temperatures required for 

this application Also the high thermal mass limited this system The maximum 

achievable temperature with this system was 400°C The wire generally failed at a 

stress point when the temperature exceeded this or when the temperature was 

maintained for a long period Tantalum wire was also used but again it failed at the 

turning points The softening temperature of the metals limited the metal choice 

available Outgassing and its effect on the films was also a consideration 

The second design choice involved the use of lamps as heaters This setup is shown 

in Fig 4 5 The lamps used were Phillips 500W lamps with built in reflectors With 

this system the substrates are suspended above the source and the thermocouple is 

placed under the silicon so that the temperature being monitored is that of the silicon

Substrate Holder

Glass
Supports

Lamp with reflector

Figure 4 5 Lamp Heating System

The lamp is placed on a metal heat sink The substrate is suspended above the lamp 

on metal grid using glass tubing This system performed excellently up to 

temperatures of 520°C and short durations Above that, the reliability was 

questionable and the system would not maintain temperature for long periods of time 

This led to the development of the present heating system, which incorporates a 

quartz tube surrounded by a heating coil as shown m Fig 4 6 The coil is wrapped 

around the quartz container It produces heat when a large current is passed through 

it The substrates are placed m the tube and the thermocouple is placed in a silicon
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sandwich in the tube also to ensure that the temperature given at any time is that of 

the silicon

Figure 4 6 Present Heating system based on a quartz tube surrounded by a 

ceramic heating coil

This system is accurate and reliable It reached its equilibrium temperature quickly 

and it remained at this temperature for the times required This system ensures that 

the temperature of the substrate is maintained at the required temperature for the 

correct times It also has the flexibility of allowing the temperature range to be 

increased if required
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Chapter 5 

The characterization of thin films

5.1 Introduction

In order to ensure that the correct film has been achieved, the thin films must be 

characterized The properties of thin films differ from the bulk material properties 

since the films have a large surface area to bulk volume ratio Also depending on how 

the film is treated the morphology, structure, physical and chemical charactensties 

can vary from one film to another In this chapter the characterization techniques 

used are explained The physical and chemical parameters of the thin film which are 

investigated include

I ) Thickness measurements 

Interferometry 

Ellipsometry

I I ) Optical measurements 

Photolummescence 

Refractive Index 

Spectral characterisation

I I I ) Morphology 

X-ray diffraction 

SEM

i v )  Chemical Structure and composition

FTIR

Raman

v) Electncal 

Resitivity 

Capacitance
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5.2 Film Thickness Measurement

5.2.1 Interferometry

In this measurement, the phenomenon of interference is used to measure the thickness 

of the thin film Interference occurs due to path differences between two coherent 

beams When the path difference is integer multiples of X bright fringes occur and 

when the path difference is 7J2 dark fringes occur Interference effects can be seen 

daily in oil slicks and soap films These effects result from tiny thickness differences 

In this case where optical thickness controls the interference and refractive index 

doesn’t change, the fringes produced are referred to as equal thickness fringes The 

surface of a thin film may be examined by placing it on an optical flat The air space 

between the two surfaces generates a thin film interference pattern due to the path 

difference between light reflected from surface 1 and light reflected from surface 2 If 

the test surface is flat, a series of straight lines indicates a wedge shaped air film 

usually resulting from dust between the flats Using a glass wedge will also show this 

effect If a wedge has a step on it Fig 4 1 shows the resulting fringe pattern If the top 

surfaces are parallel the fnnges will again be equally spaced When the separation of 

the fnnges is b and the shift is a the height of the step t is given by

where Af is the wavelength of the light used

When an optical flat is used as one surface and a thin film is the other surface the 

Fizeau fnnges are contours of the surface under examination To determine the 

thickness of a thin film it is coated with an opaque silver layer of about 70nm thick 

which accurately contours the under surface A film thickness accuracy of about 2nm 

can be achieved using this technique
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Figure 5 1 Fringe pattern resulting from a glass wedge

5.2.2 Ellipsometry

In this technique the state of polarization of the film is analysed From this data the 

parameters most frequently obtained are the thickness and the refractive index 

Because the measurement uses the change in state of polarized light as it is reflected 

from the surface of the dielectric it is a non-destructive testing method

When a plane polarized wave is incident at an angle to a film surface the reflected 

wave is elhptically polarized Thus the lightwave consists of two orthogonal 

components, which are parallel (p) and perpendicular (s) to the film surface 

For example given two component waves separated by a phase shift 5 as
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Ex =axCosûï 
Ey =a2Co?(ai + S) (5  2, 5 3 )

Thus e lim inating  t, the path traced out by the electric fie ld  is g iven by

(5 4)

This ellipse has a major axis making an angle 0 with the x axis where

Tan29= CosS
, a ,  - a 1 j

(5 5)

Precise values of ai, a2 and 8 are determined from Fresnel’s equations A comparison 

between experimental values and theoretically computed values will result in the 

determination of the optical constants of a film A plane polarized wave incident on 

the film surface with its direction of polarization at 45° to the plane of incidence is the 

most common experimental arrangement as seen in Fig 5 2 Thus the polarization 

state and the amplitude of the incident wave are known

Plane Polarized Incident Wave

Reflected Polarized Wave 
(unknown values)

sample

Figure 5 2 Elhpsometry Optical Arrangement
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Fresnel equations are used to calculate the amplitudes and the phases of the reflected 

waves and hence determine the ellipticity of the wave The complex reflection 

coefficient p is found from the complex amplitude reflection coefficient of the light 

polarized perpendicular and parallel to the plane of incidence as

P = rjL (5 6)
r,

This can also be represented by two angles 'F and A where,

7arc^exp(yA)

where

Tany/

(5 7, 5 8)

and

A = S „ - S rrp r. (5 9)

By determining and A the state of the reflected wave can be completely determined 

It can be shown that, within a certain thickness range, each pair of thickness and 

refractive index values can be unambiguously and reversibly mapped to a pair of W 

and A values97

5 2 21  Instrumentation

There are two basic configurations, null ellipsometry and photometric ellipsometry98 

In this case most of the measurements were made using a null ellipsometer
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Laser

Figure 5 3 Null Elhpsometer

In a null elhpsometer as shown m Fig 5 3 the polarizer and the compensator are 

adjusted to produce elhptically polarized light, which is exactly cancelled from the 

film leaving plane polarized light to be extinguished by the analyser This is called a 

Polanzer-Retarder-Sample-Analyser or PRSA configuration Alternating the 

adjustments of the polarizer and analyser azimuths makes a measurement for 

minimum intensity" It results in two independent sets of polarizer and analyser 

azimuths at which extinction occurs The average value of 'F and A obtained from the 

compensator settings is known as the zone averaged value 

Generally there are five steps involved in an ellipsometnc measurement

a) the provision of a state of polarization for the incident light

b) the interaction of the light with the thin film

c) the measurement of the state of polarization of the reflected light

d) calculation of and A

e) determination of the physical properties from the measured values of

and A

An Auto EL III Rudolf Research null elhpsometer having a HeNe (632 8nm) laser 

was used to measure the refractive index and the thickness of films deposited on 

silicon substrates
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5 .3  E l e c t r o m a g n e t i c  w a v e  in t e r a c t io n s  w i t h  m a t t e r

In this area various waves with different wavelengths or frequencies are used to 

analyse different properties of the thm film Fourier Transform Infra-Red (FTIR) and 

Raman spectrometry are used to determine the bonding structure and composition of 

the films UV-VIS studies involve band edge calculations and also show the 

transmission of the films in the visible region Photoluminescence and 

cathodoluminescence are used to analyse the recombination methods that result m 

light emission All of these techniques are based on exciting a film with an 

electromagnetic wave and analysing the interaction observed

5.3.1 Vibrational Spectrometry

The characterisation of the molecules contained in a film is vital to the understanding 

of a large number of processes and interactions Although many techniques can 

provide data on elemental composition, vibrational spectrometry is unsurpassed in 

obtaining detailed information on the nature of molecules100 When an 

electromagnetic wave interacts with a thm film it will excite certain vibrational 

modes There are two types of molecular vibrations, stretching and bending A 

stretching vibration involves the rhythmical movement along the bond axis so that the 

interatomic distance is increasing or decreasing A bending vibration can result in a 

change of bond angle between the bonds with a common atom or the movement of a 

group of atoms in the group with respect to one another Only those vibrations that 

result in a rhythmical change m the dipole moment are observed in the IR The 

alternating electric field accompanying a vibration is produced by the changing 

charge distribution This field couples the molecule vibration with the oscillating 

electric field of the EM radiation To analyse vibrational modes FTIR or Raman 

spectrometry can be used Infrared absorption arises when the IR interacts with a 

fluctuating dipole within the molecule The raman effect depends on the 

polansability of a vibrating group, its ability to interact and couple with the exciting 

radiation having a frequency that does not match that of the vibration itself 

A given vibrational mode within a molecule may lead to fluctuations in the dipole 

making it infrared active This may not lead to changes in the polansability giving a
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Raman active vibration Thus an infrared vibration may not be Raman active and visa 

versa This allows both methods to be used to gather complementary information 

about the vibrations

5.3.1.1 Fourier transform infrared spectrometry

Infrared radiation refers broadly to that part of the electromagnetic spectrum between 

visible and microwaves Generally the IR energy can be distinguished by its 

wavenumber in relation to visible waves as far IR or near IR Infra red spectra 

originate in transitions between two vibrational levels of the molecule m the 

electronic ground state and are usually observed as absorption spectra in the infrared 

region of the spectrum

Infrared spectrometry involves passing a beam of infrared radiation through a film 

and recording which frequencies are absorbed

Infrared radiation having wavenumbers less than 100cm 1 is absorbed and converted 

into molecular rotation energy Radiation having wave numbers in the range 1000- 

100cm 1 is absorbed and converted into vibrational energy This absorption is 

quantized but vibrational spectra appear as bands rather than lines because a single 

vibrational energy change is accompanied by several rotational energy changes 

Band intensities can be expressed as either transmittance T or absorbance A 

Transmittance is the ratio of radiant power transmitted by a sample to the radiant 

power incident on the sample Absorbance, A is defined as101

A = log ' 1 '
(5 10)

/

5 3 1 2  Raman Spectrometry

Raman spectrometry also excites the vibrational modes of the molecule While 

infrared spectrometry looks at the transmitted light, Raman spectrometry analyses the 

nature of the scattered light as shown in Fig 5 4
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Figure 5 4 Raman system

Radiation scattered from a sample consists of the scattered incident radiation and 

additional frequencies102 These additional frequencies are symmetrically arrayed
i mabove and below the frequency of the incident radiation or Rayleigh line The 

difference m frequency between the incident and scattered radiation corresponds to 

frequencies in the mid-infrared region

These differences between Raman line frequencies and the Rayleigh line frequency 

correspond to the vibrational frequencies present m the molecule Thus by measuring 

these frequency differences as information about the vibrational frequencies within a 

molecule are obtained The magnitudes of the Raman shifts are independent of the 

excitation wavelength Therefore the same shift patterns for a given molecule will be 

obtained regardless of the source used Stokes lines are observed at wavenumbers 

lower than the Rayleigh line and Anti-Stokes lines are found at wavenumbers larger 

than the excitation line as shown in Fig 5 5 It can also be seen that the Anti-Stokes 

lines are of lower intensity than the Stokes lines and for this reason only the Stokes 

part of the spectrum is generally used Shifts towards lower energies are called 

Stokes shifts These are plotted without the negative sign and the general label of 

wavenumber, cm 1 is given rather than wavenumber shift
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Figure 5 5 Typical components of a Raman spectrum

5.3.1.3 Instrumentation Vibrational Spectroscopy

The FTIR spectra were measured using a Perkin Elmer 983G The resolution was 

2cm 1 The range of the machine with a Potassium Bromide (KBr) window is 

400cm 1-4000cm 1 This excludes the ZnS band of interest at 240cm 1 A Cesium 

Iodide (Csl) window was fitted to extend the range for this measurement 

Raman data was recorded using a Micro Raman Spectroscopy System Joban-Yvon 

HR-800 using a 325nm HeCd laser The integration time used was 5s and 10 spectra 

were averaged for each measurement

5.3.2 Ultraviolet-Visible Spectroscopy

For the qualitative and quantitative determination of film properties, absorption 

measurements based on ultraviolet and visible radiation have widespread applications
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The absorption of ultra violet or visible light by a molecular species is a two-step 

process involving excitation of the atom as the energy is absorbed and relaxation to its 

original state. The amount of thermal energy evolved by relaxation is usually not 

detectable. Therefore this absorption measurements cause minimal disturbance to the 

atom. The absorption results from the excitation of bonding electrons and therefore 

the wavelengths of the absorption peaks can be correlated to the type of bonds in the 

film. The characteristics of interest for a band are its position and its intensity. Its 

position indicates the energy required for an electronic transition. The intensity is 

dependent on two factors:

1. the probability of interaction between the radiation and 

the electronic system and

2. the energy difference between the ground and excited 

states.

Transitions of low probability are generally forbidden. The intensity of the 

absorption can be expressed in the form of transmittance and is given by

T = —  (5.11)
K

where Io is the intensity of the radiant energy striking the film and I is the intensity of 

the emerging radiation.

All measurements were carried out on samples prepared on glass substrates on a 

Perkin Elmer UV/Vis spectrometer.

5.3.3 Photoluminescence

Photoluminescence measurements the quantitative measurement of a variety of 

important inorganic and organic species in trace amounts. One of its most attractive 

features is its inherent sensitivity. Its detection limits are one to three orders of 

magnitude lower than those encountered in absorption measurements. However 

luminescence methods are less applicable than absorption methods because only a 

limited number of systems exhibit luminescence. Since ZnS:Mn is the primary layer 

in the device it exhibits luminescence.
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Photoluminescence is a two-step process First the molecule is excited with the 

correct electromagnetic energy An excited molecule can return to its ground state by 

a combination of several methods as discussed in Chapter 6 The favoured route is 

the one that minimizes the lifetime of the excited state One of these methods is 

radiative emission If deactivation is rapid compared to the radiationless process then 

radiative emission is observed Since radiative emission may also take place via 

impurity states photoluminescence is a standard technique for the investigation of 

impurity states, in semiconductors Since photoluminescence is limited to a relatively 

small number of systems incorporating the required structural and environmental 

features, it can also be used to identify the presence of these molecules104 

In photoluminescence measurements the sample is excited by a fixed wavelength 

while the emission intensity is recorded as a function of wavelength 

Photoluminescence usually occurs at wavelengths longer than the excitation 

wavelength

5 3 31  Instrumentation

All the photoluminescence measurements were taken at room temperature The 

system used a He-Cd laser with a 1-metre focal length spectrometer in a Czerny- 

Turner configuration The photomultiplier tube was a Hamamatsu Model R3310-02 

with a spectral range from 300-1040nm and configured for photon counting

5.3.4 Cathodoluminescence

Cathodoluminescence (CL) is the emission of light under electron bombardment 

Three fundamental processes result in a CL emission These are the generation, 

motion and recombination of electron-hole pairs This method is used to investigate 

the luminescent properties of different materials When the sample is excited using an 

electron beam light emission results from all the radiative recombination methods 

present in the sample Since the electrons also possess momentum m addition to their 

energy, the non-equilibrium earners appear in indirect bands and hence there are extra 

peaks in a cathodoluminescence spectrum compared to a photoluminescence 

spectrum Three modes of recombination, which includes interband recombination,
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surface recombination and recombination via localized states can be identified on the 

CL spectrum105

The SEM permits a measurement of the luminescence parameters over the sample 

surface to be made A thin electron probe focused on a given point on the surface of 

the sample excites CL The dimensions of the interaction region are in the order of 

ljtim but depend on the energy of the incident electron and the mass of the scattering 

atom High spatial resolution can be obtained due to the spot size The spatial 

resolution of CL may be expressed as a geometrical sum of the106

a) beam diameter at the sample

b) lateral dimension of the energy dissipation volume which is the

electron penetration depth Re

c) minority charge earner diffusion length L

The electrons are collected from the sample by a mirror that collects as many emitted 

photons as possible At this point there are two modes of operation of the CL system 

In one case the detector collects the total or panchromatic CL signal by bypassing the 

monochromator This allows the full luminescence from the sample to be observed 

Here the electron beam is scanned over the sample area dunng the measurement In 

the other case the photons are channeled via a monochromator to a photomultiplier 

tube for detection In the near IR range solid-state photodetectors are used In this 

case the electron beam is positioned at a definite fixed point on the sample surface 

and the monochromator is scanned over a given wavelength region The detected 

photons then produce a CL radiation spectrum for that point CL can also be used to 

detect the presence of structural defects in a sample These usually reveal themselves 

as centers with higher nonradiative recombination rates These can be observed in the 

panchromatic mode of operation107

5 3 4.1 Instrumentation

The CL measurements were taken using an SEM with the beam energy set at 15kV,

with a CL system attached For companson purposes the probe current was

maintained at InA and the slits were set at 1 5mm
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5.4 X-ray Diffraction

V

X-rays are electromagnetic waves with a wavelength of the order of a fraction of a 

nanometre and are therefore suitable for interaction with crystal planes When X-ray 

radiation interacts with the electrons in the matter through which it passes it is 

scattered If x-rays are scattered by an ordered environment such as a crystal, 

interference takes place between the scattered rays producing a diffraction pattern 

This occurs because the distances between the scattering centres are of the same order 

of magnitude as the wavelength of the x-rays

5.4.1 Bragg’s Law

When a narrow beam of radiation strikes a crystal surface at an incident angle 0 

scattering occurs due to the interaction of the radiation with atoms located at O, P and 

R in Figure 5 6 If the distance

Where n is an integer, the scattered radiation will be in phase at O, C, and D and the 

crystal will appear to reflect the x-ray radiation It can be seen that

when d is the interplanar distance of the crystal Thus the condition for constructive 

interference at angle 0 is

AP+PC=nX (5 12)

AP = PC = dSinO (5 13)

nk -  dSinO (5 14)

which is known as the Bragg Equation108 X-rays will only appear reflected from the 

crystal if the angle of incidence satisfies the condition

(5 15)
2d

At all other angles destructive interference occurs
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Figure 5 6 Diffraction of X-rays by a crystal

The x-ray diffractometer records the intensity of the radiation at the reflected angles, 

and by observing the diffraction pattern it is possible to identify the structure of the 

material A large library of diffracted patterns from standard elements and 

compounds is available and it can be used to identify any unknown phases present in 

a sample

The diffraction pattern produced can also determine the size of the crystal present as 

smaller crystals cause broadening of the diffracted beam This is caused when the 

destructive interference is not complete This means that somewhere m the crystal 

there is a plane scattering a ray and allowing diffraction to take place at angles that 

don’t exactly satisfy the Bragg equation
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5.4.2 Instrumentation

All the x-ray spectra were obtained using a CuKa line at either a 10° glancing angle 

or 0-20 configuration

5.5 Electron Microscopy

One of the most versatile tools available for the characterisation of materials is the 

electron microscope By utilising a variety of attachments significant data about the 

construction, composition and luminescence of a sample can be obtained The three 

methods using electron bombardment of the sample used here are scanning electron 

microscope (SEM), energy dispersive x-rays (EDX) and cathodoluminescence (CL) 

These will be looked at in detail

5.5.1 Scanning Electron Microscope

Figure 5 7 Schematic diagram of a Scanning Electron Microscope
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The scanning electron microscope is like an ordinary microscope except that electrons 

rather than electromagnetic radiation are used to irradiate and study the sample An 

electron having a momentum p behaves as a wave of wavelength X where

A = -  (5 16)
P

and h is Planck’s constant

Electrons are used to increase the resolution of the microscope Electnc and magnetic 

fields are used to control the motion of the electrons and so focus the beam on a given 

area of a sample provided the electron beam divergence is successfully controlled 

The basic construction is shown in Fig 5 7 109

In a SEM the beam is focused on a fine spot on the surface of a sample 

Backscattered or secondary electrons from the surface are collected, as the incident 

beam is raster scanned over the surface of the sample to generate an image The 

electron beam interacts with the solid via electrostatic forces with the excitation 

volume of the solid shown m Fig 5 8, dependent on the atomic number of the 

elements involved The shape of this area vanes from a pear shape for a low atomic 

number (Z) matenal to a sphencal shape for 15< Z < 40no For larger atomic 

numbers the interaction area becomes hemisphencal The actual escape depth of the 

electrons also depends on the beam energy The process can result in a build up of 

charge on the surface of low conductivity matenals, which can distort the final image 

To overcome this, matenals can be coated in a conductive matenal Contrast in the 

SEM images anses from vanations in the number of electrons reaching the detector 

from different regions of the spectrum The spot size determines the resolution This 

also depends on the probe current intensity since this determines the number of 

secondary electrons present The number of secondary electrons reaching the 

detector depends on the angle between the incident beam and the surface at the point 

where the beam stnkes therefore inegulanties can be clearly seen
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Figure 5.8 Interaction between the incident electron beam and a sample in a pear 

shaped volume

5.5.2 Energy Dispersive X-rays

When an electron beam hits a sample it can excite an electron from the inner shell of 

the atom leaving behind a hole that can be filled by an electron from another shell by 

the emission of x-rays or Auger electrons. These have energies characteristic of the 

atom emitting them. This gives an elemental microanalysis of the sample. The x-ray 

monitoring is carried out with energy dispersive spectrometers. The intensity of the 

x-rays is proportional to the atomic number of the atom. Thus different elements 

present in the material can be catalogued according to the energy of the x-rays they 

emit. Usually a Be window is used to cover the silicon detector. This will absorb low 

energy x-rays and so this technique is limited to elements having an atomic number 

greater than ten. The x-rays are generated deep in the pear shaped region shown in 

Figure 4.8 and so the resolution of this technique is limited.
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In characterizing a TFEL device the electrical parameters determine the response of 

the device The measurements of film resistivity for the conducting and insulating 

layers and the capacitance of the insulator are fundamental to the device performance

5.6 Electrical Measurements

5.6.1 Thin Film Resistivity Measurement

The resistivity, p is defined as the proportionality constant between the electric field, 

E and the current density J1U

E = p j  (5 17)

Its reciprocal value is the conductivity a = 1/p, and

J=oE  (5 18)

For semiconductors where both electrons and holes are earners

p  = — = -------- ---------  (5 19)
a  q(Mnn + MpP)

where n and p are the free electron and hole concentrations and jin and |ip are the 

electron and hole mobilities respectively The resistivity may be calculated from this 

formula if both earner concentrations and both mobilities are known For extnnsic 

matenals in which the majonty earner concentration is much higher than the minonty 

earner concentration the above formula is simplified to include just the majonty 

concentration and mobility The earner concentration and mobility are generally not 

known therefore an alternate method must be used Techniques for measunng the 

resistivity vary but are generally based on the link between resistance and resistivity 

Since

= ^  (520)
A

where A is the cross-sectional area and 1 is the length
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This gives a general expression for the resistivity as

(5 2 1)

A two point probe can be used to find the resistance of a film The total resistance 

between the two probes is given as

where Rc is the contact resistance at each probe-semiconductor contact, Rsp is the 

spreading resistance under each probe and Rs is the semiconductor resistance The 

value of Rs cannot be accurately determined because the values of Rc and Rsp cannot 

be measured accurately

A more general method for measuring the resistivity of a thin film is using a four- 

point probe In this case two probes carry the current and two probes measure the 

voltage Developed as a general Geophysics measurement technique, referred to as 

Wenner’s Method112, it has found applications m the semiconductor area113114 and has 

become one of the most common methods for measuring resistivities A small current 

from a constant current source is passed through the two outer probes and the floating 

voltage is measured between the two inner probes when the probes are set on a flat 

surface of the film to be measured as shown m Fig 5 9 

For a four point probe having an equal spacing between the probes s, 

the resistivity is given by

(5 22)

(5 23)
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Figure 5 10 Four point Probe setup on a thin film surface

For a film of thickness W much smaller than either a or d the sheet resistance is given 

by

V
R ~ ~ F  Q/square (5 24)

and the resistivity is given by

p  = RW Qcm (5 25)

Thus, combining the above for a thin film, the resistivity is

p  = 2 m F j  (5 26)

For sample thicknesses greater than the probe spacing this simple correction factor 

will not apply For thicknesses less than the probe spacing s and in the limit when 

d » s ,  the correction factor becomes (7i/ln2) and the equation becomes115

n V Vp  = — w — = 4 5 324W - (5 27)
In 2 I I

The sheet resistance can also be used to characterise thin films or layers such as

polycrystalline silicon



A collinear probe configuration is the most common four-point probe arrangement but 

other arrangements such as a square are also used

Figure5 10 Resistivity Measurement Circuit

If the following conditions are met the resistivity of a flat sample of an arbitrary shape 

can be measured without knowing the current pattern116,

I ) the contacts are sufficiently small

I I ) the sample has a uniform thickness

I I I) the contacts are at the circumference of the sample

i v )  the surface on which the probes rest is flat with no surface leakage

The circuit shown in Fig 5 10 is used to measure the resistivity of the films

5.7 Electroluminescence Measurements

The display itself has to be characterised and the important considerations here are

i) the light output of the device

11) the spectral region of the output

in) the electncal behaviour of the device

iv) the relationship between the driving voltage and the light output

The first two measurements are purely optical and the second two measurements are 

both electncal and optoelectronic
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The quality and characteristics of an EL display are evaluated by measurement of the 

light output or brightness of the device The system used to determine the brightness 

of the devices consists of an optical detector or optometer, an EL device driver and 

the device to be tested The EL dnver circuit consists of a generator and an amplifier 

that allows the regulation of the supply to the device The generator produces a 

sinewave, tnangular wave and a pulse wave whose duration can be modified The 

output voltage can be varied from 0-300V The UDT Model 380 dual channel 

optometer is used for the measurements This is used in conjunction with a UDT 

detector head The experimental set-up is shown in Figure 5 11 The main 

consideration when using the equipment is the coupling of the signal into the detector 

When making the brightness measurement the following calculations were earned 

out The |iW are converted to Lumens by multiplying by the photopic factor found in 

the photopic curve This is taken at 580nm since that is the peak wavelength for 

ZnS Mn This is 0 87, since

683 Lumens = 1 Watt 

This is then converted to candela by dividing by the angular response in steradians 

To convert to candela/m2 the candelas are divided by the area of the device in 

question117

5 7.1 Brightness Measurement

Figure 5 12 Brightness Measurement system for an EL device
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Since the luminous output of a device can be given in a variety of different units a 

conversion table is given in Table 5.1 to facilitate conversion113.

nit (nt) stilb

(sb)

apostilb

(asb)

Lambert

(L)

Milli

lambert

(mL)

Foot

lambert

(fL)

Candela 

per square 

foot 

(cd ft'1)

1 nit (cd m'2, or 

lm sr'1 m'2) (nt)

1 lxlO'4 3.1416 3.1416

xlO"4

0.31416 0.2919 0.0929

1 stilb (cd cm'2) 

(sb)

lxlO'4 1 3.1416

xlO'4

3.1416 3141.6 2919 929

1 apostilb 

(jc^cdm'2) (abs)

0.3183 3.183x

10-5

1 lxlO'4 0.1 0.0929 0.02957

1 lambert 

(federn"1) (L)

3183 0.3183 lxlO'4 1 1000 929 295.7

1 millilambert 

(mL)

3.183 3.183x

Iff4

10 0.001 1 0.929 0.2957

1 footlambert 

(it-1 cd f f2) (fL)

3.426 3.426x

IO'4

10.764 0.00107
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1.0764 1 0.3183

1 candela per 

square foot 

(cd f f2)

10.764 0.0010

764

33.82 0.00338

2

3.382 3.1416 1

Table 5.1 Conversion factors for commonly used luminance quantities.

5.7.2 Electrical Device Characterisation

The system set-up shown in Figure 5.11 can also be used for the electrical 

characterisation of the EL device. The optometer and the device driver are connected 

to the oscilloscope in order to view the luminance as a function of the input 

waveform. The charge versus voltage measurements are carried out using the EL 

device as part of a Sawyer-Tower set-up and this is explained in detail in Chapter 9.
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The spectral out put of the device is measured using a Spectrometer The 

spectrometer consists of a PMT and a monochromator integrated with a computer to 

output the wavelength response of the device The light from the device is coupled to 

the detector by a fibre optic link The system used in the measurements is a SOFIE 

spectraphotometer with a spectral range of 200-900nm The system set-up is shown 

in Fig 5 12

5.7.3 Spectral Output Measurement

Figure 5 12 Spectral output Measurement system

This records the luminous intensity of the device at each wavelength between 400 and 

700nm The output is the spectral response of the device over the visible spectrum 

This system can also be used to measure qualitatively the brightness of the devices as 

the spectral output can be seen to grow as the input voltage is increased
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Chapter 6 

Phosphor Films

6.1 Introduction
The luminescent material is of primary interest in any display Generally a host 

material with a luminescent centre is required The portion of the electromagnetic 

spectrum visible to the human eye is the 400-700nm region The material chosen 

must produce luminescence in this region and therefore have a band gap of ~3 leV  

Many phosphors have been developed 118119 120 121 for the CRT but most of these 

have proved unsuccessful when used for ac thin film electroluminescent 

applications122 For an electroluminescent device the material must luminesce when 

placed in an appropriate electric field Due to the complex interaction between the 

host material and the luminescent centre both will be treated separately here This 

chapter will detail the mechanisms for radiative and non-radiative decay and the 

fundamentals of the emission process Several models are also discussed 

Thin films have the advantage that they do not suffer from the diffuse reflectivity of 

powders and therefore the contrast achievable between lit and unlit pixels can be high 

For marketable displays, brightness, efficiency and lifetime must also be high 

In order to achieve these criteria the physics of the material and its interaction with 

other films in the display must be discussed

6.2 Theory
An accelerating charge, which impacts and excites an electron, causes luminescence 

The important forms of luminescence are summarized in Table 6 l 123
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Luminescence Type Typical Application Luminous Efficiency

Black Body Radiation Tungsten Filament Lamp 5%

Photoluminescence Fluorescent Lamp 20%

Electroluminescence LED Flat Panel Display 1-50%

Cathodoluminescence Television Screen 10%

Table 6 1 Comparison of luminescence types and their efficiencies

It can be seen here that electroluminescent materials are capable of high efficiencies

6.2 1 Host Materials for Luminescence

In order to discuss the materials involved m the luminescence process it is necessary 

to first look at the physics of the process and see how the host material must achieve 

the following characteristics For successful and efficient electroluminescence to take 

place the host material must incorporate

a) A sufficiently high band gap to minimize absorption

b) Good high field transport properties

c) A sufficiently high dielectric strength and,

d) Have a high probability of radiative decay

This implies that the material should allow electron acceleration to a kinetic energy 

sufficient for impact excitation The choice of material is limited to wide-gap 

semiconductors of II-VI compounds, which include Ilb-VIb such as ZnS and Ila-VIb 

compounds such as CaS and SrS ZnS has a band gap of 3 6-3 7eV124 125 thus 

allowing all visible light to pass but restricting the avalanche multiplication of 

electrons so that they are available for impact excitation Its properties and suitability 

as a host material are discussed later
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6 2 2 Mechanisms of Luminescence

In order to produce luminescence there must be a transfer of energy from the 

accelerated charge to an electron having an energy Ei m order to promote it to a 

higher energy state having E*

><D

6?4)
fS

PI'

El

Figure 61 Energy level diagram showing the two states, £* eV having a higher 

energy than EieV

Various selection rules govern the transfer of energy exchange between the 

accelerated particle and the electron at EieV

Once the particle has gained sufficient energy the next stage involves the return of the 

electron from state k to state 1 This can be achieved by either spontaneous or 

stimulated field emission This may be a radiative or a non-radiative process If it is 

nonradiative the energy of the excited state k is used to excite the vibrations of the 

surrounding material and therefore heat is generated The radiative transition is called 

luminescence and is seen m Fig 6 1 The emission is usually situated at a longer 

wavelength than the original excitation This energy difference is called the Stokes 

Shift The quantum efficiency r| of the luminescence is the ratio of the number of 

photons emitted to the number of photons absorbed If there are no competing non

radiative transitions Tpl and when r|=0 there no emission If there is a neighboring 

center the excited center may transfer its energy to it This again may be followed by 

a radiative or non-radiative decay Here the non-radiative decay is described as 

quenching With materials of larger band gap the radiative transition probability 

decreases with the possibility of having unwanted non-radiative recombination
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centers in the gap increases Such mechanisms can most easily be discussed with the 

aid of the configurational model

6.3 The isolated luminescent centre

6.3.1 Single Configurational Coordinate model

In this section the microscopic structure of the defects responsible for luminescence 

are investigated In order to study the theoretical nature of the interaction an 

understanding of how the Stokes shift depends on the interaction between electronic 

states of the luminescent center and the vibrational states of the host lattice is needed 

Looking at a simple model of the process126 127, consider a dopant ion m a host lattice 

and assume it shows luminescence The environment of the dopant ion is not static 

and only one vibrational mode, the breathing mode is considered The surrounding 

ions vibrate about some average positions so the crystal field vanes In order to 

study the theoretical nature of the interaction an understanding of how the Stokes shift 

depends on the interaction between electronic states of the luminescent center and the 

vibrational states of the host lattice is needed

The mode is assumed to be descnbed by the harmonic oscillator model The 

configurational coordinate (Q) descnbes the vibration Q represents the distance 

between the dopant ion and the surrounding ions, that is the Mn2+ -S2 distance 

Plotting the energy vs Q gives the electronic states parabola (harmonic 

approximation) for the ground state g and one excited state e as shown in Figure 6 2 

Qo represents the equihbnum distance in the ground state and Qo’ that in the excited 

state The parabola offset is given by AQ and this represents the transition 

After the absorption the excited state, e relaxes to its lowest vibrational level i e its 

equihbnum position giving up its excess energy as heat to the lattice If the 

temperature is not low, higher vibrational states may be occupied thermally and 

broadening of the absorption and emission bands takes place
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Figure 6.2 Energy diagram showing electronic states GS and ES containing 
vibrational energy levels that are represented by the horizontal lines. The arrows 
represent the excitation and emission transitions.

The emission transition takes place at a lower energy usually and is known as the 

Stokes Shift. Only the zero vibrational transition is expected to occur at the same 

energy in the absorption and emission spectra. The shape and widths of the bands and 

the difference between the emission and absorption frequencies is determined by the 

interaction between the electronic states of the luminescent center and the vibrational 

states of the host lattice.

In measuring an absorption or emission spectrum the properties of the lines or bands 

can be summarized as follows:

1. Their spectral position that is the energy at which the transition occurs

2. The shape i.e. line, band etc.

3. The intensity which is determined by in the electronic matrix element 

<v(Q)|r|u(Q)> where r represents the electric dipole operator.
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In the configurational coordinate model so far all decays from the excited state are 

assumed to be radiative implying a quantum efficiency (ratio of the number of emitted 

to absorbed photons) of 100% Unfortunately nonradiative transitions severely limit 

this value

6.4 Non Radiative processes

Radiationless dissipation of excitation energy can occur by means of many 

mechanisms These generally give rise to energy levels in the forbidden gap through 

which free electrons and holes can be affected with a high transition probability 

Local imperfections can act as nonradiative recombination centers and Fig 6 3 shows 

how phonons can be generated

Conduction_______________
Band

eE S   ,
_______ v
_______ v
_______ V
_______  V
_______  V
_______  V
_______ V

Valence
Band

Figure 6 3 Energy band diagram showing how nonradiative decay from the 

excited state, ES to the ground state, EG can generate phonons

In order to understand how this process occurs the single configurational coordinate 

model is used to descnbe the states involved and in Fig 6 3a,b,c three cases are 

described

hv
(phonons)
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Figure 6.3 a Non-radiative transitions in the configurational coordinate diagram
for a strong coupling case between the ground state, GS and the excited state, ES of 
an atom.

Figure. 6.3a looks at the strong coupling case where the absorption and emission 

transitions are possible but if the relaxed-excited state overlaps with the ground state 

parabola it is possible to return to the ground state in a non-radiative transition. The 

excitation energy is given up as heat to the lattice. This is termed thermal quenching. 

The temperature dependence of the luminescence is governed by the activation energy 

Ea for the thermal release of holes to the valence band as shown in Fig. 6.3(a).

Energy transport properties transfer the holes ionized by the luminescent centers to 

deep traps or surface states where radiationless transitions can occur. Defects of this 

kind are “killer” centers and can be Co, Ni, or Fe in ZnS.

Figure 6.3b Non-radiative transitions in the configurational coordinate diagram 

for weak coupling
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Figure 6 3b looks at the weak coupling case Here the two parabolas never cross but 

non-radiative transitions are possible if the energy difference AE is equal to or less 

than 4-5 times the highest vibrational frequency

Normally this amount of energy can excite a few high-energy vibrations and the 

energy is lost from the radiative process This non-radiative process is termed 

multiphonon emission

Figure 6 3c Nonradiative transitions in the configurational coordinate diagram for 

a combination of both

Fig 6 3c is a combination situation where both processes are possible The parallel 

parabolas are connected by forbidden optical transitions only The third parabola 

originates from a different configuration and is probably connected to the ground state 

by an allowed transition Excitation occurs from the ground state to the highest 

parabola in the allowed transition The system relaxes to the excited state of the 

second parabola Non-radiative emission between the two upper parabolas happens 

A line emission now occurs from the second parabola The magnitude of the non- 

radiative rate is not well understood and cannot be easily calculated with accuracy 

except for the weak coupling case
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Figure 6 4 Configurational coordinate representation of luminescence quenching 
by electron transfer

Another method for non-radiative decay is quenching by electron transfer128 Fig 6 4 

shows the energy levels a, b, c of a species A and parabola d for species A+B- 

The electron transfer from species A to species B obtains this state The offset of d is 

large and its position is as a medium energy Therefore from parabola c the ground 

state can be reached by non-radiative transition through d This is mainly seen with
129ion pair situations

6.5 Energy Transfer

If luminescent centers are in close proximity to each other energy may be transferred 

between the two The transfer of energy from an excited center to an energy acceptor 

can be described as energy migration if the energy level structure of the donor and the 

acceptor match and is controlled by a diffusion process If there is a mismatch in 

energy level structures the transfer is known as energy transport Consider the energy 

transfer between a donor S and an acceptor or activator A The process occurs if a 

suitable interaction exists between both systems exists and when the energy difference 

between the ground and the excited states of both S and A are equal This resonance 

condition can be tested130 by considering the spectral overlap of the S emission 

spectrum and the A absorption spectrum, a condition which is essential for transfer to 

occur The interaction may be an exchange interaction if there is a wavefunction 

overlap Otherwise it may be an electric or magnetic multipolar interaction The
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transfer mechanisms differ from one another in the dependence of the transfer rate on 

donor-acceptor distance In the general case where the emission transition S*^ S  and 

the absorption transition A-*A* have line functions gs(E) and gA(E) respectively 

The transfer is brought about by an interaction Hamiltonian Hsa and there is a 

resulting transfer probability Psa131

Not all of the excitation energy may be transferred If only part is transferred this is 

called cross relaxation which is seen in Rare Earth systems and has been considered in 

detail elsewhere132

So far only one step processes have been considered There could be many transfer 

steps that would bring the energy far from the original site where the original 

absorption took place This is termed energy migration If the excitation energy is 

then lost non-radiatively at a quenching site the luminescence efficiency will be low 

This form of loss does not occur at low concentrations since the average distance 

between centers is so large that migration is hampered Hence this type of loss is 

termed concentration quenching Thus, in most cases doping concentrations are 

therefore limited to the order of 1% To maintain good crystallmity at these high 

concentrations the dopant needs to have a high degree of both geometric and valence 

similarity to the host cation133

6.6 Luminescence production

Having looked at the various methods by which the luminous efficiency is reduced 

now methods of luminescence production are discussed here Luminescence emission 

can be excited in many ways Photoluminescence (PL) is excitation by photons, 

cathodoluminescence (CL) is excitation by cathode rays, electroluminescence (EL) 

the excitation by electric fields and thermoluminescence (TL) the excitation by the 

release of energy stored in previously excited solids Various different processes 

produce luminescence in semiconductors and these are discussed here Also the 

nature of the host and luminescent materials and their interaction are investigated
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When an electron is excited from the valence band to the conduction band an empty

electron state is created in the valence band and this behaves like a particle with a

positive charge This ‘hole’ exerts an attractive force on the electron forming an

exciton134 They are localized excited electronic states in a nonmetallic crystalline

lattice Two models can be applied to the exciton depending on the degree of

localization of the excitation energy If the energy is localized on one ion in the

crystal the Frenkel exciton occurs135 In highly covalent materials where the
1 ̂excitation energy extends over several unit cells, the Wanmer-Mott exciton is 

found This exciton can be regarded as an interacting electron-hole pair with a small 

binding energy Excitons can also form complexes by bonding to defects such as 

donors, acceptors, or dislocations Since the kinetic energy of the bound exciton 

complex is zero the optical transitions lead to sharp lines A broadening of the lines 

indicates fluctuations originating from crystalline imperfections or impurities 

Excitons have been shown to play a role in the excitation of ZnS Mn137

6 6.2 Donor- A cceptor pairs

Pairs of oppositely charged defects in II-VI compounds can provide effective 

radiative recombination centers for excitons The system can be described as a ground 

state having an ionized donor and acceptor with an mter-impunty distance R, with 

photoexcitation resulting in a neutral pair in the excited state These can be described 

as either

a) An exciton bound to the ionized donor acceptor core called fundamental 

activators or,

b) A neutral donor and a neutral acceptor perturbed by the interaction with each 

other called characteristic activators

These donor and acceptor defects give rise to localized levels near the conduction or 

valence bands respectively The free electrons or holes with the opposite earner 

trapped at these levels gives nse to the luminescence bands Many of the known 

luminescence bands in ZnS can be attnbuted to association at near neighbour sites of 

the activator or co-activator impunties with zinc or sulfur vacancies Four electron- 

hole recombination mechanisms are shown in Fig 6 5

6.6 1 Excitons
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Figure 6.5 Diagram showing the four electron hole recombination mechanisms, a) 

band to band b) captured electron recombines with a hole in the valence band, i.e. 

donor site to valence band (Lambe-Klick model); c) donor state to acceptor site 

recombination (Prener-Apple-Williams model) and d) a conduction electron is 

captured by an empty center, i.e. conduction band to acceptor state (Schon-Klasens 

model)138

The positions of the recombination states depend on the electronic properties of the 

solid, which can be described quantum mechanically by Schrodinger’s equations. 

However the optical transitions in the transition metals incorporated into the ZnS 

lattice are internal ones between the states of the 3dn configurations.

Since donors and acceptors occupy definite sites within the crystal lattice, lattice 

statistics can be used to determine the distribution of different pairs with distances Ri. 

The recombination transition can be described using effective mass theory as

/iv=Eg-(Eo+EA) +e2/eR (6.6)

where Eg is the bandgap and Ed and Ea are the ionization energy of the donor and the 

acceptor respectively, hv is the photon energy, and e is the relative 

permittivity/dielectric constant.
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I II III IV V VI VII

B C N 0 F

Al Si P s Cl

Cu Zn Ga Ge As Se Br

Ag Cd In Sn Sb Te I

Au Hg

Table 6.2 The periodic table is shown with the elements relevant to the II-VI 

compounds.

In Table 6.2 the portion of the periodic table with the elements relevant to the II-VI 

compounds is shown139. Pure stoichiometric ZnS does not itself luminesce. The 

introduction of lattice defects or the addition of other atoms, which then introduce a 

deviation from the stiochiometric Zn-S ratio and rearrange the lattice, can cause 

luminescence. The activator impurities Cu, Ag, and Au when substituted for Zn and 

Sb when substituted for S behave as acceptor sites and the coactivators Cl, Cr, I at 

anion sites or Al, Ga, In at cation sites behave as donors.

6.6.3 Deep Level Centres

Localized states, having greater depth than the hydrogenic levels in the compounds, 

can form in the fundamental band gap of semiconductors and are termed deep level 

centers. The radiative recombination of the electrons and holes at these sites gives 

rise to luminescence. They originate from intrinsic defects, impurities, or 

combinations of both. Both rare earth ions and transition metals, in low 

concentrations (so that they do not interact with each other) in crystals provide deep 

level luminescence sites. The atomic transitions are localized radiative events that 

occur between atomic states associated with the luminescent center but the host lattice 

material also influences them. In the case of the transition metals it is the 3dn levels,
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which are involved in the luminescence The combination of cation or Zn vacancies 

and impurities in II-VI compounds lead to the characteristic “self-activated” emission 

in ZnS and ZnSe In order to understand the interactions and specifically how the 

local environment influences the transition energy, the atomic and crystal fields, the 

lattice symmetry and the ion spacing must be considered 

The study of the zero phonon line fine structure and the shape of phonon-assisted 

transitions are used to determine the vibration properties of the local ion environment 

Broadening of the zero phonon lines is due to mhomogeneous and homogeneous 

effects Inhomogeneous broadening is caused by broadband excitation since the 

activation sites are not identical due to dislocations, strains etc When a dopant is 

considered in a solid the emission spectra will show mhomogeneous broadening 

Homogeneous broadening is as a result of the finite lifetime of both the initial and 

final states of the transition

6.6.4 H ost M aterials

The structure and the properties of the host material are important in determining the 

interactions and the efficiency of the luminescence produced In general the most 

efficient EL host materials are metal sulfides Of these matenals ZnS is the most 

commonly used host matenal

ZnS can be prepared with either a cubic zincblende (sphalerite or (3-ZnS) or 

hexagonal (wurtzite or a-ZnS) structure Both forms of ZnS have regular four- 

coordination of zinc and sulfur, but differ by the arrangement of the second nearest 

neighbour The wurtzite configuration consists of two interpenetrating hexagonal 

close-packed lattices, one containing anions, and the other cations Several natural 

occurring polymorphs are known The sulfur atoms in zincblende are cubic close 

packed and those in wurtzite are hexagonal close packed, in both cases zinc occupied 

half the tetrahedral sites Since the arrangement of nearest neighbors is nearly 

identical, and interatomic distances are comparable in both structures, the local 

environment and chemical bonding is nearly identical The differences in the bands 

arise from the difference in the crystal field and from the difference in the Bnllouin 

zones The Bnllouin zone of the f e e  (zincblende) lattices and the wurtzite lattice are 

shown in Fig 6 6a &Fig 6 6b respectively 140 141 The crystalline vanations can be 

distinguished using optical microscopy with polanzed light as the hexagonal crystals
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are birefnngent and the cubic crystals are not The effect this has on the observed 

luminescence from the matenals is that the emission peak of the cubic crystals is 

shifted to a slightly longer wavelength due to the smaller energy band-gap for this 

form

ZnS has a dielectric breakdown strength of about 1 MVcm \  which allows the 

electrons to reach high enough energies to facilitate excitation of luminescent centers 

Its bandgap (~3 6 eV) makes it transparent to visible light so optical absorption in the 

visible spectrum is minimal The density of interface states dictates the total current 

transported in the device ZnS has a high density of interface states and these are 

sufficiently deep (1 0 -1 3  eV) for the thermally assisted electron tunneling process 

The band structure for hexagonal ZnS is shown in Fig 6  7 1 4 2 1 4 3  144 It is a direct gap 

semiconductor with both the conduction band bottom and the valence band top at T 

point and the energy gap is given by Ti The outermost s-electron states of the 

metallic and the p-electron states of the nonmetallic constituent generate the upper 

valence band, while the lower valence band (Li- T i-X i) is attributed to the anion s- 

electron states The level bands containing the representations T15 and in the

region of the valence band belong to the 3d electrons of Zn The energy of the 3d 

electrons of the free Zn atom is about 3 7eV higher than that of the free S atom

6.6.5 L um inescent centres

Transition metal 1 0 ns such as Mn (yellow-orange), and rare earth 1 0 ns such as Tb 

(green), Sm (red), Eu (red), Ce (blue-green) and Pr (white) are suitable luminescence 

centers145 For transition metal 1 0 ns, d-d mtrashell transitions occur and in rare earth 

(lanthanide) 1 0 ns both 4f-5d mtershell and 4f-4f mtrashell transitions produce 

luminescence In the rare earth 1 0 ns, the outer electrons m the 4f shell are screened by 

the 5s25p6 closed shells and therefore these 1 0 ns in host matenals are not greatly 

influenced by crystal fields Consequently external fields can have a significant effect 

on their energy level position To effectively dope a host the chemical properties and 

ionic radii between the cations of the host phosphor and the luminescent centers must 

be matched
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Figure 6 6a BriUomn zone of the f e e  and zincblende lattice

Figure 6 6b Bnllouin zone of \vw tzite lattice
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Figure 6 7 Band structure diagram of hexagonal ZnS



Ion Radius (Ä) Ion Radius (A) Ion Radius (Ä)

Zn2+ 0.74 Cej+ 1.034 Gd3+ 0.938

Caz+ 0.99 Pr3+ 1.013 TbJ+ 0.923

Sr2+ 1.13 Nd3+ 0.995 Dy3+ 0.908

Mn2+ 0.80 Sm3+ 0.964 HoJ+ 0.894

EuJ+ 0.950 Er,+ 0.881

E u3+ 1.09 TmJ+ 0.869

Table 6.3 Radii of common host and luminescent materials.

The ionic radii and the electronic configurations of host materials and luminescent 

centers are shown in Table 6.3 and Table 6.4146,147. For ZnS as a host, Mn is an ideal 

center, as the rare earth ions have a valence of +3 and are larger than the Zn and 

therefore they are not easily incorporated into the ZnS lattice.

6.6.5.1 Mn in ZnS.

ZnS:Mn, with a luminance of 300 cdm'2 and an efficiency of 5 LW 1148 is the 

brightest and most efficient ACTFEL phosphor. When Mn is present in ZnS as an 

activator it directly substitutes an Mn2+ for a Zn2+ 149. It is clear from the electron 

configuration shown in Fig 6.4 that the 3d orbitals in the Mn+2 ion are not shielded 

from the host lattice by any occupied orbitals.

Atom Ion Electron Configuration

Zinc (Zn) Zn2+ lsz2s22p63s23p63dlu4s2

Gallium (Ga) Ga3+ 1 s22s22p63s23p63d1 u4s2 4p1

Calcium (CaO Ca2+ 1 s22s22p63sz3p64s2

Strontium (Sr) Sr2+ 1 s22s22p63s23p63dlu4s24p6 

5s2

Oxygen (O) O'2 lsz2s22p4

Sulfur (S) S'2 ls22sz2p63s23p4
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Manganese (Mn) Mn2+ 1 s22s22p63s23pb3d54s2

Cenum (Ce) Ce3+ 1 s22s22p63s23pb3dlu4?4p6 

4f25s25p66s2

Europium (Eu) E u2+ ls 22s22p(,3s23pb3dlu4s24p6

4f75s25p66s2

Terbium (Tb) Tb3+ ls22s22pb3s23p63d'u4s24p6

4f95s25p66s2

Table 6.4 Electron configurations for common electroluminescent hosts and 
luminescent centers

Mn possesses deep lying levels, which can be described approximately by the states 

of the free divalent ion Surrounded by the host matrix, normal orbital distributions 

are perturbed and new energy states are produced The orbital interactions create 

lower energy bonding states and higher energy anti-bonding states through 

hybridization

Fig 6 8 shows the energy levels for the free Mn2+ (3d) ion and the Mn2+ in the ZnS 

host lattice The electron configuration of Mn m Table 6 4 shows that the 3d orbitals 

are not shielded from the host lattice by any occupied orbitals 

The host lattice can therefore be modified to change the energy difference between 

the ground and the excited states The Mn2+ ion 3d5 configuration has a spherically 

symmetrical 6S ground electronic state m which all the 3d electron spins are in 

parallel The state configuration is shown in Fig 6 9 In the low lying excited states 

one of the electron spins is reversed giving rise to the series of quartet levels 4G, 4P, 

4D, 4F The excited configuration 3d54s lies 7eV above the ground configuration and 

is not involved in any of the observed absorption and emission bands150
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6Ai(e2t3)
Free ion levels Levels m ZnS

Figure 6 8 The energy levels for the free M n + (3d) ion and the Mn2+ in the ZnS host 

lattice

The transition responsible for the broad ZnS Mn emission involves states with the 3d5 

electronic configuration The ground state is the 6S (6A i) state, the excited state may 

be approximated by the 4G (^ i)  state although the significance of the angular 

momentum quantum number of the free ion is reduced due to coupling of the angular 

momentum of the free ion with the crystal field151 The Mn activator is excited by 

resonance interaction with other previously excited impurity systems The 

luminescence transition fits well with the configurational model shown in Fig 6 2 

The excited state responsible for emission is only 2 12eV above the ground state The 

activator system in ZnS Mn is stable against field ionization in applied fields as great



Figure 6.9 The transition state configurations for 4G-6S in the Mn2+ ion

Mn2+ produces one characteristic broadband emission with the peak centered at 

~585nm. Modes of excitation or the presence of coactivators have little effect on the 

emission spectrum of Mn2+ centers. This broad band is due to longitudinal (LO and 

LA) and transverse optical and acoustic (TO and TA) phonons, which are not 

resolvable at room temperature but can be detected at low temperatures. These 

phonon replicas arise because there is strong coupling between the Mn 3d orbitals and 

the ZnS lattice. Mn is very soluble in ZnS but it does not change the electrical 

properties of the host lattice significantly even at several percent concentration 

because the Zn and the Mn ions are isovalent152. The quantum efficiency increases 

with increasing concentrations of Mn and then levels off at ~0.8mol%153,154.

With concentrations of Mn greater than lmol% the luminescence decreases due to 

concentration quenching155. This saturation effect places limits on achieving high 

brightness. At high concentrations three additional emission bands have been 

observed156. Since the luminescence centers are in close proximity to each other the 

emission from the de-exciting centers is absorbed by those ions or “traps” in the 

ground state. However the decay time for this high concentration emission is greater 

than that expected for Mn-Mn pairs157. Energy migration may take place and the 

excited Mn center can lose its energy through a resonant non-radiative transfer 

process in the form of a red or infrared non-radiative center158. Mathematical models 

for the problem of concentration quenching have been setup and these are the 

diffusion model and the hopping model159,160,161. The diffusion model assumes that 

radiationless energy transfer takes place via Mn clusters or pairs that form. The
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hopping model treats the energy transfer as a percolation. Therefore the energy loss is 

proportional to the probability pf finding an energy sink near the excitation path. 

Studies have shown that the concentration can be increased to 3mol% if particular 

deposition techniques are used162. Also a Znj.x MgxS:Mn phosphor has been 

developed in which the Mn 3d levels, involved in the traditional emission, are caused 

to move farther apart which increases transition energy and has resulted in a peak shift 

to 550nm163. Incorporating CdS(Se) with ZnS and Mn in the form ZnS-CdS(Se):Mn 

produces emission in the range 600-680nm164.

6.7 Production of zinc sulphide thin films

ZnS:Mn is used as a luminescent material in a variety of devices165. It can be 

deposited using various deposition methods including sputtering166167168, electron 

beam evaporation169170, multi-source deposition171, metal-organic deposition172 and 

atomic layer epitaxy173. The doped zinc sulphide thin films are produced in this study 

from sol-gel produced doped zinc oxide films that are sulphidised in an atmosphere 

containing hydrogen sulphide (H2S). The conversion of zinc oxide into zinc sulphide 

is diffusion controlled rather than rate controlled. The mathematics of the process is 

discussed and the diffusion coefficient for the conversion calculated. The procedure 

involved in the production of both doped and undoped zinc sulphide from sol-gel 

produced zinc oxide thin films is also described.

6.7.1 Diffusion Process

Diffusion can be defined as the migration of an atomic or molecular species within a 

given matrix under the influence of a concentration gradient174.

From an atomic perspective diffusion is a migration from lattice site to an adjacent 

lattice site. In order for diffusion to take place two conditions must be fulfilled:

i) the adjacent site must be vacant and

ii) the atom must have sufficient vibrational energy to move.

This movement involves the breaking of the existing bonds and the distortion of the 

lattice during the movement. At low temperatures some of the atoms have sufficient 

energy by virtue of their vibrational energies. As the temperature is increased this
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fraction increases and the extent of the observable diffusion effects depends on the 

diffusion coefficient D D increases exponentially with temperature, according to the 

Maxwell-Boltzmann relation

D = D0 exp
RT

(6 7)

where D0 is a constant and ED is the activation energy There are three broad types of 

diffusion which are now considered separately

6 7 1 1  Vacancy Diffusion

At equilibrium a crystal will contain a certain number of vacancies Vacancy 

diffusion involves the movement of an atom from one lattice site to an adjacent one 

that is vacant It necessitates the presence of vacancies and this is a function of the 

number of defects present The higher the temperature the larger the fraction of 

defects and vacancies present

6 7 1 2  Interstitial Diffusion

In this process atoms migrate from one interstitial position to a neighbouring vacant 

interstitial site Generally the atom needs to be small enough to fit into the interstitial 

positions In a dilute interstitial solution empty interstitial sites normally surround a 

diffusing atom so it does not have to wait for a vacancy Since there is less room at an 

interstitial site it is favoured by small atoms m open lattices Therefore this 

mechanism can be found in the diffusion of impurities such as hydrogen, carbon, 

nitrogen and oxygen

If the atom is not very small then diffusion is more likely to occur in a two-step 

process Therefore generally this type of diffusion can take place in a crystal region 

where there is one more atom than lattice site In this situation where an extra atom in 

one row compared to the adjacent rows in a crystal structure or ‘crowdion’ exists its 

movement in the lattice is similar to that of an edge dislocation
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6 7 1 3  Steady State Diffusion

Diffusion is a time dependent process This leads to determining the rate of mass 

transfer as the diffusion flux, J

Thin metal sheet

b)

Figure 6 10 Diagram showing a) a thin metal plate having the pressure of the 
diffusing species on both surfaces held constant and b) the associated concentration 
profile

It is defined as the mass, M diffusing through and perpendicular to a unit cross- 

sectional area of solid per unit time
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(6 8)

or in differential form

A steady state condition exists if the diffusion flux does not change with time 

Consider an example of gas atoms diffusing through a metal plate for which the 

concentration of the diffusing species on both surfaces of the plate is held constant as 

shown in Fig 6 10

When the concentration (C) is plotted against position or distance within the solid 

(x), the resulting curve is called a concentration profile and the slope of the curve is 

the concentration gradient If this is assumed to be linear then

This gives a flux that is proportional to the gradient This can be summarized as 

Fick’s First Law Here

where the mass flux (J), is a function of the vanation of the concentration (C), with 

distance (x) and dependent on the diffusion coefficient (D)

6 7 1 4  Non steady state Diffusion

In most cases the diffusion is not steady state Fick’s first law is still valid but its 

form needs to be altered There is normally a flux or concentration gradient at some 

point in the solid that vanes with time This results in a net accumulation or depletion 

of the diffusing species This concentration gradient over time is equal to the flux 

gradient Thus, if D is not a function of position,

AC _ C A- C B
(6 10)

Ax xa ~ xb

J = - D —
dx

(611)
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d c

d t

and this gives

(6 .11)

d C  n  d 2C

1 7 = D I F  <612)

which is known as Fick’s Second Law. In three dimensions using vector notation 

gives

^  = -V 7  (6.13)
dt

This equation is known as the continuity equation. Solutions to these equations are 

possible where physically meaningful boundary conditions are specified . This is 

the basis for most of the diffusion measurements in solids in general. When the 

diffusion distance is short compared to the relative dimensions of the initial 

inhomogeneity, the concentration term can be most simply expressed in terms of the 

error function. One such solution can be defined for the case of a species diffusing in 

a thin film.

6.7.1.5 Thin Film Solution

Consider the indiffusion of a solute into an initially undoped film with the surface 

concentration kept at C0 as shown in Fig. 6.11. Outdiffusion from an initially 

homogeneously doped sample can also be dealt with in the same way. Assuming that 

a solution to Fick’s law exists, the concentration is a product of two functions, one 

that is time dependent only and one that depends only on distance giving176

C = X(x)*T(t )  (6.14)

As complete homogenisation is approached C(x,t) can be represented by the first few 

terms of a infinite trigonometric series177.
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Figure 611 Thin film showing the surface concentration of the diffusant set at Co 
throughout the time period for a film thickness I

In the case of a thin film diffusion takes place from one side of the thin specimen In 

this case the diffusing material enters only at the face x=0 and can only penetrate a 

distance x=l As the film is initially undoped the surface concentration is the initial 

concentration C= 0 The concentration of the diffusant is maintained at C=Co 

throughout the annealing time period

The problem of mdiffusion is defined by the following conditions 

C = Co at x=0 and x = Z for t > 0 

C = 0 in the range 0 < j c < / a t i  = 0

The concentration of the solute at a time t will be given by

C(x,r) = — exp 
2 4nDt

( -_x^  
v 4 Dt

(6 15)

in regions where yfo i > I since extra terms need to be applied if this criteria is not 

met178

riC1
7 = 0 atx=l

dx
(6 16)
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This from of the equation works well in situations where the source of the diffusant 

can be described as having a Fermi-Dirac delta distribution179 However normally it 

is not possible to obtain a Dirac delta function to describe the diffusant distribution 

Therefore when the initial diffusant has a thickness h, that is of the order of the

diffusion distance ( 4 D t ), the initial source conditions can be given as follows

C = Co for t -  0 and h> x > 0

and

C = 0 for x > h 

For t > 0

the boundary condition is

^ ( 0 , 0  = 0 (6 17)
OX

This gives the solution of for the variation of concentration with time as180

C(x,t) = ^ erf
/  j \h -  x

2 -T ôt
- e r f

'  h + x '
2  4 d I

(6 18)

If a diffusion couple is formed where Co and Ci are the initial uniform concentrations 

or the diffusing species the boundary conditions for the initial conditions at the 

interface when x = 0 and t = 0 are 

C(jt,0) = Ci for x < 0 and 

C(x,0) = Co for x > 0

The solution to the above equation 6 18 is then given by

/ C (x ,r )-C 0N 
Ci — C0

erf
r \  x

2-jDt
(6 19)

The solution to Eq 6 19 is based on a constant D In a situation where the diffusion 

coefficient vanes with concentration, D(C) it is difficult to find a solution181
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Boltzmann182 developed this procedure for cases where D is a function of C only 

Then C may be expressed in terms of a variable, t\ = x/2t1/2 In order to determine D 

at a known composition, Boltzmann- Matano183 analysis is used184185 

In the situation where the source of the diffusant is infinite, the concentration at the 

surface immediately achieves the solubility Co and remains at this value throughout 

the expen ment Considenng that the matenal also being infinite, extending from x = 

0 to x = oo, the solution to equation 6 19 is

x
l^ D t

C(x,t) = C0erfc-r ^== (6 20)

This can be used to calculate the total mass of the diffusant186 Also, rearranging

C(x,t)
 = erfc

C„

r \  x
i j D t

(6 21)

If

C ( x J ) =0  5 (6 22)
Co

then, plotting the expenmental profile points on probability paper as (C/Co x 50) 

against (x/t)m produces a straight line, the diffusion coefficient is assumed to be 

constant This is plotted on probability paper to minimize errors that anse 

Probability paper is graph paper that produces a straight line when the error function 

is plotted on it Thus the profile is an enor function complement At each end of the 

plot the error in the calculated D(C) is at a maximum since this is where C/Co 

approached one or zero Then combining Equations 6 21 and 6 22 gives

-7^— = 0 96 (6 23)
-jDt

and therefore

V t /
10 8 (6 24)
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Thus, from Eq 6 24, D can be calculated from the graph of x2 vs t

6.7 2 C onversion o f zinc oxide thin film s

Zinc oxide films were prepared using a dip coating method Dissolving 6 wt % zinc 

acetate 2-hydrate m anhydrous ethanol by heating to 80°C while stimng and refluxmg 

produced the ZnO precursor solution The solution was cooled quickly to prevent the 

zinc acetate from crystallising out of the solution The precursor was hydrolysed 

using two mols H2 O per mol zinc acetate This was achieved by forming a 10 vol%

H2 O solution in ethanol and adding the correct amount dropwise to the precursor

Lactic acid was added to the solution from a 5 vol% in ethanol solution The solution 

was clear and colourless thereby ensuring that the zinc acetate had dissolved in the 

ethanol

The substrates used were both glass slides and silicon wafers The coating procedure 

was then earned out at a dipping speed of 0 2cms 1 After coating the substrate was 

dned in normal atmosphere at a temperature of 240°C for 10 minutes The substrate 

was then recoated to obtain thicker coatings Final annealing took place when the 

desired thickness was achieved The film shnnks dunng the heating process This 

had to be taken into account when the number of coating runs was estimating the 

thickness The ZnO films were annealed at 700°C Poor adhesion may result if the 

deposited film is too thick In order to produce ZnS films, the ZnO films were heated 

by infrared radiation in a sulphidismg atmosphere containing a gas mix of N2 H2 H2S 

of 9 1 10 at a pressure of 930 Pa at temperatures up to 560°C to promote exchange 

between the oxygen and sulphur atoms

Elemental depth analysis was earned out by secondary neutral mass spectrometry 

(SNMS)
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Figure 6.12 XRD profile of sol-gel deposited ZnO film including the corresponding

positions for the hexagonal peaks in blue and the cubic peaks in red187

The film thickness o f ZnO obtained after one dip coating and annealing was 40nm. 

Thicker films were obtained pro rata. XRD of the zinc oxide films shows that the as 

deposited films are amorphous, however, after annealing at 700°C in air the films 

become crystalline with the hexagonal structure. The presence o f three peaks at 

20=31.75 (100), 34.44 (002) and 36.25 (101) shows that the ZnO films have a 

hexagonal structure as shown in Fig. 6.12.

From the relative intensities it can be seen that there is a strong preferential 

orientation with the c-axis perpendicular to the substrate surface. The normal stable 

state o f ZnO is the cubic, zincblende structure, however here the metastable 

hexagonal structure is obtained. This form is obtained whether bare or oxidized 

silicon is used as the substrate, therefore it is not caused by the influence of the silicon 

lattice.
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Figure 613 XRD profile of ZnS

The XRD structure of ZnS is shown in Fig 6 13 The presence of the two peaks at 

20= 28° and 47° shows that the ZnS and ZnS Mn films have overlapping contribution 

from the cubic phase having planes (111) at 28 56° and (220) at 47 51°188, and the 

hexagonal phase having planes (002) at 28 49° and (110) at 47 54° respectively The 

additional peaks due to hexagonal ZnS for planes (100) and (101) are found at 26 9° 

and 30 5°189 After annealing in an atmosphere containing hydrogen sulphide, the 

XRD measurements as shown in Fig 6 14, show that the oxide is gradually converted 

to sulphide as the anneal time is increased It can be seen that almost total conversion 

to ZnS takes place over longer annealing times
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Figure 6.14 Normalized XRD spectra from the films at different stages of the
sulphidation process.

In order to obtain the optimum sulphidation conditions the kinetics of the 

transformation between oxide and sulphide was studied. This was done in two ways:

(i) the oxygen and sulphur content of the films was measured by SNMS profiling and

(ii) the overall ZnO/ZnS ratio was estimated by measuring the relative peak heights of 

the XRD diffraction from each lattice. The depth to which the sulphur penetrated at a 

given temperature was approximated from the XRD spectra assuming that the depth 

of the point of transition from oxide to sulphide could be estimated from the relative 

heights of the ZnO and ZnS peaks and the total film thickness. Each method gave 

similar results. According to the SNMS profiles, the sum of the O and S contents was 

constant giving overall stoichiometry for the ZnSxOi_x material. The depth to which 

the sulphur penetrated at a given temperature was approximated by the point at which 

the O and S contents were equal, i.e. if the sulphur concentration was greater than the 

oxygen concentration, the material was assumed to be ZnS and if S< 0  it was assumed
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to be ZnO The surface concentration of sulphur should be constant therefore the 

sulphur profile should be described by a complementary error function

Tim e (sec)

Figure 615 Graph of (diffusion depth f  vs time for 520 °Cy 540 V  and 560 V  

sulphidation temperature The solid line shows an approximation of the linear 

section of the 540 XJ curve

Therefore if the point at which the bulk concentration is a fixed fraction i e 50% of 

the surface concentration is taken as the point to which mdiffusion of sulphur has 

progressed, a plot of (diffusion depth)2 vs annealing time, t, at a fixed temperature, 

should give a straight line from whose slope the diffusion coefficient can be 

calculated from Eq 6 24, if the diffusion coefficient is constant If the process is

diffusion limited the depth is proportional to 4 t  and if the process is reaction limited 

the depth is proportional to t Fig 6 15 shows such a plot for three different 

temperatures It can be seen that the diffusion coefficient is not constant with time 

There is an initial period where the diffusion coefficient is low followed, after a lag 

time of around 4000s by an approximately linear region of higher constant diffusion 

coefficient This delay time suggests a two-step process The conversion from zinc 

oxide to zinc sulphide requires (l) the indiffusion of sulphur, (11) the interchange of
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sulphur and oxygen at the appropriate site and (111) the outdiffusion of oxygen To 

decide which is the rate limiting step in this process it is necessary to consider the 

details of the conversion process This delay could be caused by having an initial 

reaction rate that is small compared to the rate of diffusion and in this region the 

overall rate of reaction is determined by the chemical reaction rate at the surface 

When the reaction rate is equal to the diffusion rate the process passes into the region 

where the reaction is controlled by the diffusion rate This type of reaction can be

observed in catalytic reactors190 Here the depth is proportional to 4 t  and therefore 

the process is controlled by diffusion From this linear portion, the diffusion 

coefficient can be calculated to be 7 8x10 18 m2s 1 at 540°C

Looking at the conversion process, Fig 6 16 shows the concentration versus depth 

data taken from the SNMS profile of one film annealed at 540°C for 75mins These 

have been plotted on a probability scale It can be seen that the line is reasonably 

linear although there is some deviation at low concentrations, indicating a slightly 

higher diffusion coefficient at low concentration There is a small reduction in 

diffusion coefficient with an increase of concentration Fig 6 16 shows that the depth 

of diffusion follows a parabolic law, which is typical of a diffusion limited rather than 

a reaction rate limited process The reasons for the change in effective diffusion 

coefficient with time are not clear The question of whether the indiffusion of sulphur 

or the outdiffusion of oxygen is the limiting diffusion step is harder to decide 

The SNMS profile for a film annealed at 540°C for 125 mins is shown m Fig 6 17 

This shows the depth profile for the Zn, S, O and also shows the silicon substrate 

The decrease in zinc content at depth > 170 nm is due to the analysis profile crossing 

the interface into the silicon substrate The S is seen to diffuse into the ZnO At the 

S/ZnO interface the exchange of oxygen and sulphur requires (i) the mdiffusion of 

sulphur, (11) the interchange of sulphur and oxygen at the appropriate site and (111) the 

outdiffusion of oxygen In order to understand the reaction and its properties a plot of 

(S+0)/Zn concentration for a film annealed at 540°C for 125 mins is shown in Fig 

6 18
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Figure 6.16 Plot of sulphur concentration (as a percentage o f the maximum) vs. 
depth for a film annealed at 540 °C for 75 mins.

This shows that the overall chalcogenide/zinc stoichiometry is constant throughout the 

film within the accuracy of the SNMS measurement. This suggests that the diffusion 

coefficients for oxygen and sulphur are the same otherwise there would be a variation 

in overall stoichiometry within the film. This is understandable if the diffusion 

process is strongly vacancy-driven. It is to be expected that the diffusion coefficient of 

oxygen will be higher than that of sulphur due to the smaller size of the atom 

therefore outdiffusion of oxygen will take place faster than indiffusion of sulphur. 

However, this would give rise to a greater concentration of oxygen vacancies, which 

would consequently increase the sulphur diffusion coefficient. Therefore, the overall 

effect would be that the oxygen and sulphur diffusion coefficients would be the same. 

Sensitive measurements of vacancy concentration might confirm this mechanism, 

however, the accuracy of the SNMS measurement is not high enough to detect the 

change in vacancy concentration, which would result from this process. The effect of 

grain boundaries on the diffusion process is not clear.
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Figure 6.17 SNMS plot of S, O, Zn concentration for a film annealed at 540 °C for 
125 mins.

It should be possible to extract an activation energy for the diffusion coefficient from 

the values of the diffusion coefficient obtained at different temperatures. However, as 

seen in Fig. 6.12, the scatter in the data was too large to obtain an accurate value since 

the temperature range is rather small. The SNMS curves, as seen in Fig. 6.17 and Fig 

6.18, show a constant stoichiometry of the ZnSxOi.x (within the limits of resolution) 

therefore it appears likely that the process occurs due to minor non-stoichiometries 

due to oxygen vacancies or sulphur interstitials. The effect of grain boundaries on the 

diffusion process is not clear.

SEM studies were also carried out on the ZnO as it was converted to ZnS and the 

results are shown in Fig 6.19. The ZnO films annealed for 30 mins are particulate in 

nature. When annealed for 50mins and above the films develop a columnar structure 

as the densification increases. This structure is preferable in TFEL devices191. It can 

be seen that the average grain size increases with the anneal time as the concentration 

of sulphur is increased. The increase in the grain size decreases the number of grain 

boundaries and therefore also decreases the conductivity. The surface roughness 

decreases with increasing anneal time and this will enhance the adhesion of the top
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insulating material but it some cases it has been seen to lower the luminescence 

efficiency192.

Distance (nm)

Figure 6.18 SNMS plot of S, O, Zn and Zn/(S+0) concentration for a film annealed 
at 540 °C for 125 mins.
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Figure 619 SEM scans ofZnO films annealed for (a) 30mins, (b) 50 mins, (c) 
80mins and (d) 110 mins in a hydrogen sulphide atmosphere
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Raman studies were also carried out on ZnS:Mn using a 325nm He-Cd laser since the 

energy of the excitation source is near the band gap energy of ZnS. The Raman 

spectrum shown in Fig 6.20 has three Raman lines at ~350, 700 and 1050cm'1. These 

are identified as the resonant Raman lines for ZnS. The three longitudinal-optical 

phonon lines in the ZnS spectrum are reported as R1LO at a shift of 354 cm'1, R2LO 

at 699 cm'1 and R3LO at 1045 cm'1 and the results here correspond favorably with 

these193, showing that ZnS is present. The shoulders present on R1LO at -280cm '1 

could correspond to the TO phonon mode o f ZnS194. Also there are no contributions 

present from ZnO.

Figure 6.20 Raman spectrum for a 550nm ZnS.Mn film annealed for 4 hours at 

560°C.

Conclusions

Hexagonal ZnO films have been deposited on Si and Si02 surfaces using a sol-gel 

process. When exposed to a sulphidising atmosphere total conversion from ZnO to 

ZnS takes place and the material remains in the hexagonal modification. The 

rcplaccmcnt of oxygen by sulphur in the ZnO occurs with a ‘'two step” proccss, 

Initial slow diffusion is followed by a certain length of time with a higher diffusion 

coefficient o f 7.8x 10'18 m2s'1.
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Chapter 7

7.1 Introduction

Destriau first discovered the effect known as electroluminescence in 1936195 when he 

observed light emitted from a ZnS compound when a large electric field was applied 

to it. Since then interest in the phenomena and research into this area has produced 

two distinct fields. The first involves the light emitting diode field in which electron- 

hole pairs recombining near a p-n junction generate light. In the second field the light 

is generated by the impact excitation by high-energy electrons and subsequent 

relaxation of a light-emitting centre. The behaviour of these electrons determines the 

device physics and is the main focus of this section.

The high energy gained by the electrons is due to the electric field, which is in the 

order of 108Vm'1. Four types of high field electroluminescent devices have been 

developed and they are categorised according to the drive voltage waveform and the 

phosphor configuration. They are ac thin film electroluminescence, ac powder 

electroluminescence, dc thin film electroluminescence and dc powder luminescence. 

Powder electroluminescence, both ac and dc, has been investigated since Destriau 

first experimented with a phosphor. It was thought in the early 1950’s that it could 

replace the CRT or the light bulb and therefore the research intensified. II-VI 

materials, in particular ZnS with its variety of available dopants became the focus. 

However, because of the poor lifetimes observed, after 1963 research was curtailed196. 

AC powder luminescent devices are generally now used as backlighting in LCD’s and 

plasma panels while DC devices have been used in car dashboards and laptop 

computers.

The development and streamlining of thin film processes brought about a new avenue 

of research for electroluminescence.

7.2 Thin Film Electroluminescence Devices

In the area of thin film electroluminescent devices there are currently three design 

areas. These are dc, ac and the growing area of organic thin film electroluminescent

Electroluminescence
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devices. The merits of each of these device structures are discussed here. In all cases 

the phosphor type governs the emission colour characteristics of the display and the 

different activators used as summarized in Table 7 .1197 198.

Phosphor Activator Colour

ZnS Mn Orange

ZnS Tb Green

ZnS Sm Red

ZnS Cu, Cl Green

ZnS Mn, Cl Yellow

ZnSe Cu, Cl Yellow

ZnSSe Cu, Cl Yellow

CaS Ce, K, Eu White

Table 7.1 Phosphor and activator choice available.

7.2.1 D.C. TF Electrolum inescence

DC thin film electroluminescence was the first avenue of development in TFEL 

devices. It has the simplest structure consisting of a thin film phosphor layer 

(ZnS:Mn, ZnS:Cu,Cl, ZnS:Mn,Cu) sandwiched between two electrodes. The problem 

with this structure is that it is prone to catastrophic failure due to the lack of current 

limiting. Incorporation of a current limiting layer improves the device characteristics 

and research in this area is ongoing199.

7.2.2 O rganic TF Electrolum inescence

This type of device incorporates an organic element as the light-generating layer. The 

mechanism responsible for the light generation differs from the inorganic devices.

The inorganic devices rely on high field transport to accelerate the electrons that 

impact the luminous centres and radiatively decay. In organic devices a multiplayer 

diode structure is employed in which the recombination of electrons and holes leads 

to light emission. Therefore for organic devices the requirements are high currents 

and low voltages while inorganic EL requires high fields and low currents. This 

advantage of having low operating voltages has the disadvantage of requiring constant
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current driving and this leads to severe ohmic losses in the electrodes. This limits the 

total display area to small sizes if passive-matrix driving is applied. Large area 

devices require an active matrix technology allowing current switching and therefore 

active matrix driving. Also the lifetime of the displays produced so far does not meet 

the requirements for stability. Thus the reported device performances for the organic 

EL devices are inferior to the inorganic semiconductor devices200.

The types of displays produced using organic elements are all LED based. Two 

avenues of development have been identified and these are the Alq devices and the 

polymer devices.

7.2.2.1 Alq Devices
9ft 1Since the first reported devices in the late 1980s the development of this type of 

device has continued. The Alq devices contain aluminium tris 8-hydroxyquinoline 

(Alq) with quinacridone molecules (Qd)202. Having a broad emission extending from 

450nm to 700nm Alq can be tailored to emit each of the primary colours required203 

using microcavity effects.

Anode
(ITO)

Cathode (Mg:Ag)

\ l j :
Organic layers

CCM Protecting Layers

Glass substrate

Figure 7.1 Experimental Structure for an Alq based RGB device. The CCM or
colour changing media is used to generate the R, G and B

However a display not requiring structuring of the diode array allows a simpler

approach to be adopted. An experimental organic RGB display structure is shown in 

Fig. 7 .1204. Here the different colours are selected using filtering rather than tailoring

the LED structure using Fabry-Perot cavities.
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7 2 2 2 Polymer Devices

This area of organic displays has only been developed since 1990205 These organic 

EL devices are based on conjugated polymers, polypropylenevinylene or PPV This 

system allows for the formation of the conjugated polymer by heat treatment or by 

UV exposure Different emission colours can be formed by chemical modification of 

the PPV material Again stability is a problem

A hybrid mix of organic and inorganic displays are being developed that use the best 

features from each area Incorporating non-volatile organic groupings with a metal 

backbone has lead to materials such as organically modified ceramics and silicates 

These displays incorporate organoaluminosilicate deposited using sol-gel 

techniques207

7.2.3 AC TF E lectrolum inescence

The structure of ACTFEL devices has developed significantly since 1974208 Despite 

having different layer types and properties, two different approaches have emerged 

One involves a conventional approach and the other is an inverted device structure 

The conventional device is a metal-in sulator-semiconductor-insulator-metal or 

MISIM structure deposited on a glass substrate (Coming 7059) The metal electrodes 

are then deposited and the phosphor layer is sandwiched between two insulators 

before the final electrodes are deposited

M

I 
S

I
M

Figure 7 2 Conventional ACTFEL device structure

An example of this structure is given in Fig 7 2 The phosphor layer may incorporate 

several colours or may involve only one colour The electrodes on the glass are

Reflecting Electrode (Al)

Top insulator_________
Electroluminescent Phosphor

Bottom Insulator_______
Transparent Electrode (ITO)

Glass Substrate
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transparent and are generally ITO. The insulators are transparent and can be SiCh or 

TiC>2 . This five-layer structure is a development of the original three/four layer 

approach and has several advantages209. The double insulating layer prevents the 

direct flow of electrons from the electrode to the phosphor while trapping electrons at 

the phosphor/insulator interface and thus increasing the effective electric field. The 

phosphor layer is protected from outside impurities by the double insulating layer 

ensuring an increase in luminous efficiency.

The inverted device structure is used in active matrix electroluminescence (AMEL) 

and in thick film dielectric hybrid electroluminescence (TDEL) displays. The general 

structure is shown in Fig. 7.3.

M

I

S

I

M

Transparent Electrode (ITO)

Top insulator

Electroluminescent Phosphor 

Bottom Insulator

Reflecting Electrode (Al) 

Opaque Substrate

Figure 7.3 Inverted structure of an ACTFEL device

It was found that the annealing temperatures on the conventional device were limited 

since the resistance of the ITO layer increases enormously and the general substrate 

used has a softening temperature of 598°C. Using fused silica as a substrate 

eliminated the substrate problem but this is expensive. Therefore the blackening after 

annealing, of the ITO layer when incorporated into a structure is the limiting factor. 

This is due to a change in the structure of the ITO, where X-Ray photo-electron 

spectroscopy (XPS) studies have shown a shift in the energy states of indium to lower 

binding energy resulting in increased resistance210. This structure allows the device to 

be annealed at high temperatures before the final ITO layer is added. If silicon is used 

as the substrate it doubles as an electrode and eliminates the problem of oxidation of
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the first electrode layer Also it allows the drive electronics to be incorporated on to 

the substrate High performance AMEL displays have been developed with this 

technology211 TDEL devices use an alumina ceramic substrate with a screen printed 

high dielectric constant ferroelectric thick film as one of the insulating layers 

Aluminas high temperature properties make it an ideal candidate for this purpose but 

it also limits the resolution obtainable due to surface roughness This problem has 

been overcome m some recent devices where sol-gel films were used to plananze the 

surface of the thick film212

Whichever structure is used, the basic function of each layer is the same The outer 

electrodes are the electrical contacts to the drive circuitry The phosphor or 

semiconductor is sandwiched between two insulators, which are current limiting 

layers that prolong the lifetime of the device

Figure 7 4 Energy Band Diagram For EL Mechanism
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The phosphor layer is the central layer where electrons are injected from the 

phosphor/ insulator interface and accelerate through the phosphor layer when a 

large electnc field is induced across the layer These “hot” electrons impact and 

excite the luminescent centres, which subsequently generate light The EL emission 

process is summarised in Fig 7 4214 

The process shown above includes

1 Above the threshold voltage electrons from interface states between

the insulator and the phosphor layers are injected into the phosphor layer by high-

field assisted tunnelling

2 Ballistic acceleration takes place and the electrons gain the necessary

kinetic energy to

3 impact excite a luminescent centre and result in

4 radiative transitions to the ground state or

5 nonradiative de-excitation of the Mn centre or

6 earner multiplication by lattice impact can also take place

7 The electrons can be trapped by interface states on the anode side, causing

polansation

When the polanty of the ac voltage is reversed, the same process takes place in the 

opposite direction

For the ZnS Mn system this is recognised as the accepted mechanism However in 

other II-VI systems (CaS or SrS) an additional process takes place This is 

charactensed by a field-induced ionisation of luminescent centres and the subsequent 

trapping of low energy electrons, resulting in EL emission215 

How the electroluminescence process takes place and how to optimise it involves 

looking at the device physics A device needs efficient conversion of the electncal 

input into the kinetic energy of the charge earners Without a large fraction of these 

earners being swept through the active matenal, possessing energies above the 

excitation energy of the centres, only low efficiency will be obtained

7.3 Device Physics

Electroluminescence is neither a simple or single phenomena Even for the same 

matenal the local field conditions produced by impunty defects and electrode contacts 

to the matenal may produce quite different EL mechanisms Having both covalent 

and ionic properties ZnS is a particularly complex II-VI compound It is
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approximately 62% Ionic in character216. It has a complex energy level structure due 

to self-compensation and a large number of impurities can be incorporated into the 

lattice.

Looking at Fig. 7.4, tunnel emission of electrons, acceleration of these electrons, 

impact ionisation or excitation and successful radiative recombination are the main 

points to concentrate on.

7.3.1 Tunnel Em ission

Two mechanisms are responsible for the emission of electrons from the interface 

states, shown in Fig. 7.5, and these are thermionic emission and field emission or 

tunnelling.

Material Insulator

Figure 7.5 Energy band diagram showing 1) thermionic and 2) field emission or 

tunnelling as two possible electron emission mechanisms

When the voltage in the device is above the threshold the electrons are emitted from 

the interface states at the insulator/phosphor junction and accelerated to the anode 

where they are again trapped at the phosphor/insulator interface states to be emitted 

again when the polarity is reversed. This is the accepted theory on the carrier 

injection in most EL phosphors217. When different top and bottom insulators are 

used the threshold voltage varies for opposite polarities, showing that the tunnelling 

mechanism is thermally assisted218. Since the electrical properties only depend 

weakly on temperature a strict thermionic emission process is ruled out219. On the 

rising pulse of the ac voltage, it has been proposed that direct tunnelling dominates,
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while at the trailing edge, phonon assisted tunnelling alters the interface electron 

distribution ensuring that high fields are required to access them220.

ACTFEL devices are usually driven by a 60Hz ac voltage supply. The voltage 

driving the ACTFEL rises and the energy bands begin to bend under the induced field 

until the threshold voltage is reached. At this point the bands are bent enough so that 

the electrons can tunnel through into the phosphor band from the interface states. The 

depth of the interface states determines the effectiveness of the emission. If the states 

are too shallow, the electrons emitted will not be accelerated enough to cause impact

excitation, too deep and no electrons will be emitted. Electron state depths of 1.0-1.3
9 9 1

eV have proven optimum . The density of these states controls the current injected 

into the device. The density of the interface states (Ds) is dependent on the bonding 

properties of the semiconductor. The more covalent the semiconductor the higher the 

density of interface states but these semiconductors with covalent properties generally 

have a small bandgap which makes them unsuitable for EL devices. In order to 

increase the density of interface states and the number of electrons tunnelling into the 

phosphor layer many devices have been proposed which incorporate an extra layer 

between the insulator and the semiconductor222,223,224.

7.3.2 Electron Acceleration

Under the influence of the electric field the electrons are accelerated once they are 

injected into the semiconductor. Below the threshold voltage the whole device can be 

considered as a loss free capacitor as the semiconductor is highly resistive. Above 

threshold the voltage partition changes by increasing over the insulator films and 

remaining constant over the phosphor film. Rearranging Maxwell’s Equations for 

series capacitors the electric field in the phosphor layer (Ep) may be calculated as

where e is the dielectric constant, d is the layer thickness and the subscripts i and p 

represent the insulator and the phosphor respectively. Using the values of 300nm(x2) 

for the insulator thickness and 20 for its dielectric constant, 500nm for the phosphor 

thickness and dielectric constant of 13 and a total voltage of 180-200V, the phosphor 

field ranges from 2.0-2.SMVcm'1. These field strengths ensure that the electron is
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accelerated quickly. The electron energy distribution is a function of high field 

scattering mechanisms that depend on the energy band properties of the host. Initial 

vacuum experiments showed a high availability of “hot” electrons225. Since the 

electrons loose their energy by several mechanisms electron high field transport 

simulations have been set up.

Numerical Monte Carlo simulations consider the carrier dynamics and the carrier 

kinetics by simulating the trajectories of individual carriers as they move through the 

device. The carrier kinetics are controlled by the scattering rates and the carrier 

kinetics are controlled by the scattering rates due to inter valley scattering, polar 

optical phonon scattering, acoustic phonon scattering and ionised impurity scattering 

as shown in Fig. 7.6226. Taking these into account the electron energy distribution can 

be calculated and by estimating the impact excitation cross-section as a function of 

energy the quantum yields of the devices can be approximated.

Figure 7.6 Electron scattering mechanisms in a semiconductor with sidebands 
(ZnS)

Simulations based on a nonparabolic multi-valley model, have indicated that the polar 

optical phonon and intervalley scattering to be the dominant transport methods in bulk 

ZnS and that the tail of the hot electron distribution occurs below 4eV so that that 

band to band excitation would seem precluded since this is below the 4.3eV threshold 

for impact ionisation227. In further studies, which used a nonlocal empirical
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pseudopotential method (EPM) to obtain a full band structure, the impact excitation 

yield was also found to be sensitive to the optical deformation potential228 However, 

modelling the device using impact ionisation as the current gain mechanism in a 

nonparabolic four-valley model of the first and second conduction bands, the 

simulations show that impact ionisation is indeed responsible for the high current
229gains

Another model used for analysing the electron transport in the semiconductor is the 

Lucky Dnft Model, which is a more simplistic analytical model There are two basic 

transport modes considered by the Lucky Dnft model Firstly the ballistic or collision 

free mode that is spatially defined by the optical-phonon mean free path X and 

temporally by the electron-phonon collision rate l/xm Secondly the dnft mode, after 

the electron has suffered one collision, which is charactensed by the energy relaxation
 ̂ 'iQrt Oil

length Xe and the energy relaxation rate l/xE Both models have contnbuted

significantly to the understanding of the high field electron transport phenomena in 

ACTFEL devices232

7.3.3 Impact excitation/ ionisation

Once the electron has been accelerated to energies exceeding the threshold it can 

interact with a luminescent centre and promote one of the luminescent centre’s ground 

state electrons The electron can undergo either impact excitation where it is 

promoted into a higher atomic state of the luminescent centre or impact ionisation 

where it is promoted into the conduction band of the host matenal as seen in Fig 7 7 

Also, excitation can be caused by avalanching followed by the recombination of the 

resulting electrons and holes at an impunty centre

Since the threshold for electron-hole production is between Eg and 3/2Eg and therefore 

much larger than that required for impact excitation it is not considered a major 

contnbutor to the luminescence233 When the centre is impact excited it can relax 

back to its ground state either radiatively or non-radiatively
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Figure 7.7 Demonstration of impact excitation and impact ionization 
mechanisms. CB and VB are the conduction and valence band, respectively and GS 
and ES refer to the ground state and the excited state o f the luminescent center, 
respectively.

7.3.3.1 Impact Excitation

In impact excitation the electrons energy is transferred directly to the impurity. This

is the simplest of all the processes discussed here and it requires the least amount of

energy. When looking at the power efficiency the impact cross-section, concentration

quenching and the loss of energy of hot electrons to the lattice are important factors.

The power efficiency r | p0wer of a device is directly proportional to the cross-section of

the luminescent centre and is expressed by the following equation234

hvoN ^
VpmKr = —̂ ~  (7-2)

where the average cross-section is a  with an optimum concentration of luminescent 

centres N, the emission photon has energy h \ and the electric field strength is E. 

When a hot electron travels a distance (cN ) ' 1 there is on average one impact resulting 

in the emission of energy hv. For a 2.0eV photon to be emitted in the presence of a

Impact Excitation Impact Ionisation
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field strength of 106Vcm 1 and given a cross-section of 10 16cm2 for a luminescent 

centre concentration of 1 0  cm the power efficiency works out at 2 %

The quantum efficiency also depends on the cross-section and the field strength and is 

given by

Wqu =WNqf(E) (7 3)

where W= depletion region width and f(E) is the fraction of electrons which have 

energy greater than the threshold as a function of the applied field E In studies on 

impact excitation in ZnS Mn Schottky diodes, the quantum efficiency has been found 

to drop off at fields greater than 5x l0 5V/cm236 Looking at the band structure of 

ZnS Mn can give a possible explanation for this drop The threshold energy for 

impact excitation is 2 leV  and therefore only applies to electrons in the X 3 minimum 

or higher At high fields the electrons tend to congregate near band minima where the 

group velocity is small and the effective mass is large As the fields increase these 

electrons could then transfer to states higher up in the conduction band accounting for 

the saturation in the quantum efficiency and the drop off These electrons having a 

greater group velocity will spend less time in the depletion layer and hence may be 

slightly less efficient in exciting manganese luminescence than electrons near the X3 

minimum Also these electrons may have enough energy to cause current 

multiplication either by impact ionisation or by direct band-to-band ionisation In 

order to increase the cross-section without introducing threshold effects it is important 

to distinguish between the direct processes where the incident particle retains its 

identity after a scattering event and the exchange processes where the incident particle 

changes places with a particle during the scatter For direct processes, slow incident 

electrons and a small change in crystal momentum is desired Exchange processes, 

which are short-range effects, slow electrons with long interaction times are required 

and this explains why these dominate at energies just above threshold

7.3.3.2 Impact Ionisation

Two types of impact ionisation can take place and these are classified as 

band-to-band impact ionisation and impact ionisation
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7 3 3 2 .1  Band-to-Band Impact Ionisation

Here electrons and holes are created which can recombine radiatively through some 

centre. Only a few electrons in the tail of the energy distribution of the accelerated 

particles contribute to ionisation. In materials with an ionic component in their 

bonding there can be long-term damage due to the rapid increase in the current with 

the applied voltage.

a. b. c.

Figure 7.8 Impact processes in a solid, a) band-to-band ionisation b) two step 
band-to-band ionisation c) impact ionisation.

A modification of this is the two-step band-to-band ionisation. This two step process 

involves the incident hot carrier ionising a deep level by an electronic transition to the 

conduction band and a second hot carrier raises an electron from the valence band to 

the deep level as shown in Figure 7.8(b). This process tends to occur at lower field 

strengths than that required for band-to-band ionisation and it tends to saturate at high 

fields rather than accelerate.

7.3.3.2.2 Impact Ionisation

This effect can be neglected at fields less than lMV/cm. As seen in Fig.7.8c) the hot 

carrier promotes an electron into the conduction band of the solid and it is accelerated 

towards the anode by the electric field. The result is electron multiplication and 

avalanche breakdown237.

Of the processes discussed two-step band-to-band ionisation and impact excitation 

dominate the impact processes in thin film electroluminescent displays. It has been
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shown that band-to-band impact ionisation is the main method of luminescence 

generation in ZnS Mn devices

7.3 4 ElectroLuminescence

Before looking at the specific luminescence, recapping on the types of levels m the 

luminescent material is important In general a level that is normally empty near the 

conduction band behaves as an electron trap and an occupied level that is near the 

valence band behaves as an electron trap Thus a level that is approximately midway 

between the bands acts as either a radiative or a non-radiative recombination centre 

The luminescence produced by the applied field can therefore be divided into two 

categories

I ) Pure or intrinsic electroluminescence that is the result of the sole action of 

the electric field as found in electroluminescent cells or panels

I I ) Electroluminescence due to charge earner injection 

The second type of luminescence is concentrated on here

Here the current actually passes through the phosphor through contact with the 

electrodes and the intensity is proportional to the current, in contrast to the intnnsic 

luminescence where the phosphor need not be in contact with the electrodes and no 

net current passes through the phosphor But since the TFEL is a capacitive load, a 

significant amount of the load current is displacement cunent After the electron 

has been sufficiently accelerated by one of the methods desenbed and excitation has 

taken place the light emission results from the radiative decay of the centre 

Maximizing the efficiency of the display involves ensunng the electrons are available 

and this depends on the other constituent layers of the device The properties 

necessary for the additional films are discussed in the next chapter The properties of 

the display and the parameters involved in maximising the luminous output are then 

discussed
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The behaviour o f the luminescent material in a variety of devices has been studied. 

This behaviour of the material gives a very important insight into the process 

governing the luminous output in the devices.

7.4 Luminescence Studies.

Wavelength (nm)

 2 hrs 560C
 2 hrs 540C
 ZnO:Mn
 3 hrs 560C

Figure 7.9 PL studies showing the transition from ZnO.'Mn to ZnS.'Mn as the 
anneal time in H2S is increased.

Photoluminescence results from the direct excitation of the Mn centres and hence can 

be used to look at the expected luminescence from a given device. The output is 

independent of nonradiative recombination paths and if  no EL is seen from the device 

subsequently this may be due to point defects240. The processes that are discussed 

here led to the light output but predicting the output from a given combination of 

films requires looking at the various excitation methods and identifying any possible 

traps that may be present in the material to prevent luminescence in a given device. 

Cathodoluminescence (CL) and photoluminescence (PL) are used to look at the Mn 

doped zinc sulphide, which has a strong orange emission due to the Mn2+ 4 Ti(4 G) 

6Ai(6S) transitions.
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The spectra obtained using CL, PL and AC electroluminescence have been compared 

and have shown that the electroluminescence produced is dependent on the ZnS Mn 

structure

v>

-Q
(0

Wavelength (nm)

Figure 710 CL Spectra showing growth of ZnS Mn with anneal time
540 V, •  2hrs 560°C, A  3hrs 560V, ▼ 4 hrs 5 6 0 V

2hrs

PL data, shown in Fig 7 9, obtained during the anneal process show the growth of the 

~580nm peak and the decline of the band edge ~380nm peak as the anneal time is 

increased The peaks present in the spectra compare favourably to those found in the 

literature241 The 580nm peak is the characteristic peak of ZnS Mn due to the 

-> 6Ai transitions and shows that the structure of the films is hexagonal as the 

cubic ZnS Mn electroluminescence peak is found at 585nm The ZnO Mn curve 

shows only the band edge emission at ~380nm and no peak is seen at 510nm due to 

vacancies As the anneal time is increased this shifts towards the ~420nm region in 

the ZnS Mn and this is due to a self activated centre formed by a zinc vacancy242 In 

the 2hrs at 540°C spectrum an extra peak is seen in the red region centred at ~660nm 

This due to that sample having a higher concentration of manganese and this can also
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result in concentration quenching243 Since the 3d5 electrons of Mn2+ are fully 

exposed to interacting fields this emission may be due to the perturbation of the 

energy levels The 4G state splits into four levels as shown in Fig 6  7 The 4Ti level 

shifts to lower energy at stronger interacting fields due to the increased concentration 

of Mn2+ ions244

CL studies confirm the transition from ZnO Mn to ZnS Mn Fig 7 10 shows the 

growth of the ~580nm peak as the anneal time is increased A very weak band edge 

emission is also apparent m all the spectra At short low temperature anneal times the 

main spectrum is made up from three overlapping spectra centred at ~460nm, ~525nm 

and the Mn2+ characteristic band at ~580nm The excitation band at ~460nm is due 

to the Mn2+ self activated direct transition, which has widely distributed d energy 

levels245 246 The ~525nm band is seen in the CL spectra for the lower anneal times 

and can be attributed to a hybrid emission due to the presence of sulphur in ZnO247 

This luminescence peak has also been seen in photolummescence studies of hot 

luminescence due to vibronic transitions from the vibrational states of the excited 

Mn2+ to its ground state, but this is unlikely here as this luminescence has a relatively
'JAQ

short decay time As the anneal time is increased the contributions from the 

smaller bands diminish and the spectrum only shows the characteristic 580nm band 

It has been seen that films that display this 580nm peak under CL and EL also exhibit 

EL when placed in a device This is a quick way to ensure that the luminescent 

material is functioning before completing the display itself Any problems with the 

luminescence can be easily identified here In some cases impurities and unwanted 

interactions can cause other peaks which can be seen in the luminescence curves and 

these limit and quench the electroluminescence present in the devices Some of these 

problems have been encountered and these are discussed in detail in Chapter 9
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Insulating and Transparent Conducting Thin Films

8.1 Introduction

The insulating layer in the display is there to protect the phosphor from electric 

breakdown in electric fields of more than 2x l0 8 V/m thereby preventing catastrophic 

breakdown In order to accomplish this, the insulating layer must be free from 

significant defects over areas in excess of 200cm2 Secondly, they must satisfy 

mechanical requirements in terms of stress and adhesion over the various processing 

temperatures From an electrical viewpoint the film must prevent metal-ion diffusion 

into the phosphor layer and provide interface states from which the electrons can be 

ejected into the conduction band of the phosphor via tunnelling when the applied field 

is larger than the threshold electric field Also from an optical engineering aspect the 

film must minimize the reflectance of the light and thus improve readability of the 

image This section will look at insulating films in terms of the properties 

requirements for an efficient film and the material choice available

8.2 Film  Properties

8.2,1 High dielectric constant.

The primary role of the insulator is electrical breakdown protection and the minimum 

voltage drop across the dielectric layers is desired The thin film electroluminescent 

device operates as an ideal capacitor at below threshold electric fields Its operation is 

governed by Maxwell’s equations that give the following boundary conditions at the 

interface between the individual film layers

£ 0 £ ¡E i = £ q £ e lE el ( 8  1)

where Ei and Eel are the electric filed strengths of the insulator and the 

electroluminescent layers respectively and £i and bEl are the relative dielectric 

constants

If the applied voltage VA is given as

Chapter 8
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VA = E ld + EELd  (82)

then the voltage across the phosphor layer can be calculated as

V -  F dv EL ~ ^ EL EL ( 8  3)

which is therefore

£}d EL
( 8  4)

Î ̂ EL ÊL̂ i

Making 6 i as large as possible and the thickness of the insulating layer as small as 

possible maximises the efficiency of the device Also this can lead to a lowering of 

the operating voltage However, a limitation exists on the film thickness as the device 

reliability decreases because pinholes in the film cause localised high field regions, 

which result in breakdown

8.2.2 Dielectric breakdown strength

The threshold field strength for a ZnS Mn device is 1 5xl0 8 V/m approx249 Thus n 

insulating film must be able to stand a field given by

£  = ( 8  5)

therefore the higher the dielectric constant of the insulating layer the greater the 

reliability due to the operation at lower field levels One of the accepted figures of 

merit for the selection of an insulator is the charge density of the electric displacement 

at the breakdown This is the product of the dielectric constant £/, and the breakdown 

electric field E The classical value is at least three times that of the active zinc 

sulphide layer, thus values in excess of 3 joC/cm must be achieved250

8.2.3 Film Breakdown Characteristics

Insulating layers in thin film electroluminescent devices exhibit two distinct 

breakdown modes
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8.2.3.1 Propagating breakdown

All thin films have some microscopic defects and these can become the centre of a 

breakdown. In this case a propagating arc destructively grows in size until there is 

significant microscopic damage resulting in a short circuit in the device. Dielectric 

films with large dielectric constants that are not fully oxidised tend to have this 

problem. Insulating films that exhibit this type of breakdown have proved unsuitable 

for electroluminescent devices. Titanium dioxide is an example of this type of film 

and therefore needs to be combined with other dielectrics to be converted to self- 

healing mode in order to be used in a device.

8.2.3.2 Self-Healing breakdown

In this case the film defect is cleared by a self-healing localised discharge that causes 

a microscopic open circuit to occur around the breakdown site. Since all thin films 

will have some microscopic defects it is necessary that the insulating material have a 

self-healing breakdown. Insulating films that show this self-healing breakdown 

mechanism include AI2O3, Si2N4, TiC>2 , BaTa2 0 6 and Ta2Os 251.

8.2.4 General Properties

As well as having a low pinhole density the insulating film should have a high 

resistivity, good barrier properties and moisture resistance. Good layer adhesion and 

the ability to self heal to passivate the device will enhance the performance of the 

device. From a mechanical viewpoint the film should be able to withstand thermal 

and mechanical stress during the device operation. Good heat conduction for the rear 

insulator and good optical transparency on the front insulator also help the device. 

Other criteria for selection can include requirements for the insulator-semiconductor 

interface (ISI) and these are thermal expansion matching, the amount of charge stored 

at the interface and low leakage of the bound charge under low applied voltages.

8.2.5 Driving voltage

There is always a need to reduce the driving voltage of the EL device in order to 

reduce the power consumption and to minimize stress on the device. Various 

methods have been tried to accomplish this. The external voltage can be reduced and 

the field across the active layer maintained by choosing a material with a high
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dielectric constant but high-k materials have a lower breakdown strength therefore 

thicker layers are required High-k dielectrics have a significant density of slow 

earner traps in their bandgap and the number of these traps increases proportionally to 

the thickness of the film This thick dielectnc EL or TDEL252 device can be used but 

the processing is costly, extra buffer films are needed, and high optical absorption 

result in low device efficiency

8 2 6 Stability

The ACTFEL device needs to have a stable operating lifetime m the region of 

10,000h The major sources of device failure are insulator failure and degradation of 

the interfaces The insulator failures have two classifications

I ) those due to internal dielectnc problems -  pinholes, dielectnc electncal 

breakdown, thermo-electncal breakdown

I I) those due to external or degradation of interfaces between the insulator and 

other layers -  ion migration, moisture penetration

Both types of failure accumulate with time

The ACTFEL device needs to be able to function in a range of different 

environments, that include high humidity environments Therefore moisture resistant 

dielectncs with good bamer properties against ion diffusion ensure reliable device 

operation Use of insulators with a stable stoichiometry is important to minimize a- 

aging where

and C, and Cs are the capacitances of the insulator and the semiconductor respectively 

Aging of the device can sometimes lead to the formation of zinc-oxi-sulphide in the 

ZnS Mn-insulator and the insertion of a mterlayer of stable stoichiometry can improve 

the aging charactenstics253
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8.2.7 Insulator- Electrode Interfaces

The interface between the electrodes and the insulating material influences the 

reliability of the display. Generally aluminium is used as a metal contact on the 

devices. In some insulating materials an intermixing layer can be formed. TaiOs, 

AI2O3254 and also SiC>2 255 have shown process-controlled states near the SiCVmetal 

surface. These may affect the field distribution in the structure due to trapped charge. 

Due to inherent inhomogeneities in the insulating layers such as pinholes or cracks the 

top electrode needs to favour non-shorting breakdowns. It must be so thin that it will 

evaporate or melt back quickly beyond the edge of a dielectric crater. If the top 

electrode is too thick and remains in contact with the edge of the dielectric, a second 

or continuing breakdown may occur through the weakened area at the edge of the 

crater.

8.2.8 Thermal Conductivity

The current flow in the device results in an appreciable amount of heat. Most of this 

heat is generated due to the charge transfer through the active layer with the rest of the 

heat generated by leakage current. Some hot spots can be generated due to slight 

thickness variation in the film and this heat needs to be dissipated by conduction. 

Insulators with high thermal conductivities are preferable. The thermal conductivity 

of thin films with sub-micron thicknesses can be up to two orders of magnitude lower 

then the corresponding bulk material256.

8.2.9 Insulator-semiconductor Interface

This is one of the most important areas of the device. The ideal interface must 

provide a high number of efficient electrons and be mechanically and chemically 

stable.

8.2.9.1 Bottom insulator and active layer

The structure of the bottom insulating layer influences the growth of the active layer. 

Grains with different crystallographic orientations have different surface and interface 

energies. If the active layer is grown on an amorphous surface the surface and 

interface energies will depend only on the grain orientation relative to the normal of
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the plane of the film The active layer grown on a polycrystalline film will be 

influenced by the gram orientation Thus there can be poor crystallinity at the 

interface and a “dead layer” can be formed257 The lower insulating layer also 

prevents undesirable field deviation and current crowding258

8.2.9.2 Nature of Insulator-semiconductor Interface states

In ZnS Mn the insulator-semiconductor interface (ISI) states are the major earner 

injection source To ensure high efficiency the interface should provide a sufficient 

number of the electron states with the appropnate energy distnbution The interface 

can also be a source of earner traps and this can affect the threshold of the device and 

its charge-to-breakdown charactenstics The nature of the interface states can also 

influence the operation of the device The number of interface states generated for a 

particular insulator/semiconductor combination is dependent on the preparation 

conditions, the quality of the insulating film and the distnbution of earner traps Not 

only the number of electrons participating in charge transfer but also their energy 

distnbution at the interface is crucial for efficient device operation259 There is a 

continuous distnbution of states in the bandgap of ZnS near the interface and these 

can be explained by supenmposing several sets of states onginating from interface 

stress and/or dopant presence on the onginal states charactenstic for a given 

interface260 Due to these states, direct tunnelling takes place on the leading edge of 

the electnc pulse and phonon assisted tunnelling at the trailing edge An estimation of 

the total number of interface states participating in tunnelling can be found from 

measurement of the conduction cunent above threshold voltages261

8.3 M aterial Choice
In selecting the matenal for the insulating layer it is important to consider the 

properties required for a given display The advantages and disadvantages of a 

vanety of insulators are shown in Table 8  l 262 As it can be seen there is no one ideal 

insulating matenal and this makes the choice a hard one The two insulating matenals 

focussed on in this device are Ta2 0 s and S1O2 and the properties of each film are 

discussed here.
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*1

Material Advantages Problems

BaTi03 Excellent dielectric properties Moderate Crystallisation during

dielectric constant at submicron thicknesses annealing Interaction

Stable operation Excellent interface with with n o

ZnS Mn High brightness level

A120 3 Very stable Good self-healing properties Poor brightness

High resistivity characteristics 

Discoloration when 

adjacent to ITO

Ta2Os Suitable dielectric constant High luminance Poor breakdown

level Low dissipation High charge storage charactensties Interaction

capacity High resistivity with ITO Alteration of 

properties during 

annealing Poor adhesion 

to ZnS Interlayer 

formation when adjacent to 

A1

S i0 2 High dielectric constant Moderate dielectric Stability problems Severe

breakdown strength charge trapping at the 

Si0 2 /metal interface

SiON High dielectric breakdown strength Good Poor adhesion

bamer properties Good self-healing characteristics Image

properties retention

Table 8,1 Comparison of some different insulating materials
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Silicon dioxide (S1O2) thin films are used in many industrial applications including 

microelectronics, optoelectronics and protective coatings Both doped and undoped 

S1O2 films are frequently used in silicon integrated circuits as insulators between 

metals and as passivating layers263 S1O2 films have also found applications in areas 

such as sensors264, anti-reflective coatings265 and high-speed logic circuits266 

Since it has a wide area of application silicon dioxide thin films have been studied 

extensively Various deposition methods have been used to form silicon dioxide films 

and these include oxidation267, CVD268, and sol-gel269 270 processes Interest in the 

sol-gel deposition of silicon dioxide has progressed since it was first developed over 

fifteen years ago271 The most common precursors used in the formation of silicon 

dioxide film are tetraalkoxysilanes, the most common of which are tetraethoxysilane 

(TEOS) and tetramethoxysilane (TMOS) TEOS is the preferred choice for this 

reaction TEOS is formed when anhydrous ethanol is reacted with tetrachlorosilane 

as follows272

SiCU+EtOH—> Si(OEt) 4  +4HC1 

Solutions containing varying amounts of TEOS, ethanol and water were prepared with 

a small amount of 1M HC1 to promote hydrolysis It has developed into a general 

formulation for the formation of different film types having specific properties

8 3.1 Silicon Dioxide Thin Fdms

Si(OC2H5 ) 4

Figure 81  Triangular diagram showing the relationship between TEOS water 
and ethanol in a silicon dioxide thin film



The structure of the sol can vary extensively depending on the conditions during the 

hydrolysis and condensation reactions The relationship between the water, TEOS 

and the ethanol content allow the film properties to be tailored The mixing 

possibilities are summarized in Fig 8  l 273

The triangle can be divided into four areas Area I represents the region where the 

components are not miscible with each other due to the low ethanol content Area II 

the H20 /Si(0 C2H5 )4  ratio, R is over 5 thus producing a solution that becomes elastic 

just before solidification making it unsuitable In area III, R is less than 1 5 and thus 

the time required for the solution to become viscous and solidify is too long Area IV 

is the area in which R ranges from 1 5 to 4 This is the ideal area for producing 

suitable thin films The size of the sol particles and the density are primarily 

dependent on the pH and the R value Generally an R value greater than 2 is required 

to complete hydrolysis and condensation274

The chemical reactions can be classified as hydrolysis and estenfication and are 

summarized as follows

=Si-0-C 2H5+H20 -► =Si-OH + C2H5OH 

Followed by alcohol condensation

=Si-0-C 2H5 + =Si-OH -► -Si-O-Si =+ C2H5OH 

water condensation and hydrolysis

=Si-OH +OH -> =Si-0-Si= + H20  

Thus the complete reaction can be summarized as

nSi(OR) 4  + nH20  —> nSi0 2+nR0H  

For the thin films used in the devices an R = 4 mix was used The procedure is 

summarized in Fig 8  2 The silica sol was prepared by adding a TEOS to a solution 

containing ethanol and pHl water, keeping the molar ratio of the water to TEOS equal 

to four A molar ratio of 6 - 8  of ethanol/TEOS is used This ratio determines the 

thickness of the films produced per dip The films are deposited on silicon and glass 

substrates by dipping the substrates in the solution and withdrawing them at a rate of 

1 cm/sec to produce a film thickness of approximately 50nm per dip The humidity 

needs to be maintained at -50% to ensure clear films The deposited films are 

annealed at 260C between dipping and are post annealed for 1 hour at 700C
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Figure S. 2 Outline of the sol-get procesa for the production OfSiOz thin films,
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The presence o f S i0 2 was confirmed using FTIR as shown in Fig 8.3. The IR bands 

observed were the -430, -800, -1080, and -1220cm ' 1 bands. The -1080 and 

-1220cm ’ 1 bands are the LO and TO Si-O-Si asymmetric stretching bands 

respectively.

Wavenumber (cm'1)

Figure 8.3 FTIR spectra o f sol-gel produced SiC>2 thin film.

The -800cm'1 band is due to the symmetric Si-O-Si stretching or vibrational modes of  

the ring structures and the -460cm '1 band is due to the Si-O-Si bending mode. The 

refractive index was found to be 1.43.

8.3.2 Tantalum Pentoxide Thin Films

Tantalum pentoxide coatings have been used extensively in many optical and 

electronic applications. Because o f their wide area of application275 ,276 ,277 ,278 they 

have has been studied both experimentally and theoretically over the past three 

decades. The scaling down of silicon integrated circuits has pushed conventional 

dielectric thin films to their physical limit and led to the study of insulators with high 

dielectric permitivity to enable an increase in the packing density o f devices without a 

reduction in the insulator thickness27Q.
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Tantalum pentoxide can be deposited using a variety of methods280 including thermal 

oxidation of tantalum layers281, sputtering282,283, atomic layer epitaxy284, CVD285 and 

sol-gel2 8 6 ,2 8 7 ,288 methods.

A problem associated with the growth of Ta2Os on silicon is the formation of a thin 

silicon dioxide layer at the Ta2(V Si substrate interface as a result of the oxidation of 

the silicon. The thin oxide will reduce the dielectric constant of the system since the 

permitivity of S i0 2 is equal to 3.9, which is 6  times less than that for amorphous 

Ta2C>5 . The growth of this layer is dependent on the deposition method and 

subsequent annealing processes. A high temperature oxidising atmosphere enhances

Figure SA SEM imagé ôfÔOnm FajOs deposited by sol-gel method and annealed 
in O2 at 700C for 1 hr showing the polycrystalline structure with highly elongated, 
-0.1 ftm wide, several jum long, Ta2 0 s crystals.
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Ta2 0 5  has two crystalline phases289, an orthorhombic phase and a hexagonal phase 

The orthorhombic form can be divided into two forms, a high temperature form and a 

low temperature form called Z-Ta2 0 5 , with a reversible transition occumng at 1360C 

Fig 8  4 shows a scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of an annealed Ta2Os 

film showing a polycrystalline structure The deposition procedure and annealing 

process controls the structure o f the Ta2 0 5 In electronic materials the dielectric 

material should have an amorphous structure, as in polycrystalline materials the 

electrical properties are poor due to the presence o f gram boundaries The sol-gel 

method allows for low temperature processing with high homogeneity in the 

deposited films The layers are generally porous and contain amounts o f CH-based 

groups that can be removed by thermal treatments Control o f the process allows for 

the formation of transparent pinhole free layers rather the opaque films with or 

without pinholes and cracks The UV-Vis spectrum obtained for a 120nm Ta2Os thin 

film on glass is shown m Figure 8  5 This has a greater than 90% transmission in the 

visible region

The following sol-gel method was used to obtain the films used in the devices290 The 

solution is prepared by reacting tantalum ethoxide (Ta(OC2H5)5) with ethanol This 

was achieved using the sequence shown m Figure 8  6  Two solutions are prepared

Wavelength (nm)

Figure 8 5 UV-Vis Spectrum of 120nm TajOs deposited on a glass slide
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The first involved mixing Ta(OC2H5)s with ethanol and acetic acid while stimng for 

30 minutes and the other involved Ethanol and acetic acid stirred for 10 minutes 

These solutions are then mixed and stirred for 18 hours to produce a clear coating 

solution

Figure 8  6  Sol-gel Process for TCI2 O5 films
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The tantalum oxide films are obtained by dipping the substrates in the solution and 

withdrawing them at a rate of 1 . 2  cm/sec to produce a film thickness o f approximately 

60nm. The humidity needs to be maintained at 45% to ensure clear films. These are 

heat treated at 260C in between dips and thicker films may be obtained by repeat 

dipping. The films are then annealed in an oxygen atmosphere for 1 hour at 700C.

The presence o f tantalum oxides was confirmed using FTIR spectrometry as shown in 

Fig. 8.7. The dominant feature is the 650cm'1 absorbance band associated with the 

Ta-O-Ta and Ta-0 stretching vibrational modes. This band is present in the 600°C 

spectrum. The shift o f the absorbance peak to 530cm'1 in the 700°C spectrum is 

indicative o f the crystallisation of the tantalum oxide as confirmed by XRD as 

described below. There is evidence o f suboxides in the absorption band present in the 

range 800-lOOOcm"1 due to TaO and TaC>2 291- There are no C-H bands present at 

1400-2900cm'1 as these have been removed by the heat treatment.

W avenumber (cm'1)

Figure St 7 FTIR Of amorphous and Crystalline TaiO$ fdms on a silicon substrate
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There is also no absorbance at 1070 cm" 1 showing that no interstitial layer o f S i0 2 

between the silicon substrate and the Ta20 5 has been formed. These layers, which 

can form when Ta2C>5 is deposited on silicon substrates, have been shown to 

significantly reduce the effective dielectric constant o f the insulator 292.

20 (Degrees)

Figure 8.8 XRD spectra from TajOs films showing the amorphous state when
annealed at 600°C and the crystalline state when annealed at 700°C

The crystalline state o f the tantalum oxide was examined using XRD measurements. 

Ta2 C>5 has two crystalline phases 293, an orthorhombic phase and a hexagonal phase. 

The orthorhombic form can be divided into two forms, a high temperature form and a 

low temperature form called Z,-Ta2 0 5 , with a reversible transition occurring at 

1360°C. Fig. 8 . 8  shows the difference between the XRD patterns for the Ta2 0 s 

annealed at 600°C and 700°C for one hour on oxygen at atmospheric pressure. The 

Ta2C>5 annealed at 600°C (and below) has an amorphous structure and the T^Os 

annealed at 700°C has a randomly oriented polycrystalline structure. The presence o f  

peaks at 20 = 22.84° (001), 28.29° (110), 28.77° (200), 36.66° (111), 46.66° (002), 

47.78° (020) and 55.47° (021) confirm the orthorhombic structure o f the film (Card
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No 89-2843 JCPDS) The mam insulator properties that need to be considered for 

the efficient functioning of the device are its dielectric constant and its dielectric 

breakdown strength A high dielectric constant will reduce the driving voltage 

required for the display but will also reduce the breakdown strength The Ta2 0 s had 

a dielectric constant of approximately 2 0  when deposited and this increased with 

anneal temperature as shown in Fig 8  9 up to a maximum of 50 when annealed at

Figure 8 9 Variation of the relative dielectric constant ofTu20s as a function of 
annealing temperature in oxygen 292

The resistivity of the films also increased with increasing anneal temperature as

of 1 39x l0 12 Q-cm when annealed at 700°C

8.4 Conducting Thin Films.

8 4 1  Introduction

The large interest in transparent conductive thin films for optoelectronic devices such 

as solar cells294, liquid crystal displays, transducers295, sensors296, heat mirrors and

700°C

\<D>
As-deposited

o200 300 400 500 600 700

Annealing Temperature (°C)

shown in Fig 8  10 The resistivities, which were measured at a field of 1MV cm \  

show an as-deposited resistivity of 1 3 x l0 n Q-cm that increased to a maximum value
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multiplayer photo-thermal conversion systems has led to the optimisation of the 

electro-optical properties of these films

Annealing Temperature (°C)

Figure 8 10 Variation of the resistivity ofTu20s films as a function of annealing 
temperature, measured at a field of 1 MVcm1 297

8.4.2 Zinc Oxide and doped Zinc Oxide thin films

Zinc oxide (ZnO) has attracted interest as a transparent conductive coating material 

because the film

I) consist of abundant and cheap non-toxic elements

I I ) is readily producible as large scale coatings and

I I I ) allows tailoring of the UV absorption

i v )  has a high electrochemical stability and

v) a large bandgap

Also the resistivity of ZnO can be modified by the addition of impurities298 Non- 

stoichiometry of the films resulting from the presence of oxygen vacancies and 

interstitial zinc determine the properties exhibited by ZnO299 The electrical 

behaviour of the films can be improved by replacing Zn2+ atoms with elements having
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a higher valance number such as Group III atoms including In3+, Al3+ and Ga3+ The 

choice of the impurity also has to take into account the size of the ionic radius to 

avoid lattice distortions The electro-optical properties are generally dependent on the 

deposition and annealing conditions because these change significantly with the 

absorption and desorption of oxygen that occurs during these procedures There are 

many methods of depositing ZnO and doped ZnO thin films and these include 

sputtering300301’302, evaporation, chemical vapour deposition303 3 0 4 3 0 5 5 spray 

pyrolysis306307, molecular beam epitaxy308 and sol-gel309 deposition 

The following sol-gel method was used to obtain the films used in the devices 

A solution of ZnO precursor was made by dissolving 6 wt % zinc acetate 2 -hydrate m 

anhydrous ethanol by heating to 80°C while stirring and refluxing The solution is 

cooled quickly to prevent the zinc acetate from crystallising out of the solution 

Ethanol was chosen over methanol due to its increased surface wettability To 

achieve aluminium doping aluminium chlonde (AICI3 ) or aluminium nitrate

(A1(N0 3 ) 3  9 H2 O) is added to the solution Previous studies have shown that 0 8  at %

A1 Zn produces films with high conductivity310 The precursor is hydrolysed using 

two mols H2 O per mol zinc acetate This is achieved by forming a 10vol% H2 O

solution in ethanol and adding the correct amount dropwise to the precursor Lactic 

acid is added to the solution from a 5vol% in ethanol solution The solution should be 

clear and colourless Adding extra concentrated acid can eliminate precipitation 

Another method of hydrolysing zinc acetate was investigated Since zinc acetate 

dissolves easily in water, these were combined first, keeping the molar ratio correct 

The ethanol was added to the solution in a 3 1 vol ratio Lactic acid was added from 

a 5 vol% ethanol solution, since the addition of concentrated acid quickened the 

gelation time to a matter of 7-10 minutes The coating procedure was then earned 

out at a dipping speed of 1 2cms 1 There is a strong coordination of Zn2+ 1 0 ns in 

aqueous solution therefore the surface interaction is weak in this case311 The coatings 

obtained had adhesion and crazing problems therefore the former method was chosen 

as a pnmary method for producing the coating solution

The substrates used were both glass slides and silicon wafers The glass slides were 

cleaned in deionized water and dried in nitrogen The silicon dioxide layer was 

removed using a buffered hydrofluonc acid (BHF) solution312 and they were dned in 

nitrogen The coating procedure is then earned out After coating the substrate is
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dned at a low temperature of 260°C for 10 minutes The temperature is increased at a 

ramp rate of 10°C/min in each case The substrate may then be recoated to obtain 

thicker coatings The coating procedure is summarised in Fig 8  11 Final annealing 

takes place when the desired thickness is achieved The film will shrink during the 

heating process This must be taken into account when the thickness is being 

estimated by the number of runs Cracking and crazing may take place if the 

deposited film is too thick

Figure 8 11 Flow diagram of sol-gel deposition process for ZnO & ZnO Al thin
films
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The presence o f Zinc oxide was verified using IR spectroscopy. The bonding 

structure o f the films on silicon substrates were studied using IR spectroscopy which 

was carried out on a Perkin-Elmer 983G spectrometer in the transmittance mode in 

the range 400-4000 cm'1, using a bare silicon substrate as the reference. Zinc Oxide

has a strong absorption band centred on 420cm‘ l. This was located in films that had 

been annealed at 500°C as shown by the spectrum for an 180nm thick sample in 

Figure 8.12.

Si-0

Wavenumber cm'1

Figure 8.12 FTIR spectrum for an 80nm ZnO thin film annealed at 500C on SiC>2
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Figure 8.13 Raman studies of ZnO. Al annealed in air at different temperatures.

Raman studies on the ZnO:Al also showed the longitudinal optical (LO) Ei mode at 

583cm'1. This peak decreased in intensity as the anneal time of the films was 

increased as shown in Fig 8.13. This peak is due to excess zinc and an oxygen 

deficiency and its intensity decreases as the zinc is oxidized at the higher 

temperatures313.

Crystalline properties were investigated by X-ray diffraction using Cu Ka line at 

either a 1 0 ° glancing angle or 0-20 configuration. Patterns taken on samples 

exhibited a high degree o f orientation even on glass substrates. The presence of the 

three peaks at 20=31.75 (100), 34.44 (002) and 36.25 (101) shows that the ZnO films 

have a hexagonal structure. From the relative intensities it can be seen that there is a 

strong preferential orientation with the c-axis perpendicular to the substrate surface.

The normal stable state o f ZnO is the cubic, zincblende structure, however here the 

metastable hexagonal structure is obtained. This form is obtained whether bare or 

oxidised silicon is used as the substrate, therefore it is not caused by the influence of 

the silicon lattice. Fig. 8.14, a typical 0-20 diffractogram shows peaks characteristic
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o f hexagonal ZnO The degree o f orientation depends on the amount of water added 

and the temperature of the heat treatment

ZnO H(002)

ZnO HÌ100Ì liv id i;

H 1 r- 1------ ;------ r

25 30 35 40 45 50

2 0  (degrees)

Figure 8 14 XRD pattern for ZnO Al thin film annealed at 700C for 1 hour

8 4 2 1 Optical properties

A UV-visible scan on the samples shows a featureless, greater then 85% transmission 

in the visible with a strong absorption slope towards the UV The band edge is seen 

to move towards the UV region when annealing m a vacuum takes place as seen in a 

typical scan of a 200nm thick ZnO Al film annealed at 450°C is shown in Figure 8  15
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Figure 815 UV-Vis spectral scan of a ZnO Al thin film on a glass slide substrate 

8.5 Conclusions

In this chapter the importance of the choice o f the insulating and the conducting films 

has been discussed It is important that the films chosen are compatible with the 

application In this case this leads to the necessity o f the films having the following 

properties

In the case o f the insulating materials they must

1 be transparent

2  have a self-healing repair mechanism

3 adhere to the other films in the stack

4 enhance the EL process

5 have a high dielectric strength

The reaction of the insulating film to the electric field and the generation of interface 

states for the electrons are also key qualities Two films that meet these criteria are 

S1O2 and Ta2 0 5  and these have been selected for use in the ACTFEL devices tested 

For the conducting films, they must 

1 be transparent
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2  have a low resistivity

3 adhere to the other films in the stack

In this case ZnO A1 has been chosen as it meets these criteria In some of the test 

devices semi-transparent aluminium is used as the top electrode but this would be 

unsuitable for the final device, as it does not meet criterion 1
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Chapter 9 

Display Characteristics

The thin film electroluminescent device needs charactensation in several different 

areas The primary areas of interest are the electrical an electro-optical behaviour of 

the device but the material properties as well as the structure needs to be addressed 

This interaction and the possible material consequences have been discussed in the 

previous chapter

In this chapter an overview of the different areas of charactensation specific to the 

operation of the display are given and this is followed by a descnption of the devices 

manufactured and the results obtained for the devices The results obtained include 

the matenal and electncal considerations discussed m Chapter 2

9.1 Introduction

9.2 Electo-optical Properties

A vanety of models have been proposed for an ACTFEL device Before discussing 

the electncal and optical properties of the device it is important to simulate how an 

ideal device works and the parameters that need to be measured and optimised

9 2 1 Ideal Model
This model treats the insulating layers of the device as perfect capacitors The first 

and second insulating layers can be incorporated into one effective insulating layer 

with the effective capacitance per unit area Ci given by

c , c t, '
(9 1)

C/ +C;m

where Cn and Ci2 are the capacitances per unit area of insulator one and insulator 2  as 

shown in Fig 9 1 and the equivalent circuit is shown m Fig 9 2
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Insulator 1

Luminescent Film

Insulator 2

Figure 9.1 Simplified Thin Film Electroluminescent display

Vapplied

Cn

Cel

Cj2

Figure 9.2 Equivalent circuit for an electroluminescent display below threshold

The electroluminescent layer also has a capacitance given by CEl when the device is 

below the threshold voltage V th- Above this threshold voltage the device becomes 

conductive and a dissipative current flows giving rise to light emission. Therefore 

this film can be simulated by a capacitor in parallel with a non-linear resistor as 

shown in Fig. 9.3314. Above the threshold voltage the resistive branch turns on and 

current flows to discharge the voltage across the phosphor capacitor back to the 

threshold level while also supplying current to charge up the insulating layer capacitor 

by an equal voltage increment to maintain a constant voltage across the device. The 

luminance of the device is proportional to the power consumed in this resistive 

branch. Thus the proportionality constant is the experimentally determined luminous 

efficiency r|, in units of lumens/watt (lm/W). Analysis of this model shows the 

dependence of the device performance on structure parameters such as layer 

thickness, dielectric constant, dielectric breakdown strength, threshold field and 

luminous efficiency315. In the ideal case this nonlinear resistor can be replaced by two 

back-to-back zener diodes. This will give the I-V characteristics shown in Fig 9.4.
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Figure 9 4 I-V Characteristics for an ideal Electroluminescent Display

Real devices will also include influences from the interfaces, which control the 

release of primary earners and these are dealt with separately

The basic ACTFEL device can be modelled as a simple circuit where the insulators 

are represented by perfect capacitors and the phosphor layer is represented by a 

capacitor below threshold and by a pair of back-to-back diodes above threshold
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Insulator
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Semiconducting Phosphor 
(Cel)

Insulator
(C ,)

Figure 9.5 Equivalent Circuit Diagram for an ACTFEL Device. Ciand Cel are 
the insulator and phosphor capacitance respectively.

The device below threshold is a three series capacitor circuit where the voltage drop 

across each layer is proportional to the dielectric constant and the layer thickness. 

Assuming a loss free capacitance at low applied voltages, a constant displacement 

current flows and no EL emission takes place. For light emission to take place the 

power converted into light must be deposited to the phosphor layer by a dissipative 

current. At threshold, the electrons are injected by tunnelling into the phosphor layer 

and, the phosphor layer experiences a Zener breakdown. This produces a real current, 

represented by the back-to-back Zener diodes in the diagram, which is transported 

across the phosphor layer. Above threshold the estimated capacitance is the total 

capacitance of the insulating layers in series, with the phosphor layer being shunted. 

The electrons in the interface states between the phosphor layer and the insulating 

layer are injected into the conduction band through a tunnelling effect. This indicates 

that the phosphor layer loses its insulating characteristics. Also, the electric field of 

the phosphor is kept at a constant value or clamped above threshold317 318. This 

indicates that the excess voltage is placed across the insulating layers, highlighting the 

importance of the insulating layers against the dielectric breakdown of the EL device. 

EL emission is due to this electron flow, therefore the current and the transferred 

charge are important parameters in the analysis of the EL emission mechanism.
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The light emission from a device is strongly dependent on the polarity of the 

preceeding pulse319. If the polarity of the preceding pulse is the same the light output 

is low and if it is inverted the light output is high. This is due to the polarization of 

the electrons at the interface of the phosphor/insulator. The voltage pulse creates a 

strong field that accelerates the electrons within the phosphor layer. After travelling 

across the phosphor layer and exciting the Mn luminescent centres they accumulate in 

the interface states between the phosphor and the insulator. They remain for a long 

time after the pulse is removed. Thus if the polarity of the next pulse is the same as 

the last pulse the inner electric field across the phosphor is lowered. In some 

circumstances this can lead to a second light pulse at the trailing edge of the electrical 

pulse320. When the polarity of the next pulse differs from the first pulse the inner 

electric field is enhanced due to the additive polarization. Thus the devices are driven 

with an alternating voltage supply.

9.2.2 Polarization Characteristics

9.2.3 Charge v Voltage Characteristic

In characterising the device the charge-voltage diagram (Q-V) allows the process to 

be viewed from an electrical viewpoint. This can be measured using a measuring 

circuit based on a Sawyer-Tower circuit as shown in Fig.9.6. The circuit is set up 

where the charge density Q is given as

C V 
A

where Vs is the partial voltage drop across the sense capacitor and A is the test area of 

the EL device.

Initially there is no stored polarization charge so that at zero volts there is zero 

charge. Since below the threshold voltage the EL dcvice can be considered as a 

series of capacitors, the Sawyer-Tower circuit acts as a simple capacitive voltage 

divider321.
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Figure 9.6 Charge-Density versus Voltage (Q-V) Characteristic measuring
circuit.

The Q-V diagram is given by the straight line passing through the origin with a slope 

Ci given by

Q = c y  (9.3)

The slope of the curve (dQ/dV) is equal to the total capacitance of the insulators and 

the phosphor layer. At the threshold voltage the phosphor breaks down and the slope 

of the Q-V diagram increases sharply. The new slope is equal to the series 

capacitances only. Above the threshold voltage, when the voltage is cycled through 

an entire a.c. loop a hysteresis loop is formed and the Q-V diagram is represented by a 

parallelogram as shown in Fig. 9.7322. At sub-threshold voltages ellipses can also be 

obtained. The parallelogram spreads out equally from the Q= QV line as the voltage 

is increased from Vth.

Cel is given by the slope of the sides crossing the ordinate and the slope of the 

remaining sides in the high voltage region is given by Cj, the capacitance per unit area 

of the insulators taken alone. The threshold voltage Vth and the threshold charge 

density can be determined from the point of intersection of two straight lines: the
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Q=CelV straight line below threshold and the straight line in the high-voltage part of 

the Q-V parallelogram

Figure 9 7 Charge density versus voltage (Q-V) characteristic diagram with 
definitions of physical quantities

The equation of the straight line m the high voltage part of the Q-V parallelogram in 

the first quadrant, is given by

Q -Q lh= C ,{V -V lh) (9 4)

where

Qlh = C,Vth (9 5)

thus

Q = C ,(V -V FJJh) (9 6 )

and

ve w = 7 r ^ - v A (9 7)
' - ' I

The energy density delivered to the EL pixel per cycle, Ein, le the input power density 

per cycle, is given by the device area encompassed within the Q-V diagram The 

input power delivered to the test area, Pin is just the drive frequency times Ein 

Assuming a parallelogram form for Q-V diagram, Em and Pin are given by323
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Em= lV EMbQ = W AQ  
Pa =JEm=4JV,hQ'

Thus, the power as a function of the applied voltage, Va is

Pm=*fC,(Va -V lh)VEUk (9 10)

and hence the luminance is

l = -n P m = -n fc ,  (K, -  v,h )vELth ( 9 1 1 )
K 7U

The 7i factor is due to the assumption that the surface of the EL device is a perfectly 

diffuse surface The assumptions made to simplify the above equation are

I) that the luminous efficiency r\ is assumed to be independent o f the electric 

field and the phosphor thickness and

I I ) that all the charge is transferred at VEuh and not at higher voltages

The following simulation of Q-V shown m Fig 9 8  and Fig 9 9 was found using the 

circuit as shown m Fig 9 5 and the measuring system used in Fig 9 6

Figure 9 8 The Q-V response of the capacitive section of the device below
threshold
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Increasing Va to simulation Charge Q

Figure 9.9 The Q-V above threshold response characteristic for an ideal circuit.

The values for the sense capacitor was 33nF and the diodes used were 47V zeners and 

the insulator capacitor values were both 16nF. The below threshold response o f the 

simulated circuit shown in Fig. 9.5 is shown in Fig. 9.8. It is a straight line due to the 

pure capacitive nature o f the circuit. The three graphs shown in Fig 9.9 give the 

response o f the circuit in Fig. 9.5 to increasing voltages as the voltage is increased 

above the threshold, to a maximum in the last curve. The zener diodes act as clamps 

on the voltage at 47V thereby limiting the field. The charge, in this case does not 

change until the device is functioning above the threshold voltage unlike the ideal 

response curve shown in Fig. 9.7 where the charge varies as the voltage changes and 

this clamping is not achieved. This test setup can now be applied to the devices.

In fact the ideal back-to-back model is not precisely equivalent to the real devices. 

Other models have been developed to take into account the charge movement with 

time324'325.

Often in real devices a ‘saturation’ is observed mainly due to the depletion o f  

electrons in the interface states . This means that the voltage must be increased to 

supply the electrons and this affects the response curve o f  the device making it non- 

uniform.
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Since ultimately it is the optical response to an electrical signal that is important, 

characteristics such as the luminance versus voltage (L-V) and the transferred charge 

(AQ) versus luminance (L-AQ) are important From analysis of the ideal model, 

given that

C ,= $ & -  (9 12)

9,2*4 Luminance Measurements

and

yEUh ~ ^EUh^EUh 1 3 )

from Eq 9 11 the luminance is found to be

£ a ,* (n -V ,J  (9 14)L = - i f e o
71

f i \  
EL

d }

Thus, showing that to optimise the luminance with a constant modulation voltage (Va- 

Vth) the relative thickness of the phosphor layer to the insulating layer thickness 

should be maximized and the insulating layer should have a high dielectric constant 

The luminance of the device is proportional to the product of the drive frequency and 

the transferred charge density over a wide range327 Therefore in order to increase 

luminescence the transferred charge density within the phosphor must be increased 

Also the excitation probability of the luminescent centers by hot electrons, which is a 

product of the electric field and mean free path, needs to be maximized The electric 

field is limited due to the clamp field and the mean free path is dependent on the 

crystalhnity of the phosphor The concentration of the Mn atoms in the phosphor 

also plays a role in the mean free path of the electrons and it has been shown that at 

concentrations of Mn greater than 1 % the luminance decreases due to the scattering of 

hot electrons by the Mn centers and the decrease in crystalhnity in the phosphor 

layer328

9.3 Device Results

9 .3 .1  Introduction

In this section the properties and results of the specific types of displays produced are 

presented The general information that applies to all the devices is given in Appendix
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A and then the comparison of the optoelectronic data for each device structure is 

presented and discussed Device 1 is omitted as its results have already been 

discussed previously329

9.3.2 Structural Properties

In all the tested devices the ZnS Mn layer is similar It has a hexagonal structure and 

its production and optimization has been discussed in Chapter 6  The layer thickness 

of the ZnS Mn is 500nm in each case This is the minimum thickness for maximizing 

brightness “

The S1O2 insulating layers have an amorphous structure and are annealed at 700°C for 

densification and to minimize stress when the ZnS Mn layer is added If the S1O2 is 

annealed at a lower temperature the formation of an interstitial ZnO layer limits the 

function of the device The ZnO layer does not undergo electroluminescence but a 

510nm peak is seen in photoluminescence studies of the devices This applies to 

device types 2 and 3 where an S i0 2 film is deposited on top of ZnS Mn Thus it is 

important that the top S i0 2 film is annealed at a temperature of at least 700°C in both 

these device types

When Ta2 0 5  is used as the insulating material and its structure is also important If 

the Ta20 5 is annealed at a temperature less than 700°C the structure is amorphous 

When the Ta2Os is annealed at 700°C or above the structure is orthorhombic As the 

Ta2 0 5  is used as the lower insulator in device types 4,5 and 6  it is important that it is 

crystalline as the ZnS Mn has adhesion problems when placed on top of the 

amorphous Ta2 0 s This makes it unsuitable as a lower insulator in the device The 

ZnS Mn had no adhesion problems when deposited on the crystalline T&2O5 For the 

top electrode, crystalline Ta2Os also had to be used with a top ZnO A1 transparent 

conductor to ensure good adhesion in device type 6  When deposited on top of 

ZnS Mn and annealed at 700°C, the Ta2 0 s had a similar orientation to the T^Os film 

deposited directly on silicon
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9.3.3 Electronic Properties.

9.3.3.1 Threshold Voltage

All the tested devices emit a bright orange light under AC voltages in excess o f the 

threshold voltage. The threshold voltage in the case o f  devices 1,2 and 3 is 56V. This 

is reduced in the devices that use Ta2 0 s as the insulating material. In devices using 

Ta2 0 5  the voltage is as low as 36V. This is due to the increased dielectric constant o f  

the material.

9.3.3.2 Charge vs. Voltage

Figure 9.10 charge versus voltage curve for a typical Device type 3 (Si02-ZnS:Mn■ 
Si02-Zn0 :Al). The legend shows the peak-to-peak applied voltage.
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In characterising the device the charge-voltage diagram (Q-V) allows the process to 

be viewed from an electncal viewpoint This can be measured using a measunng 

circuit based on a Sawyer-Tower circuit as shown in Fig 9 6  A lOOnF sense 

capacitor is used in this case The Q values are obtained using Eq 9 2 Results have 

been obtained from the various devices and their performance can be seen here

Devices using S1O2 insulators

For some of the devices especially device type 4,5,6 light is emitted below threshold 

and therefore the response is a straight line For device 2 and 3 results are shown for 

a typical device in Fig 9 10 It can be seen from these curves that the device starts to 

become unstable at voltages above 118V and the response begins to wander and 

above 133V the device failed

In quantifying the response of the device the values are taken from the V=118V 

response curve It can be seen from this response curve that the threshold voltage is 

48V This is lower for the 92V having a value of about 37V and this is consistent 

with the 127V response also

The capacitance of the insulator from the graph is 16 54nF/m2 at 118V The 

capacitances for the 92V and 127V are 11 14nF/m2 and 8  27nF/m2 respectively and 

this explains the similarity of their responses These values compare favorably with 

those found for the insulator on its own and also with those in the literature330 The 

capacitance increases just before the device fails in the 133V response to 28 49nF/m2

Calculating the capacitance for the phosphor gives an average value of 9 7nF/m2 that 

again agrees with results found for the phosphor on its own The threshold voltage 

for electroluminescence V elth calculated from Eq 9 7 is 38V  in all cases showing 

that this is independent of the applied voltage This results in a low power 

consumption of an average of 3W/m for the device Substituting these values into 

Eq 9 1 1  and assuming an efficiency of 2 5Lm/W gives a luminance of ~lcd/m 2 This 

is a very low value for a device and therefore this construction using the S1O2 

insulators is not very efficient
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Devices using TCI2O5 insulators

In the device types 4,5and 6, Ta20 5 is used as the insulating material. Here the Q-V 

results for a Ta2 0 s device type 5 are presented and compared to the SiC>2 devices.

33
 48

 52

----------58

Figure 9.11 Q-V response for a Type 5 device having Ta20$ insulators

For device 5 and 6 results are shown for a typical device in Fig 9.11. The voltage o f  

the phosphor layer increases with applied voltage at the lower voltages. Rounding o f  

the Q-V curves is found near zero volts in the lower voltages. This is due to the 

anodic or polarization, electric field increasing enough for charge injection from the 

interface or ionization o f  the bulk traps to occur. Clamping o f  the voltage and electric 

field can be seen in the response curves for the higher voltages when the electric field 

is high enough to accelerate the electrons. Clamping o f  the voltage in the phosphor 

layer is caused by the counter electric field originating from electrons trapped in the
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opposite interface between the phosphor and the insulating layers Its value is 

affected by the crystallinity of the ZnS Mn layer331 It can be seen that at the lower 

voltages luminance is due to leakage current generated in the insulating layers The 

shape of the curves shows that the insulating material is only efficient in one 

direction That means that one of the insulating materials, although it is working is 

not working efficiently This is the top insulator since it has adhesion problems when 

placed on ZnS Mn in an amorphous state as the lower insulating material is 

crystalline

In quantifying the response of the device the values are taken from the clamped region 

rather than the unstable lower voltages that exhibit some charge collapse that 

diminishes as the voltage is increased Measurements from the 52V response curve 

produce a threshold voltage of ~37V This is much lower in the lower voltage curves

The capacitance of the insulator from the graph is l|iF/m at 48V The capacitances 

for the 52V and 58V are both 490nF/m2 respectively and this explains the similarity 

of their responses The values are much higher than the S1O2 value but this is to be 

expected as the dielectric constant is also higher

Calculating the capacitance for the phosphor gives an average value of lOpF/m2 and 

this is quite high The threshold voltage for electroluminescence V elth calculated 

from Eq 9 7 is 36V in all cases showing that this is independent of the applied 

voltage This results in a power consumption of an average of 40W/m2 for the device 

Substituting these values into Eq 9 11 and assuming an efficiency of 2 5LmAV gives 

a luminance of ~ 8 cd/m2 This is a low value for a device and shows that there are 

some inefficiencies in the device

9 3.4 Optical Properties.

9 3 41  Electroluminescence

Manganese-doped zinc sulphide has a strong orange emission 

Tj(4 G) 6 Ai(6 S) transitions The orange light output is due 

center excited by hot electrons in the ZnS Display structures

due to the Mn2+ 4 

to the Mn2+ luminescent 

using this material
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show a typical high intensity around 580nm due to this transition. Similar spectral 

responses were recorded for each of the display types ( 1 -6 ) and a typical response is 

shown in Fig 9.12. The output has only one peak present due to the Mn2+. There is 

no peak towards the red end of the spectrum indicating that the Mn concentration is 

correct and not too high.

Figure 9.12 Electroluminescence Spectrum for sol-gel deposited ZnS. Mn device

In device types 2 and 3 some problems were encountered with the 

electroluminescence process. After deposition of the top S i0 2 insulating layer and the 

A1 electrode there was a variation in behavior of the devices; some showed the EL 

from the Mn2+ transition while others showed no EL.

There is a correlation between the position and the intensity of the peaks measured by 

PL, CL and EL which helps to explain why this is so. Fig. 9.13 shows the PL spectra 

for two test devices of device type 2. Test piece 1, having the top insulator annealed 

at 700°C, showed a luminescence peak at ~580nm and did show electroluminescence. 

Test piece 2, having a top insulator annealed at 500°C did not show any EL. This 

spectrum is dominated by broadband luminescence centered at ~510nm and small
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band centered at ~580nm. The films only show this 510 nm peak after the second 

insulator is added on top of the active layer.

Wavelength (nm)

Figure 9.13 PL Spectrum for nonluminescent films (o) and luminescent films (-).

The luminescent film has the expected ~580nm peak and the non-luminescent film 

also has a large peak at ~5 lOnm.

The 510 nm peak corresponds to paramagnetic isolated oxygen vacancies that occur 

in ZnO thin films . It is clear therefore that the interface structure between the ZnS 

and top S i0 2 which gives rise to these vacancy states also kills the 

electroluminescence. Moreover, the intensity of this peak in ZnO films has been 

observed to be dependent on the free-carrier concentration 333. The peak intensity has 

been found to be maximum at concentrations o f around mid-1 0 18 cm’3 with reductions 

of many orders o f magnitude at lower and higher concentrations. The presence of 

these vacancy states constitutes an alternative recombination pathway in the ZnS EL 

devices, which competes with the Mn2+ transition. The physical reason for these states 

is probably due to an interdiffusiw between the SiQ2 and the ZnS at the top interface 

whose properties vary with the annealing temperature. It cannot be due purely to the 

presence o f the interdiffused region since annealing at lower temperature (500°C)
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would be expected to give less interdiffusion than annealing at higher temperature 

(700°C) The behaviour of the luminescence produced by these states with earner 

concentration may help to explain this At 500°C, the earner concentration at the 

interface due to a balance between doping and trapping effects gives a net earner 

density in the range, which can give nse to significant (photo)luminescence which 

prevents Mn2+ EL On annealing to higher temperature it is likely that both doping 

and trap density will change by a significant amount such that this mechanism is no 

longer efficient and EL will occur as expected It should be noted that there is no 

observation of this 510 nm luminescence from the bottom ZnS-Si0 2  interface and 

therefore device type 1 does not exhibit this problem This limits the use of S1O2 as 

an insulating matenal for the low temperature devices, as the problem can only be 

overcome by annealing the S1O2 at 700°C thus ‘sealing’ the ZnS as the vacancies are 

reduced at this temperature as seen in the raman spectrum of ZnO A1 in Fig 8  13

9.3.4 2 Luminescence

The luminance measurements were earned out on the different device types 

In the display the luminescence caused by electroluminescence starts at the threshold 

voltage and increases in intensity as the voltage is increased This can be seen more 

clearly in the family of electroluminescent spectra taken from a type 5 device having 

amorphous Ta2 0 s as the insulating matenal shown in Fig 9 14 The luminous 

intensity grows as the voltage is increased from 40V to 70V As it can be seen the 

spectral position of the luminance does not change with applied voltage
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70V Ta-ZnS-Ta response

Figure 9.14 Series of electroluminescent spectra showing the growth of luminance 
with applied peak voltage. The marker is placed at 580nm.

9.3.4.3 Brightness

Applied Voltage (V)

Figure 9.15 Brightness versus voltage response for two devices with SiC>2 
insulating material
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This property o f the device is very dependent on the insulator and its uniformity and 

structure. The greater the dielectric strength the lower the threshold voltage o f the 

device and so insulating materials with higher dielectric constants are favored.

For S i0 2 devices the response is similar for the three types and a typical response for 

two devices are shown in Fig. 9.15. The response starts at a voltage o f 35V in both 

devices and tends to saturate at higher voltages in device 2. Device 1 shows no 

saturation but the voltage level is lower. The stability o f the Si0 2  as an insulating 

material is questionable and most devices failed before saturation was reached.

Applied Voltage (V)

Figure 9.16 Brightness versus voltage response for a device with Ta20$ insulating 
material

For the devices containing Ta2 0 5  the response is again similar for the three device 

types and a typical response is shown in Fig. 9.16. The response is seen to begin at 

40 V and again it as the voltage increased the luminance tends to saturate due to the 

depletion o f electrons in the interface states above a drive voltage o f 70V. This means 

that the voltage must be increased to supply the electrons and this affects the response
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curve of the device making it non-uniform. This response was observed in all the 

Ta2C>5 devices regardless o f the crystalline state o f the Ta2 0 s.

Looking specifically at the response o f the Ta2 0 s device and comparing the optical 

and electrical responses o f the device shows how the Ta2 0 s device behaves differently 

to the S i0 2 device. The luminance response for both insulating materials is shown in 

Fig. 9.17. It can be seen here that the Ta2 0 s devices have a lower threshold voltage 

than the SiCh devices due to its larger dielectric constant. The response o f the Si0 2  

device saturates before the Ta2 0 s device as it is limited in its capabilities. However 

the S i0 2 device shows greater linearity in its response suggesting that the hot electron 

generation and recombination is more efficient in this type of device.

Applied Voltage (V)

Figure 9.17 This is the luminance response curves of devices using Si02 (*) and 

Ta205 (+) insulating materials.

The Ta20 5 response also shows an area of low luminescence followed by a steep rise 

in the light output. This is due to space charge in the device, which can be seen in the
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Q-V curves, shown in Fig 9.18 also. This results in high current densities within the 

phosphor and due to this they tend to be bright, unstable and fail quickly.

Tantalum pentoxide device response

In looking at the response o f devices with Ta2 0 s insulating materials it is interesting 

to look at the luminance versus applied voltage and the charge versus voltage results 

together.

In Fig 9.18 the charge versus voltage results for a type 5 Device with Ta2 0 s insulators 

is given. In this chart it can be seen that the response of the device changes as the 

applied voltage is increased from 47V to 54V. The response actually shifts to a 

smaller area.

Figure 9.18 Electrical response of a device with Ta20$ insulators

The voltage range shown is chosen as the device is actually lighting and Fig. 9.19 

shows the corresponding luminancc values, Rounding can be seen at zero volts due to 

the leakage charge. As the applied voltage reaches its maximum the phosphor field
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also should reach a maximum and the charge begins to transfer across the phosphor 

and the voltage does not increase

In contrast the luminance versus voltage results taken for this device are shown m Fig 

9 19 and show the luminance of the device growing during this phase after turning on 

at 25V approximately The luminance m the region discussed shows steady growth 

despite the changes occurring in the charge within the device This shows that the 

TaaOs device will show a light output even in less than ideal circumstances

Voltage (V)

Figure 9 19 Luminance response ofTa205 device

The variation of the luminance at the peak voltage of 65 V was also investigated as a 

function of frequency and it was found that the output did not change over a 1kHz 

range

Calculating the values from the Q-V curve in Fig 9 18, as shown in Table 9 1, and 

comparing them to the values for L in Fig 9 18 it can be seen that the values are close 

and therefore the values for the capacitances found are correct
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Voltage 47V 51V 54V

Capacitance of 

Insulator (pF/m2)

2 1 18 7

Capacitance of 

Phosphor (pF/m2)

7 78 8  52 5 89

VELth (V) 51 61 183

Power (W/m2) 278 316 389

Luminance

(cd/m2)

2 2 1 252 310

Table 9.1 Values for type 5 Device calculated from Q-V curves in Fig.9.17.

The values found for the capacitances here are also similar to those found from Fig 

9 11 It can be seen from the above table 9 1 and the response curve 9 17 that the 

calculated luminance response gives slightly higher luminance values than the 

experimental results suggesting that the efficiency, taken as 2 5Lm/W is just a little 

too high

9 3.4.4 Stability and Reliability

From analyzing the different types of devices it is apparent that each of the devices 

has its limitations The stability and reliability of the device depends on a number of 

factors Firstly, the luminescent material must be stable and the crystallimty of the 

material must be uniform throughout to reduce any stress or strain that could produce 

nonradiative traps in the material The material must also be compatible with and 

adhere to the other component films This is one area where the structure of the 

underlying insulating film is important In the case of S1O2 , the ZnS Mn adheres 

easily to the amorphous surface In the case of Ta2 0 s, the ZnS Mn had adhesion 

problems with the amorphous material but not with the crystalline material This 

limits the range of materials that can be used in the device

Another factor that affects the stability and the lifetime of the device is the nature of 

the insulating material If the material is a self-healing insulator then the failure of 

any part of the device is limited to the one area However if the material is not self
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healing then catastrophic failure will result and the device will fail completely Both 

S i0 2 and Ta20 5 are self-healing materials but Ta20 5 appears to better limit the 

damage caused to the device than S1O2
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Chapter 10 

Conclusions and Future work

1 0 .1  Introduction
The prototype devices that show the possibilities of the application of sol-gel 

technology to the thin film displays area have been demonstrated In this section the 

progress, problems and future steps are looked at The next stage involves developing 

the device to incorporate the full colour gamut and looking at the addressing issues 

This section details the improvements made and suggests further steps in producing a 

large-scale full colour sol-gel inorganic thin film electroluminescent device

1 0 .2  Conclusions

A TFEL device incorporating ZnS Mn has been produced using sol-gel methods in 

conjunction with sulphidation The device has an inverted structure, using a silicon 

substrate and can use both tantalum pentoxide and silicon dioxide as possible 

insulating materials Both insulating materials have been prepared using sol-gel 

methods The top electrode used in the device is ZnO A1 also prepared using sol-gel 

The electrical contact is made using vacuum deposited aluminium

The process of converting the sol-gel deposited ZnO Mn into ZnS Mn has been 

investigated in detail The process is diffusion controlled having a diffusion 

coefficient of 7 8x10 m s  The diffusion process itself is a two-step process, 

having an initial phase where little or no diffusion takes place followed by the 

conversion phase The films are produced from hexagonal ZnO Mn and have a 

wurtzite structure For full conversion to take place the films are annealed in a H2S 

atmosphere for 3hrs at 560°C This optimises the films produced

Initially S1O2 was used as the insulating material It is an efficient insulating material 

and produced a luminance of 228 cd/m2 at 60V However the S1O2 needed to be 

optimised as it was found that if the annealing temperature of the sol-gel deposited 

S i0 2 was too low the film formed an interstitial layer of ZnO in the stack when 

ZnS Mn was added This provided traps for the hot electrons and therefore quenched
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the electroluminescence Studies of the cathodoluminescence and photoluminescence 

of samples not exhibiting electroluminescence show a peak at ~510nm due to the 

presence of ZnO at the interface This peak is due to oxygen vacancies in a ZnO layer 

formed at the interface between the ZnS active layer and the S1O2 top insulator and its 

effectiveness as an EL killer depends on its efficiency as an alternative recombination 

pathway, which relates to the trap density and earner concentration at the interface 

The ~580nm peak charactenstic of Mn2+ is still visible in these scans but its intensity 

is greatly reduced This peak at 510nm was removed by annealing the films at 700C 

This peak is due to oxygen vacancies in a ZnO layer formed at the interface between 

the ZnS active layer and the S1O2 top insulator and its effectiveness as an EL killer 

depends on its efficiency as an alternative recombination pathway, which relates to 

the trap density and earner concentration at the interface PL and CL measurements 

easily detect the presence of this transition and are, therefore, useful in determining 

quickly whether the fabncation process will result m a working device

Tantalum pentoxide has also been used as an insulating matenal m the device Its 

properties have been investigated and optimised It has been shown that Ta2 0 5 with 

the orthorhombic structure can be produced with a high dielectnc constant of 50 and 

resistivity >1012£2cm when annealed at 700°C in oxygen When used as an insulator 

in a sol-gel TFEL structure the adhesion between the Ta2Os and the adjacent layers is 

poor for amorphous Ta2Os but good if it is crystalline The device performance has 

been optimised using tantalum pentoxide as the insulating matenal Since this is a 

transparent display it can also be used in the conventional structure using a glass 

substrate

The optimum film structure for a TFEL inverted device is 

Ta2 0 s/ZnS Mn/Ta2 0 5 /Zn0  A1 Devices constructed using this film stack have 

shown a luminance of 250cd/m2 at 54V This compares favourably with results 

attained in devices using ZnS Mn334 Multilayer devices incorporating ZnS produced 

using other coating technologies have also produced luminance m the order of 130- 

225cd/m2 335
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The main concerns in the production of a large TFEL using sol-gel procedures 

involve the up-scaling of the dipping process. It has been demonstrated that this is not 

a problem as the only impediment to the size of the display is the size of the sol 

container. Different shapes and sizes up to 8cm x 2cm pieces have been dipped and 

have worked in all areas except the below the dry line of the gel. Thus there will be a 

wastage area at the ends of the samples. Also, the wider the sample, the easier it is to 

coat and less problems are encountered due to side drying. Once the environment of 

the chamber is controlled a display of any size or shape can be produced without any 

changes to the dipping rig itself. This offers an added versatility not shared with any 

other coating technology.

The device demonstrated here is ZnS:Mn. This has the characteristic orange colour 

that has a peak at 580nm. For a full colour display both the blue and green end of the 

spectrum needs to be addressed and this can be accomplished by doping the ZnS with 

other elements such as terbium for the blue region. Thus a full colour display is 

possible incorporating a large colour gamut.

A high luminous output from the device is also required for any application. The 

luminous output of the devices described here is in the region of 250cd/m2 when 

tested with the aluminium dots. This needs to be addressed further by ensuring that 

the top insulating material is optimised. Other insulating materials could be used 

instead of Ta2Os and S i0 2 and these and their properties are shown in Table 8.1.

Ta205 was chosen in this case for its properties and S i02 was chosen because of its 

versatility and its producibility.

ZnO:Al has been used as the top electrode in this device. This is an efficient 

transparent conductor but currently has patterning difficulties when used in this 

device. Other low resistivity transparent films such as Indium Tin Oxide (ITO) could 

be used but as previously discussed in Chapter 8 blackening can sometim es occur.

The properties of the insulator/conductor choice could be investigated and other 

combinations utilised in the device.

10.3 Future Work
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The device developed here is an inverted structure This device could also be 

prepared with a traditional structure as shown in Fig 7 2 This involves depositing the 

films on a high-temperature glass substrate starting with the conductor ZnO A1 This 

is followed by the insulating film of T ^ O s  The ZnS Mn is then deposited followed 

by the insulator and conductor Initial studies have shown that the films are 

compatible and do form a transparent (30%) device This then needs to have the top 

electrode patterned and electrical contacts attached

Matrix addressing the luminescent material is another area that has to be developed in 

future work It has been demonstrated here that ZnO A1 is a suitable candidate for the 

conductor in the device The next issue is patterning the ZnO A1 to allow it to be 

addressed with an electrical pulse This has been tned using photoresist but has not 

been successful to date If  the thin-film transistor technology could be applied here to 

each pixel it would enhance the performance as it has in the LCD area Some 

research has been earned out in this area with ZnS Mn336 and this could be developed
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A pp en d ix  1

In troduction

This appendix lists the types and the properties of the specific types of displays 

produced. The general information that applies to all the devices is given here and the 

specific optoelectronic data for each device structure is presented and discussed in 

Chapter 9.

Device 1

The first device is the single insulating structure using SiC>2 as the insulator as shown 

in Fig 1. It has a three layer inverted structure deposited on silicon. The silicon also 

acts as the lower electrode for the device.

This device consists of a single lower insulating layer formed using an R=4 mix for 

the S i02 thin films and deposited using the sol-gel process on to a silicon substrate. 

The silicon also serves as the lower electrode. This is followed by the deposition of 

an active layer formed by the conversion of sol-gel deposited ZnO:Mn films by 

annealing it for 4 hours in a H 2S atmosphere. The top A1 electrode is deposited by 

evaporation.

Top Electrode Al

Active phosphor layer of ZnS:Mn 
500nm

Insulating Thin Film of SiC>2

Silicon Substrate

Figure 1 Test device 1 show ing a single insulating layer fo llo w e d  by an active  
layer and  the top A l electrode on a silicon substrate.
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This is the basic test device using the S1O2 insulating material This was proved as a 

working device previously and all data on this device can be found in Ref [Tangs 

Thesis]

Device 2
The first device studied in this discussion incorporates a double insulating inverted 

structure as shown in Fig 2

The insulating layers are formed using an R=4 mix for the S1O2 thin films that are 

then deposited using the sol-gel process on to a silicon substrate The active layer is 

formed by the conversion of sol-gel deposited ZnO Mn films by annealing it for 4 

hours in a H 2S atmosphere

Top Electrode A1

Insulating Thin Film of S i02

Active phosphor layer of ZnS Mn 
500nm

Insulating Thin Film of S1O2

Silicon Substrate

Figure 2 Schem atic cross-section o f  Device 2 incorporating S 1O2 as the 
insulating m aterial

The layer thickness of the insulating layer is 80nm approximately The active layer of 

ZnS Mn has a thickness of 500nm approximately The top aluminum electrode is 

deposited using evaporation and the thickness of the film is 20-40nm This semi

transparent film allows the light from the device to be collected
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Device 3
The third device structure studied incorporates a double insulating inverted structure 

similar to Device 2 In this case the top electrode is ZnO A1 and is produced using 

sol-gel methods Here, evaporated A1 is also deposited for electrical contact The 

complete structure is shown m Fig 3

Top Al

Top Electrode ZnO Al

Insulating Thin Film of S1O2

Active phosphor layer of ZnS Mn  
500nm

Insulating Thin Film of S1O2

Silicon Substrate

Figure 3 Structure o f  D evice 3, the all sol-gel device using S 1O2 insulators

Device 4

Top Electrode Al

Active phosphor layer of ZnS Mn 
500nm

Insulating Thin Film of Ta20s

Silicon Substrate

F igure 4 Test device 4 show ing a single insulating layer o f  TazO 5fo llo w ed  by an 

active layer and  the top A l electrode on a silicon substrate
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This device uses tantalum pentoxide as the insulating layer in a three layer inverted 

structure deposited on silicon. The Ta205 is deposited using the sol-gel method 

described earlier in Chapter 8. This is followed by the active ZnS:Mn layer. The top 

electrode is evaporated Al. This structure is similar to device 1 and is shown in 

shown in Fig. 4.

Device 5

In this case the tantalum pentoxide is used in a double insulating structure and the top 

electrode is Al. The 120nm insulating film of Ta20s is deposited using the sol-gel 

method described earlier in Chapter X. This is followed by the active ZnS:Mn layer. 

The final insulating layer of Ta2Ûs is then applied to the device. The top electrode is 

evaporated Al. The structure of the device is shown in Fig. 5. This device has been 

manufactured with both amorphous and crystalline Ta205.

Top Electrode Al

Insulating Thin Film of Ta20s

Active phosphor layer of ZnS:Mn 
500nm

Insulating Thin Film of Ta20s

Silicon Substrate

Figure 5 Schem atic cross-section o f  D evice 5  incorporating Ta20s in a 5  layer
structure.

Device 6

Here the all sol-gel device is fabricated with the tantalum pentoxide as the insulator. 

The 120nm insulating film of Ta2Os is deposited using the sol-gel method described 

earlier in Chapter 8. This is followed by the active ZnS:Mn layer and the top
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insulating film of Ta20s The transparent conductor used is ZnO A1 having a 

thickness of 250nm Evaporated A1 is used for electrical contact in this case This 

complete structure is shown in Fig 6

Top Al

Top Electrode ZnO Al

Insulating Thin Film of Ta205

Active phosphor layer of ZnS Mn 
500nm

Insulating Thm Film of Ta2Os

Silicon Substrate

Figure 6  Inverted  f iv e  layer structure using tantalum  pentoxide w ith a sol-gel
deposited  transparent conductor o f  ZnO  A l
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